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i 

Benjamin F. McLuckie undertook one of the very first cross-cultural 
studies in the disaster area when he examined responses at the societal 
level in three similar type d€ssstera in Xtaly, Japan and the United 
States. 
ltaly and Japan and reported in hie Ph.D. dissertation at Ohio State 
University in 1970. 
did not allow for the carrying out of hie plan to rewrite the disserta- 
tion for publication. 

Most of the field data had been gathered by McLuckie htmself in 

Unfortunately, McLuckie's untimely death in 1975 

However, this rare comparative study seemed a very appropriate 
candidate for inclusion when the Disaster &6e%rCh Center initiated its 
Hietorical and Comparative Disaster6 Series in 1977. Accordingly, and 
as a tribute to someone who in a short time contributed so much to 
disaster research, this work was picked to launch the series. 
avoid any possible distortions of his ideas, except for minor editing 
the work has been left as McLuckie wrote it. 

To 

if 

Russell R. Dynes 
E. L. Quarantelli 
Co-Direc tors 
Disaster Research Center 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Research Problem 

Three natural disasters are studied in each of three countries 
Italy, Japan, and the United States, in this effort to understand 
the effect of societal context on the manner in which natural dis- 
aster response functions are performed. The study of these nations 
is approached from an institutional/structural perspective in which 
demographic, economic, political, communication, family, and religious 
variables are examined as they affect the warning, emergency prepared- 
ness, evacuation, inventory, victim care, security, welfare, and emer- 
gency restoration of services functions of disaster response. The 
general nature of the study is exploratory, and, while some attention 
is given to all the institutionalfstructural variables listed, there 
is particular emphasis placed on the degree of political central- 
ization as an independent variable. In terns of the relationships 
between institutional/structural variables and the performance of 
disaster functions, the following questions were asked: How wcrc 
the functions carried out? Where did the functions take place, 
i.e., the geqgraphical location of the activity? Who were the in- 
dividuals, groups, and organizations involved in the activities? 
What difficulties were encountered? The following questions about 
the impact of political centralization on disaster response, guided 
the research: At what levels of government are key decisions made? 
Does the level of decision making vary according to normal times 
versus disaster periods and/or the area, subject and content of 
matters being decided, and/or policy decisions versus operational 
decisions? Is there a different pattern of decision matting in 
disaster response functions in a decentralized nation as contrasted 
to a centralized nation? 

The Significance of the-Research 

This study seeks to contribute to disaster research, comparative 
r-esearch and societal level research. Although it is a relatively 
new area of inquiry, disaster research has made extensive gains in 
studying disaster response. The majority Pf work ha8 been done within 
the United States, with a smaller amount of worl-. being done in other 
nations. There has been only one study of disaster from a cornpar- 
ative cross-cultural perspective (Clifford, lS65), and nost of the 
work done, both in the United States and in other natiqns, has con- 
centrated on levels of analysis from the individual to the organization 
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to the community. Therefore, this study makes a Contribution to the 
disaster literature at the points where that literature is most 
lacking, i,e., at the societal level of analysis and from 8 compar- 
ative cross-cultural perspective. This research shares in the 
significance of disaeter rcsearch as it contributes to the know- 
ledge of human behavior. 
tical level because it provides knowledge concerning human behavior 
€n disaster chat can Serve as a basis for more adequate preparation 
for dlsaarers. Disasters manipulate large social variables fn a way 
the aociologLst cannot do, i.e., they put stress on the social syeten 
and cause tt to react, thus providing opportunites for studying small 
grocps up to national societies and adding to the fundeaantal 
knowledge and theory of soc€r>logy, 

Disaster research has utility on a prac- 

The possible contributions of this study to comparative soc- 
iology are methodological and substantive. 
procedure for the selectionofcountries and research sites, a sub- 
ject about vhich little has been written (Kyman, 1967:2). A second 
methsdological contribution of this study is in the example it gives 
of field procedures in foreign research. Ths research makes sub- 
stantive contributims a5 it presents empirical data, findings, 
and sumnary prop-)sitions that relate the effect oE societal struc- 
ture. 

An example is given of a 

The possible contribution of this study to the literature on 
swietal level analysis is in its comparison of societal level 
variables as they relate to behavior in nine empirical events. 
research examines variables that have been found to be relevant in 
previous cross-national studies. 
inntitutional/structural variables have been correlated with other 
societal level institutional/structural variables, but this study 
offers an opportunity to analyze societal level institutional/etruc- 
t&al variables as they affect specific human behavior, i.e., 
performance of disaster related functions, 

The 

In previous studies societal level 

Relevant Research and Literature 

As a guide to the classification of relevant literature the 
writer ha6 adopted a taxonomy constructed by Grimshaw (1968: Chart I), 
reproduced as Figure 1 on the next page. 
activities of sociologists into three gross types and cross-classifying 
these activities with the research settings in which they occur, Grimsbaw 
has constructed a taxonomy that permits a comparison of sociologies. 
In one sense all sociology is comparative, but to apply the term so 
broadly is to take away its usefulness, therefore, here "comparative" 
is used to designate research that involves the explicit selection of two 
or more countries and the comparison of sets of data collected in a 
eysteroatic way from the two or more societies. Comparative sociological 
studies, according to Gtimshaw's taxonomy, fall in the sixth and ninth 
cells. 

By classifying the research 

I 
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The review of the literature is in three major sections: first, 

the literature in the area of disaster research, second, quantitative and 
_empirical societal level literature, and Last, comparative administration 
uterature are reviewed. 

Literature on Disasters 

Disaster literature nay be divided into three classes: 
(1) popular descriptions, which include such works as mass media reporting 
and eyewitness accounts; (2) natural science, encompassing a great deal 
of technical reporting and research in such disciplines a6 geology, 
meteorology, and civil engineering; and (3) social science literature, 
including studies by historians, political scientists, psychologists, 
anthropologists, 8nd sociologists. Popular descriptions and natural 
ecfence literature are of use to social ecientists in building a fund 
of descriptive knowledge concerning disasters, in understanding the 
nature and behavior of disaster agents, and in explaining many of the 
reasons for physical destruction and the difficulties of restoration. 
The literature that was most useful in thi6 research and on which this 
review concentrates was that which was written from a 80Cfal science, 
particularly a sociological, perspective. 

There is a thread of continuity from the early Bysternatic efforts 
at eacial science disaster research to the present. 
Opinion Research Center collected qualitative interviews from a dozen 
disasters and also contributed to the field through its pioneering 
effort in quantitative survey in the study of the Arkansas tornadoes 
(Marks and Fritz, 1954). The Cornittee on Disaster Studies of The 
Diviaion of Anthropology and Psychology of the National Academy of 
Sciences-National Research Council worked in the area of disaster study 
from 1952 to 1957, then that work was taken over by the Disaster Research 
Group of the US-NRC. Since the phasing out of the work of the Disaster 
Research Group there has been a continuance of that tradition by the 
Disaster Research Center of the Department of Sociology, The Ohio State 
University . 

The National 

Disaster research Ls a relatively new area of inquiry for social 
scientists, but there has been a substantial anount of descriptive mater- 
ial collected and some explenatory studies have been carried out. 
There have been a large n m k r  of single disaster studies within the 
United States and a smaller number in other nations (cf. Disaster Research 
Center Staff, 1967). 
these6 have been generated. 

From these case studies a number of useful hypo- 

Among the stud€ea of disasters outside the United States the re- 
search sponsored by the Coxnittee on Disaster Studies of the National 
Academy of Sciences-National Research Council and conducted by the 
Institute for Social Research in the Netherlands stands as an excellent 
example of the infornation that Is available concerning disasters Ln 
other countries. This series of reports pertains to the sociological 



end psychological effects of the flood of February 1953 in the south- 
western Netherlands. Fifteen hundred interviews were conducted in order 
to analyze communications, evacuation, and community destruction, dis- 
organization, and re-integration. Much of the similarity to generaliza- 
tions and hypotheses from disaster atudies within the United States 
would appear to be because the Netherlands is a highly industrialized 
nation with an advanced technology. Some of the dissimilarity may be 
explained by the differences in degree of centralization. 

While there have been a number of case studies of disasters within 
the United States and a smaller number in other nations, there has been 
only one study of disaster response that explicitly selected two 
countriea and compared the data which was systematically collected. 
Clifford compared the two communities of Piedras NegraB, Mexico and Eagle 
Pass, United States in their response to the Rio Grande flood of 1954 
(Clifford, 1956). 
" f mil is t Lc Gene inschaf t" and "contractual is t ic Gese 11 schaf t , " "sacred " 
and I'secu1ar, I' and Parsons 
as fanilistic Gemeinschaft, sacred and particularistic, asctiptive, 
diffuse, and affective, and Eagle Pass as the other alternatives in the 
respective dichotomies. Clifford found that the difference in value 
orientations and social structures between these two communities led 
to different behavior patterns in response to the same disaster situation. 
The primary level of analysis in this study was the community, but much 
of what was stated may be applied to the societal level also. 
support is found in this study for the thesis of this research, i.e., 
societal context will affect the nature in which disaster functions are 
performed. 
from the individual to complex organizations to cmunities. 
been no studies, however, that used the societal level of analysis as 
their explicit focus. 

He used the following typological constructs: 

"pattern variables. I' He typed Piedras Negras 

Thus, 

The levels of analysis of most disaster research have varied 
There have 

In sunrmary, literature in the area of disaster research reflects 
levels of analysis other than society, and there has been only one 
study done from a systematic cross-cultural perspective. Thus, almost 
all of the literature falls into the first, fourth, and seventh cells 
of Grinshaw's twonony, and there is little literature on disaster 
research that deals with the research problem of this study. 

Quantitative and Other Empirical 
Societal Level Studies 

Since this study will focus on the effect of societal level 
Fnstitutional/structural variables on the performance of disaster 
response functions, the literature that proved most helpful in the 
selection of relevant variables was that from the disciplines of 
political science and sociology dealing with the relationships of a 
nunber of social and political variables within societies and between 
societies. Three sources which are representative of a larger number 
of studles in the area of societal level of analysis are used extensively 
in this research (Banks 8nd Textor, 1963; Russett, 1964; Sawyer, 1967). 

I 
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Bank8 end T2xtor (1963) used dichotomous variables to develop 
associational relationships. 
operationalized a large number of variables that have not been quanti- 
fied. Of particular assistance are their measures of bureaucracy (1963: 
53), vertical power structure (1963: 105), and a number of other vari- 
ables of direct relevance for the political and administrative focus 
of this study. 

This has been helpful because they have 

Russett (1964) used a number of standard variables to analyze the 
countries of the world. His measures are interval level data and thus 
are suitable for a number of statistical correlational techniques that 
the Banks and Textor material is not. However, there are a number of 
variables included in Banks and Textor that are not tncluded in Russett 
because they are not quantifiable. 
meaningful when used with each other in a complenentary fashion. 

These two sources are particularly 

Sawyer (1967) lists three dimensions of nations (size , wealth, 
and politics) that account for 40 percent of the variance among 236 na- 
tional characteristics correlated over 82 nations. He considers these 
dimensions basic in that they define important concepts , correlate with 
a large number of variables, and sort nations into relatively homogeneous 
groups. 'The three dimensions are defined by single variables, them- 
selves essent€ally uncorrelated: population, per capita G.N.P., and 
political orientation (communist, neutral, western). I' (Sawyer, 1967: 
171) 

Wuch of the data for classifying the three societies in this study 
are from the archives of the Project for the Comparative Analysis of 
Policy Environnents (CAPO, 1975) at The Ohio State University. These 
archives rely heavily on United Nations statistical services. A number 
of other 6ources are also used for the archives, including the Banks and 
Textor survey (1963). The particular sources of data used in this study 
are listed as each independent variable is specified and operationalized 
in chapter two of this report. 

The quantitative and other ernpirical societal level studies listed 
above were used to determine and measure the relevant independent vari- 
ables that compare the societal context of disaster response. 
studies reviewed in this section are in the ninth cell of Grimshaw'ls 
taxonomy. 

The three 

Camp ar at ive Admi ni s t r a t ive Lit e rat ure 

In addition to the disaster and societal level materials, litera- 
ture in the area of comparative adninistration is of utility to this 
study for a number of reasons, First, administration is concerned with 
means for achievement of prescribed ends. 
of institutional settings, e.g., economic, education, and religious. 
Public administration is that sector of administration found in the pot 
litical setting(Heady, 1966). This study proposes that the structure 
of the political institution is an important variable that affects the 
nature of disaster response, therefore, literature that deals with the 
study of the operational aspects of thc political institution has direct 

It nay take place in a variety 
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relevance to this research. Secondly, public administration, while 
dealing primarily with the political setting, touches on other institu- 
tional areas as it relates the political institution to the total 
society, therefore, the field has relevance to the general institutional/ 
structural approach of this research. Thirdly, the field makes method- 
ological contributions 
Public administration scholars have constructed theories and nethods 
that assist them to more accurately choose the societal level institutional/ 
structural variables that affect public adninisttat ion. Sone of these 
theories and methods were of particular relevance to this writer in 
specifying relevant variables for research. Fourthly, the field provides 
a better understanding of the operations within the political institu-' 
tion, and th€s is of centralimportance in this research, 

that are of relevance to the research problem. 

The operation of public administrative systems has been viewed from 
the perspective of internal characteristics and from the perspective of 
administrative envirncmnt. From the perspective of internal character- 
istics some writers have stressed structural characteristics (Hall, 19621, 
and others have also stressed the behavioral component (Friedrich, 2963; 
Merton, 1969). The particular subject of this research enables the re- 
search to combine a structural and behavioral approach. Past disaster 
research has shown a number of activities or functions are relevant to 
disaster response.in any setting, and this providcs assistance in de- 
ciding what behavior is relevant for study. The performance of these 
functions is analyzed in societies that are similar in a number of vari- 
ables and contrasting in a number of other variables. In the study of 
Italy, Japan, and the United States the societies are similar in demo- 
graphic, economic, and a number of polttical variables. 'Ihey contrast 
in the area of political centralization. Euch of the ambiguity of a 
structural or of a behavioral approach each used alone is removed by 
using the two approaches in a complementary fashion. 

In the developing literature on public administration there has been 
increasing interest shorm in the ecological approach in which the basic 
premise is that the environment or context vithin which an administra- 
tive system operates affects its structure and function. 
administration system plays a central role in the performance of disaster 
response functions, therefore, following the ecological perspective, it 
is a central theme of this research that the economic, political, and 
socio-cultural systeno of a society affect its disaster response. 
same premise may be applied to private as well as to public administra- 
tive systems. For example, in a society where the private sector plays 
an important role in disaster response, e.g., the United States, the 
societal context within which that private sector operates affects the 
structure and performance of disaster response functions. 

The public 

The 

To use the contextual perspective, the relevant variables have to 
In the early literature in public administration the se- be selected. 

lection of relevant variables was based solely on intuitive and a priori 
assumptions concerning the relationship of bureaurcracy to 
contextual societal variables. Forward (1967: 450-472) has shown hov 
the ecological perspective in public administration can be used with 
some of the societal level empirical data presently available to create 
an empirical foundation for theorizing concerning relationships of 
various structures within society. By using 
measure of bureaucracy (modern, semi'rnodern, 

the Banks and Textor 
transitional, and 
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traditional) as a criterion variable and by correlating a large number 
of variables with the measure of bureaucracy, Forward ordered all 
variables in terms of their association with the criterion variable. 
Factors and the variables that define them were separated. Forward's 
four factors which he labeled: (1) economic, (2) comunication, 
(3) political, and (4) socio-political, parallel the three factors 
found by Sawyer (1967): size, wealth, and politics. They are also 
in accord with the findings of Banks and Textor (1963) and Russett 
(19641, useZul in conceptualizing the problem studied here. 

While the literature in the area of comparative public admin- 
istration is quite varied, studies that analyzed only one country 
and those which compared two or more nations have been most useful 
here. The Literature in this field may be placed in any of the 
cells in Grimhaw's taxonomy. 

In summary, disaster literature has been of particular rele- 
vance as background for conceptualizing disaster response functions, 
but has also given some insight into the importance of some insti- 
tutional/structural variables. Literature from the perspective of 
quantitative and other empirical societal level analysis and 
comparative administration literature were of particular utility in 
identifying and measuring relevant institutional/structural variables 
for the research. The disaster literature was particularly relevant 
to the specification of the disaster response functions. Literature 
from all three areas discussed, particularly from previous quantita- 
tive and elopirical societal level studies, was relevant to the 
specification and operationalization of the independent variables and 
also assisted the researcher by providing insight tnto the relation- 
ships between societal level institutional/structural variables 
for the research. The disaster literature was particularly relevant 
to the specification of the disaster response functions. Literature 
frQm all three areas discussed, particularly from previous quanti- 
tative and empirical societal level studies, was relevant to the spec- 
iflcation and operationalization of the independent variables and also 
assisted the researcher by providing insight into the relationships 
between societal level institutional/structural variables and the 
performance of disaster response functions. 



CHAPTER I1 

THEORETICAL AND PETHODOLOGIiAL PERSPECTIVES 

To elaborate the theoretical and methodological perspectives 
within which the research is cast, this chapter is divided into the 
following seven major sections: (1) the concepts used in the 
research are defined and set in context; (2) a theoretical overview 
of the research is given; (3) some methodological issues relevant to 
the study are outlined; (4) the procedure for the selection of the 
nations and sites for study is explained; (5) the independent and 
dependent variables are specified and operationalized; (6) the 
research design is presented; and (7) the sources and procedures 
of data collection are outlined. 

The Concepts Used in the Research 

The basic rationale for this study is similar to Greenwood's 
"controlled observational study" (1945), and Chapin's "ex post 
facto" design (1955). 
this research has sought to approximate the controls of the 
classical experimental design in a number of non-laboratory 
situations. (1) Three societies, Italy, Japan, and the United 
States, were chosen to provide enough similarity OR relevant insti- 
tutional/structural variables to allow for control and enough 
difference on the key independent variable, i.e., degree of 
centralization, to allow for contrast. (2) Disaster agents are 
used as test factors to stimulate stress in societies. (3) The 
various functions of disaster response are the dependent variables. 
In the development of this research design, the following concepts are 
necessary to define: society, centralization, disaster, and disaster 
agent. 

By using elements of each of these designs, 

Socfety/Nat ion 

The most abstract concept used here is society. Talcott Parsons 
Grites, "A society is relatively the most self-sufficient type of 
social system" (1965: 2). The word "relatively" is important since 
no society is either absolutely autonomous or self-sufficient. The 
more specific focus on the'political dimension of a society is captured 
by the %at ion. I f  

A nation, in the contemporary sense of the word, 
exists when a political state coincides with a total 
society and when the polity is the doninar't social 
network within the society. In other words, a nation is 
the particular kind of society that happens to be prev- 
a1ezt in today's vorld. (olser., 1968: S7) 
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For the purposes of this study, however, the words "society," 
"nation, " and "country" will be used interchangeably. 

- Centralization 

Centralization, in this study, is viewed in two ways: as the 
structure of power in a system and as the pattern of decision making. 
Viewed as the structure of power, centralization falls on a horizontal 
axis and a vertical axis. Banks and Textor (1963: 106) refer to the. 
horizontal distribution oE power as a functiona distribution on t 

between the executive, legislat , and judicial branches 
In tbe p~lttical institution, th refere to the allacati 

government. A decentralized nation on the horizontal axis is one in 
which these three branches of government are "functionally autonomous, 
and a centralized nation is one in which there is complete doninanee of, 
government by one branch or by an extragoverniiental agency. Italy, 
Japan, and the United States are all ran!ced as nations where there is a 
significant distribution of horizontal power among these three branches 
of government. 

The structure of power on the vertical axis refers to the levels 
on which power is distributed, and in a ccntralizcd system the central, 
or highest level, retains power to itself. A decentralized system is 
one in which power is distributed auong system levels. 
(1963: 105) refer to polities with "effective federalfsm" as those 
polities where central and regional governments are "coordinate and 
independent in their respective spheres." 
classified as having a vertical power distribucion that is one of 
"formal and effective unitarism," i.e., centralized system (3anks and 
Textor, 1963: 105). The United States is classified as a nation of 
"effective federalism," i.e., a decentralized system. 

Banks and Textor 

Italy and 3apan are 

Centralization may also be viewed as the pattern of decision 
making. Harmond (1968: 63) suggests simply that centralization in 
decision making means "fewer participants" in major decisions. 
(1957: 234-235) designates the process of centralization as taking 
the actual weighing of compating considerations out of the hands of 
the subordinate and requiring that he accept the conclusions reached by 
other members of the organization. h ~ o  characteristics of central- 
ization in decision making, decisions by fever participants and decisions 
at a higher level, may be accouplished by using general rules to limit 
the discretion of the subordinate and by taking the actual decision 
making function out of the hands of the subordinate. The structure of 
power and the pattern of decision making may vary, with the issue being 
handled and through different time periods of an event, e.g., disaster. 

Simon 

Italy and Japan have been classified as polities that are 
structurally centralized and are described in the literature 86 cen- 
tralized in their patterns of decision making (cf. Kogan, 1962 and 
Ward, 1967). 
ized and is decentralized in its patterns of decision making relative 
to Italy and Japan. 
centralized society will react to disaster in ways that are different 
from a decentralized system. 

The United States as a polity is structurally decentral- 

The guiding hypothesis.of this study is that a 
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Disaster 

Since disaster is a key concept in the study, it is appropriate 
that t7e briefly define the concept and give the rationale for its use. 

Disaster is one of the nany "sponge" concepts 
within the English language. !!hen it is used, it 
often refers to different things. Initialiy, we 
can distinguish four different: meanings of the tern. 
(1) Disastei- often refers ta the disaster a,zent, i.e-, 
a hurricane , re. (2) Disaster 
refers to the 
i.e.: the resulting property dmage and the loss of life. 
The other two neanings are more psychological and 
sociological. 
of the physical event. In other words, evidenczs of 
physical dmiage are evaluated as being. disastrous. 
Thc satle event, hovevzr, may be 6efined differentially 
by different individuals and by different comrmnities. 
(4) Finally. disaster can mean social disruption 
created by the physical event. Sccial organization at 
macy different levels -- farnily, neighborhood, or 
COiXUXitY -- nay be disrupt&. (Zynes, 1570: 323) 

(3) Disaster can r.lean the evaluat& 

In this study ve are interested in disaster in nore than one of its 
ueanlngs. wiZh the maior foci being on the first an6 fourth. In order 
to avoid confusicn ir, the use of the ccnczpt, :?isester in its first 
meaning vi11 be referred to as the "disaster azent," 

By viewing disasters as social disruptiocs we may consider them 
as part of the larger category of coflectcve stress situations. 
collective stress occurs vhen nany members of a social systen fail to 
receive expected con6itionc of life Trva the system." (Barton, 1969: 38). 

"A 

"Ccllective:' stress sets disasters apart from individual tragedy. 
3ecause the stress arises fron rnembers of the socizl systen failing 
to receive "expected': conditions of life, the stress may artse either 
fron a worsening of conditions or a rise of expectations. 
of life that the systern fails to provtde include the safety of the 
physical environnent, protection fron attack, provision of food, 
shelter, and income, and guidance and icr'omation to carry on norcsl 
activities, 

The conditions 

Collective stress may arise fro= a source either 
outside or inside the social system. External sources 
include large unfavorable changes in the er.vironr;tent of 
the systen -- floods, droughts, earthquakes, blights end 
attacks from other systens, loss of Ltarkets or sources 
of supply. Internal sourcz's include th-. various forins 
of Eassive social disorganiz2tlon -- cccrncrifc breakdams 
such as depression, inflation or strikes aad political 
brea2.dwms such as riots, banditry, revolution an? civil 
wars or such drastic incrczses it: zovcrrnental inter- 
ferexe with citizens as c;ass purges; pogrms, and grcuth 
,,f tyranny.. (Sarton, 1969: 35) 
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A scheme of classification other than by the dinensions of 
internal and external sources is that of conscnsus and conflict types of 
stress situations. A consensus type emergency is one in which there 
is general agrement n o n g  those affected by the disaster agent 
about goals, especially about the saving of lives. A conflict type 
emergency is one in which there is conflict about goals (Dynes and 
Quarantelli, 1958: 13). 

This study analyzes disasters that are large scale collectfve 
stress situations. Because all the events are natural disasters they 
are considered to be sources external to the socia 
are generally of a consensus type. The system ta meet 
the expected conditions a€ life i. '%ising expe 
tations . " 

em, and they 

The Disaster Agent 

A disaster agent is defined as a large unfavorable input into the 
The research design of this study uses disaster agents social system. 

as test factors. .As an aid to holding the test factors as constant 
as possible, disaster agents may be typed according to the following 
critical dinensions: time (frequency, speed of onset, and duration), 
scope (area and intensity), predictability, and controllability. - 

Included in the dimension of time are the subdivisions of 
I_ 

frequency, speed of onset and duration: frequency refers to the nunber 
of tines the agent has struck in the same region; speed of onset 
to the suddenness of impact, rapid-gradual; and duration refers to scch 
things as single or repetitive impact and whether impact is limited or 
prolonged. 

Included in the dimension of scope are area and intensity. The 
I__ area impacted by the disaster a g e n m o f  great importance, Disaster 
agents seldom strike a thole society, but the effect of the disaster 
nzay be felt society-wide. The geographical and social areas affected 
are of importance both in terms of the real figures and in terms of the 
proportion of the society affected. 
miles in a nation of one million square miles represents only one tenth 
of one percent of the nation's land area, while a one thousand square nile 
area in a nation of ten thousand square miles represents ten percent 
of that nation's total. The same principle may be applied demograph- 
ically, e.g., absolute number and proportion of national population 
affected; economically, e-g., the absolute figure and the proportion of 
national incone affected; and socially, e.g., the nunber and proportion 
of people in the various levels of society affected. 

An area of one thousand square 

Another subdivision to be considered in the dinension of scope 
is intensity. Intensity, depending or! the type of disaster agent, 
may be objectively measured, e.g., a flood crest reading or a Richter 
reading of an earthquake. Only when area and intensity are examined 
together do they yield the information that is necessary to build 8 
complete, picture of the disaster agent. 
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Predictability refers to the presence or absence of reliable 

indicators knovn to be associated with the occurrence of disaster events 
of various kinds. Earthquakes are low on predictability, vrhile agents ’ 

0 such as hurricanes are highly predictable. 

Controllability has both objective and subjective elenents. The 
reference here 1s to the objective element. 
be controlled, but disaster agents such as earthquakes and tornadoes 
are not controllable. The subjective efeiienta of coctrollability, 
e.&. , attitude toward the possibility: or even desirability, of 
controlling n events, are c nsidered as societ 

A slowly rising river may 

The dis 
occurred in the five year tine span fron 1354 to 1969 and are exper- 
ienced with sone frequency in the nations studied: one earthquake 
and two floods, all relatively similar in the dim.nsions of tine, 
scope, predictability, and controllability. 

A Theoretical Overvtev 

Society can be viewed as a system of functionally interrelated 
structures an</or institutions. 
to verify the abcve statement; rather, the statement presents a model 
of society around which this research is conceptualized. 

It is not the purpose of this research 

Systens :.jay be related to other systcns on a subsystem level, on 
the same level, and on a suprasysten levcl, with the same axionatic 
principle applying for all levels. Thus, as a system is put under 
stress the various parts adapt to meet the stress; this adaptation 
takes place both within the same level and between levels. 

Because municipalities, prefectures/statcs, and societies nay 
all be viewed as systems within systems. and as open system, the next 
higher level is always involved in the next l o m r  level. The inter- 
action between levels clay increase or decrease when the system is put 
under stress. 

Disaster agents seldom strike the entire geographical area of a 
nation. 
prefecture/state vrithin a nation, but the effects of the disaster 
nay be experienced on the national level. 
in the case of this study, because the research has been limited to 
the analysis of large scale disasters. 

Xost often a disaster agent vi11 strike a municiFality or 

This is particularly true 

As ire apply these general principlcs to she study of fucctional 
response to disasters tTe See that a disaster agent nay place decands 
on the ~ o m a l  functioning of a cormunity beyonc! its capabilities. 
There must, then, be extra resources brought frcm sone1:here. These 
resources cay be brought fro= subsystczs by tappins h u a n  and mater- 
ial resources Rot used during p e r i o d s  of norrna: tine f u ~ t i o n s ,  e.g., 
voluzteers. Resources may also be ‘brought fron the suprasocial systeni 
withln &ick the nur:icipa!ity 5s !ccater:, i.g., p r ~ i e c c u r ~ j s t a c e  or 
noEiDnn! gcvercuents. The city’s ;apaSility t3 respond may also b;. 
inc -ed by adaptations on the same system level, e.g., a fire 



d?partnznt may put less ertphesis cc Lts normat? furkction of fire-. 
fighticg and devnre a large prcportion of manpover to search 
and rescue cperations. 

The two broad categories of factors which may influence the way 
in which a social system will respond to stress emphasized in this study 
are the nature of the disaster agents and the structures of the 
societal systems within which the disaster agents strike. 
has been made to hold the disaster agents constant and thus allow 
the study-to focus on the effects of national level 

An effort 

of the chief advantages of its use tihen comparing nations, for it 
allows for the emparison of nations that have very large populations 
with nations that have small populations, of politically modern nations 
with traditional nations, of technologically developed nations with 
underdeveloped. 

The social systems of the three countries studied may be viewed 

The municipal and prefectura1/state 
f r m  the perspective of three basic levels of government: 
prefectural/state. and national. 
levels of government affect the response to disasters, and some 
consideration is given to this in the research; but the major focus 
of the stuOy is on the effect of eocietal level structures. 
the Lower Level political entities, such as nunicipelities and pre- 
fectures/atates, are affected in their noma1 tine functioning by the 
national governments within which they exist, so, too, the structure 
of the national society affects the nature in which disaster response 
functions are perfomed within that country. that, then, are the 
national structural variables that affect response to disaster? 

nunicipal, 

Just as 

The structural/institutional areas around which variables cluster 
are the demographic, economic, political and comunications categories. 
The political variable, degree of centralization, is given particular 
emphasis. Kinship and religious variables are discussed in the re- 
_search findings; but they are not given the sane core position as the 
Fenographic, econmic, political and comunication variablea. The un- 
kqual t 3: e atne nt of the d i € f e re nt i n6 t i tu t i o na 1 / 6 t r uc t ur a 1. v ar i ab 1 e s 
have precedence fa the literature (Banks and Textor, 1963). 

The dependent variables used are the functions of disaster response. 
The number of tasks that are performed in relation to disasters are 
grouped into eight functional area6: (1) warning, (2) emergency pre- 
paredness, (3) evacuation, (4) inventory, (5) victim care, (6) security, 
(7) welfare and (8) emergency restoration of services. These functions 
are carried out in most di886ter8, i.e., they transcend societal bound- 
aries. 



Piethodological Issues - 
Five methodological issues discussed here because of their rel- 

evance to this research ate: (1) unit of analysis, (2) control, 
(3) sample size, (4) generalizability, and (5) reliability of data. 
These problens are not completely independent of each other, and 
it is useful to bear in mind that though cross-national research 
exacerbates these nethodo1ogfcsl issues, they are, in principle, 
the same problem encountered in any kind of research. 

7 

i 

7 "In principle, 
ive cross-cultural research an 

1 have tcc be faced" (Holt, 1970: 6). 

Unit of Analysis 

'Ihis study uses society as the basic unit of acalysis, but socle 
comparative sociologists argue for the use of lower level units. For 
exacple, Linz-(1966: 267-277) argues for levels of analysis other than 
whole-nation conparisons and points to a nunber of weaknesses of con- 
paring whole nations. 
for large heterogeneous units, particularly when no account is taken 
of measures of dispersion, night not be the best data to use. 
whole-nation conpatisons there is also the probler! of the limited 
nunber of cases available for systematic analysis and the question 
of whether the political entity called a nation is conterminous 
with cultural and other relevant boundoriee. 
as one society, and, if so, is society itself a meaningful unit for 
c onp ar i 8 on? 

The use of aggregate data to figure averages 

With 

Can a nation be regarded 

In this study it is not argued that society is the only relevant 
unit of analysis, but it is certainly an inportant one. No natter on 
what level relevant variablee are studied, if there are relationships 
uncovered they are relevant. Society, when considered as a national 
unit, has definite boundaries, and relevant variables can be more 
readily operationalized. Data for measuring these variables are more 
readily available than for some other units of analysis. There is 
a great deal more difficulty involved in setting the boundaries of 
a culture and in operationalizing and measuring the relevant data that 
make up that culture. The political institution, the key structure of 
a nation, is of particular importance for the subject matter of this 
research, i.e., political centralization. 

. 

Control and Sanple Size 

The issue of control is a problem in any research, but again, it 
is exacerbated when doing cross-national rcseerch. This issue and that 
of sanple size are closely related and will be discussed together. 
When nations are compared on the societal level, and each nation is 
e case in the saE.iple, it is difficult to attain an adequate size saclple. 
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Even where a sar;ple with an adequate nusaber of cases is secured, the 
problem of whether the saqle is unbiased remains. 
sample, in terns of size and randan selection, limits the kinds of 
statistical techniques applicable and the kinds of control. that are 
possible. Randomization is not possible without an adequate nuuber 
of randomly selected cases. Therefore, control of background factors 
must be from specification and this is not always possible when 
dealing with such nacro-units as societies. All of these facets of 
the 28sues of control and sample size are relevant to this study, 
The sample of nations used in this research is soall, consistin$ of 
only three natione. 
would atLll be the problem of control because the nations are not 
chosen throuGh the procase of lcand 
nuDber of purposeful crtterfa. Th 
factors has been accoaplished through the process of specification. 

An inadequete 

Even if the sar;ple size could be expanded there 

Genera I izab Ility 

When a general event analysis approach to the study of social 
system is used there is the issue of how typical is the response to 
that particular event. 
expect in any event? Because of the issue of generalizability, three 
different disasters have been studied in each country. 
to separate the atypical from the typical and to uncover com-on 

Is this the kind of response that one cay 

This helps 

: processes of response, and it aids the researcher to use the countrys 
% i  and not the disaster, a8 the unit of analyeie. 
then, becones an aid in the study of the social system of a society. 
Generalhability is still a probler; beyond the linits of disaster, 
or at leaat beyond the Iiqits of stress. 
used as an aid to give insight into other areas. 

The disaster event, 

Disaster may, however, be 

Reliability of Data 

This etudy uees UN statistics and the coding decisions of thc 
Banks and Textor (1963) study as the chief murces of data on the 
independent variables. There LS generally a lack of consistent 
qualfty and availability of data betveen nations in atatisttcs from 
the UN. 
of quality in national data for this study the problem was not as 
pronounced as it might have been, i.e., there is a tendency for the 
quality and availability of data to rise with the economic develop- 
ment in a country. 
definitions of certain items across nations and the deliberate or 
semi-deliberate distortion of data by national governments. 
further elaboration of problems attendant wLth hternational statis- 
tics, the reader m a y  refer to Russett (1964). With the rather 
standard and connonly available variables used in this study, data 
should not prove to be much of a problem if the study is broadened 
at socle future the. 

Since ftaly, Japan and thc United States all have high levels 

There are problems of lack of agreement on 

For 8 
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The Banks and Textor (1963) survey subjectively coded national 

variables as typologiee and ordinal scales on the basis of available 
published material and frequent consultations with area specialists. 
Even though such a process is difficult to evaluate in terns of 
accuracy, Glsen (1962b: 703) concludes, "they are the most corrpre- 
heneive data of this kind available at the present the." 

The Selection of Nations and Sites 

The Selection of Nations 

Four criteria were used in the selection of the three nations, 
Italy, Japan, and the United States, in this research: (1) the 
frequency of siuilar natural disasters wtthin the natfonal borders, 
(2) accessibility and receptivity of the country to social science 
researchers, (3) similarity of the nations on 8 ntmber of structural 
and/or institutional parts and (4) contrast between the countries 
with respect to the structure of selected parts of their political 
and adninistrative systems. 

1. Frequmcy of Natural Disasters Uithin the National Borders 

Italy, Japan and the United States are among the most disastcr- 
prone countriea in the world. 
macro and aggregate approach to natural hazards research, did a 
global survey of natural disasters during the twenty-year tine span 
from 1947 through 1967, and compiled an Inventory of the type, 
recurrence and location of ali forms of natural disasters. In re- 
lation to nunbers of disasters, the United States, Japan and Italy 
ranked numbers one, two and one-half and aeven of eighty-one countries 
on which data were available (Hewitt and Sheehan, 1969: 14-15). 
Thus, at1 three nations fell in the firet decile of countries in 
recurrence of natural disasters. Japan, the United States and Italy 
ranked fourth, tenth an3 nineteenth in nuv.ber of lives lost in 
natural disasters during the same tmnty-year period (Hewitt an3 
Sheehan, 1369: 14-15). Thus, all three countrieG were in the first 
quartile of nations in loss of life, 
in the first, second and third decilcs respectively. 

Hewitt and Sheehan (1969), taking a 

Stated in deciles they fell 

These three nations have sfriilar types of disaster agents that 
a part of each country is situated in strike within their borders: 

one of the earthquake zones that pass around the earth, and all 
three societies experience flooding. Japan and the United States 
also have disasters that 1tal.y docs not have, e.g., udne disasters 
in Japan and the United States and tornadoes in the Unfted States. 
The et~phasis here, however, is on the fact that the countries have 
a nuoiber of sitilar disasters, alloriing for more choice of disaster 
agents and sites to be studied within the countries. 

' 
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TABLE 1 

NUI*;BER CF DISASTER PiPACTS AND LOSS OF LIFE BY NATION 
1947- 1967 

Numb er of Number of 
Disaster Impacts Rank Uecile Lives Lost Rank Decile 

<N = 81) 
United States 201 1 1 7,620 10 2 

Japan 44 2.5 1 31,630 4 1 

Italy 21 7 1 3,840 19 3 

The societies compared here are comparable with respect to the 

The number of disasters and the similarity of types provides 
frequency and types of disaster agents that strike within their bor- 
ders. 
an opportunity to select disaster agents that are relatively corn- 
parable in dimensions of type, tine, scope, predictability and 
controllabllity. Thus, the agents t7ers similar enough that they 
could be used as teat factors. 

The frequency of disasters in each country has created enough 
events in each nation so that it was possible to be selective about 
the sites within each country. In each country two urban areas and 
one rural area were chosen. 
in these societies will allow opportunities for studies of future 
stress events. 

The continuing frequency of disasters 

2. 
Social Science Researchers 

bccessibility and Receptivity of the Country to 

The basis for evaluating nations on the criterion of accessi- 
bility and receptivity was previous research experience by DRC 
personnel and information accrued from the literature and from f o m l  
and informal discussions with knowledgeable professionals, 
had extensive research experience in the United States, and tiad 
conducted one disaster study in each country prior to the research 
done here. 

DRC has 
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3. 
and/or Institutional Parts 

Similarity of Nations on a Nunber of Structural 

Herbert Hyman (1967) suggests that a researcher nay gain a great 
deal more by reducing the principle of contrast and selecthg 
countries that are similar in a nuuber of respects. He goes on 
to say that the selection of nations often puts too much emphasis 
on variability and not enough eophasis on sio;ilarity, In other 
words, researchers may be carried away looking for countries that 
will provide a naxinunt of variability so that there will be a 
great deal of difference to contrast, so much contrast and ccLiplex 
variability that it is not possible to unambiguously isolate what the 
researcher wants. What was attemptfid in this selection of cases 
was to reach "an optimal blend of homogeneity and heterogeneity" 
(Hymen, 1967) to allow enough similarity for control and enough differ- 
ence for comparison, In concrete terms, it meant choosing countries 
sFm€lar on a great number of structural variables and narrowing the 
area of contrast to difference in the degree of political and adnin- 
lstrative centralization. As will be seen in tables in subsequent 
parts of this chapter, Italy, Japan, and the United States are similar 
on the control variables. 

p 
An observation and a truism should be made explicit at this 

point. First, it appears that achieving a degree of sicilarity 
between nations is more of a task than finding areas of contrast. 
Second, when dealing with nations, thc word "relatively" sinilar 
s e e m  appropriate. 
of control idealized in the "classical" design. 

The researcher can only approxinate the degree 

4. Contrast Between Nations in Degree of Centralization 
of Their Political and Administrative Systems 

A major dicension of ccncern in this criterion is the degree of 
political and adninistrative centralization. 
this diriensicn, i.e., vertical porrer distribution (Banks and Tcxtor, 
1963: 
an ordinal scale, and the Chited States was in the first category. 
(See table 6.) 
possible on the contrast variable. 

On the indicator used on 

105), Italy and Japan were in the last of four categories on 

Thus, Italy and Japan provide as nuch difference as 

The Selection of Sites 

An effort was rade to select sitns within nations that were 
similar on dimensions of size an3 gcographical location. Because the . 

focus of the fitudy was on the effect of societal level variables, 
(particularly the variable of centralization) on the perfarclance of 
disaster response functions, it was ir.pnrtant to select sites with 
eFr.!Llar resocrccs, (i.e., population bases) an3 gecgraphically 
recove4 fror the capital city of the cowtry. It is, of course, 
necessn- ' to deal in broad categories when using these criterla. 
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All the sftes studied were we11 removed from capltal cities. 
The range in cormunity size in Italy was from a few thousand in the 
towns of Sicily to 7,000 i.n Valle Ilossa, from 55,000 in BLelLa in 
the Piedmont to 43C,OOO in Florencc. In Japan the comunlties ranged 
from 1,600 in Ashiwada Village to 237,000 in Kure City to 300,000 in 
Niigata City. In the United States the sites ranged from 3,SOO in 
Pass Christian and 44,000 in Biloxi along the Fiississlppi Gulf Coast, 
from 44,000 in Anchorage to 600,000 in New Grleana. Thus, therci are 
small comunitfes and at least one city of the hundreds of thousands 
in each country. 

The dtsasters all occurred within the five years from 1964 to 
1969, and the societies in whLch thzy occurred are assumed to have 
not had major changes. 
of relevance to this study was in the specific field of disaster- 
related structures. This is taken into account. 

The one area where there were changes 

If personnel from the Center go to a disaster imnedlately, it 
is done on the basis of mass media reports, Information from United 
States gwernnent agencies and consultation with key personnel, e.g., 
a civil servant, newsman or academic. In the case of two of these 
countries, two of the disasters were chosen after sone time had 
lapsed, i.e., up to three years. These disasters were chosen on the 
basis of newspaper articles on file at DRC and from information 
secured on previous research trips to the country, and then were 
verified by people knowledgeable in the field. All of these proce- 
dures were us23 within the framework of the above criteria for site 
selection. 

Country Agent 

-~ 

Site 

Italy 

Japan 

Earthquake, 1953 Sicily 
Flood, 1966 Florence 

ir Flood, 1968 Piednont/Vercelli 

Earthquake, 1954 Niigata 
TyphoodFlood, 1966 Yamanashi Prefecture/ 

Typhoon/Flood, 1967 Hiro sh €ma Prefecture/ 
Ashiwada Village 

Kure City 

United States Earthquake, 1964 AlaskajAnchorage 
Hurricane/Flood, 1965 New Orleans 
Hurricane/Flood, 1969 Hi s s i s sip p i /B 2 loxi 

FIGU?? 2 

COU'-YIES, AGENTS AND SITES 
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- The Specification and Operationalization of the 
I nd epe nden t and De pe nd en t V ar i able s 

The Independent Variables 

The three nations compared in this study are highly industrial 
nations with large populations and are politically modern democracies. 
One dimension on which they differ is that of centralization; Italy 
and Japan are centralized nations, and the United States is.de- 
centralized. 
compared in relation to a number of variables grouped under the 
follouing headings: demographic, economic, political and cormunica- 
tion. The data presented show that the nations are relatively 
similar demographically, economically and politically and to a lesser 
extent similar in relation to the communication variables. Cne 
dimension along which they differ, and in relation to which they are 
contrasted in this study, is that of centralization. 

In the following pages the three countries will be 

Demomaphic Variables 

Among the demographic variables, population size appears to be 
important. Sawyer (1967: 145-172) found the following three factors 
from 236 variables in G2 nations accounted for 40 percent of the 
variance in the matrix of variables: size, wealth and politics. 

Closely indexing these three dimensions are 
three variables, themselves practically uncorrelated: 
population, gross national product per capita, and 
political orientation -- comunist, neutral, or 
western. These three variables sort nations into 
groups of considerable homogeneity. 
these three variables and each of the others show that 
size, wealth and politics highly predict a large number 
of other national characteristics. 
these three dimensions has a number of implications for 
measurement, design and analysis of cross-national research 
(Sauyer, 1967: 145). 

Correlation between 

The prominence of 

The total population of a country is conventionally described as 
de facto or de jure. A true de facto or present-in-area concept 
implies that all persons physically present in the country -- residents 
and nonresidents alike -- have been counted in the local area where 
they were found at the time 04 the census (UN Demographic Yearbook, 
196G: 8). The population figures and comparisons used in this re- 
search are present-in-area estimates for the present territory taken 
from this Yearbook. 
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Urbanization, i.e., percent of population in cities of over 
20,000 is also of inportance in its own right and, additionally, 
because ft is correlated with a n w b e r  of other variables of irpor- 
tance such as size, comxnication, economic development status. 
The data oa thfa variable are from Russett (1964: 51-52}. 

TABLE 2 

DEXOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 

Var iab 1 e Italy Japan United Stat e s 

Population (N = 116) 49,903,C76 98,274,961 139,323,175 

Rankb 
Dec €le 

12 
1 

7 
1 

4 
1 

Urbanization (N = 120) 30.3% 43 . 2% 52 .O% 

Rank 
Decile 

37 
4 

17 
2 

9 
1 

- 
,- %e '94'' in this table and those which follow represents the 
number of countries in which the United Nations has conpiled statistics. 

b''Rank" ie the place the particular nation occupies among the 
nations of the world on which statistics have been compiled. 

Economic Variables 

Included in this category are GMP, GNP per capita, Economic 
Development Status and an Index of Differentiation. Russett (1964: 
149-151) discusses the usefulness of using both CNP and GNP per 
capfta fn conbination as an indicator of wealth, reeources, power 
and general well-befng of a country. 

GNP, with the exception of a few countries with extremely large 
populations, e.g., People's Republic of China and India, is a good 
indicator of technological level. Russett (1964: 151) suggeats, 
"Power in the nodern world depends heavily on industrial production 
and scientific and technological capabilities. While these are 
correlated with GNP the correlation is not perfect." This variable 
would appear, from a substantive and intuitive perspective, to be 
one of the most important variables affectirig the nature of disaster 
response functions. 
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Russett (1964: 149-151) discusses the advantages of using both 
GIP and G:! per capita in combination as a measure of wealth, resources, 
power and general well-being of a country. He, in fact, uses the GNP 
per capita as the single variable around which to build a typology of 
''stages*' of economic and political development (1964: 293-303). 
Banks and Textor (1963: 65-66) show the weight they give to GNP 
per capita in requiring that a nation have 8 GP?P per capita of over 
600 dollars in addition to having a capacity for self-sustaining growth 
to be considered economically developed. SarJyer (1967: 145-172) 
found G13P per capite to be one of three key variables in his analysis 
of 236 variables in 82 countries. In all, GNP and GNP per capita seem 
to be substanttvely important variables. 

GhT is given in millions of United States dollars. Xo definition 
is given in the source (Agency for International Development, 1965: 1-7). 
GhT per capita is the GNP divided by population. The data are given 
in United States dollars (U. S. Agency for International Development, 
1965: 1-7). 

The Economic Development Status is a measure used by Banks and 
Textor (1963: 65-46). This characteristic has the following two 
components: 
a dichotorcous division of GNP per capita of those over 600 dollars 
and those under 600 dollars. Because Japan, at the time Banks and 
Textor did their work, had a GPP per capita of less than 600 dollars 
it was ranked Intermediate on a ranking system of Developed, Inter- 
mediate, Underdeveloped and Very Underdeveloped. 
but using more recent data, this study ranks Japan as Developed. 

a ranking of the ability to sustain economic growth and 

On the same criteria, 

Substantive and theoretical perspectives indicate, furthermore, 
that differentiation into a number of structurally distinct and func- 
tionally specialized units plays an important part in the functioning 
of a society. For example, the higher the number of functionally 
autonomous units, e.g., police, fire, and militia, the greater the 
mount of time that will need to be allotted to coordination. 

Societal differentiation is defined by I4arsh (1967: 31) a6 "the 
number of structurally distinct and functionally specialized units in 
a society." The index used here is from Plarsh (1967: 329-374). The 
components of his index include the percent of gainfully employed males 
in nonagriculrural occupations and the gross energy consumption per 
capita in megawatt-hours. 
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TABLE 3 

ECONOIfLC VARIABLES 

\Tar i ab le Italy Japan United States 

GNP (N = 116) 45,100 
(in millions of U.S. dollars) 

Re& 8 
Dee i Le 1 

GNP per capita (N 116) 893 

Rank 
Decile 

23 
2 

Economic Development Status Developed 
(N = 110) 
Index of Differentiation 41.3 
(N = 114) (Score) 28 

Rank 3 
Decile 

60,010 

7 
1 

626 

30 
3 

Developed 

41.5 
26 
3 

583,900 

1 
1 

3,084 

2 
1 

Developed 

109.4 
1 
1 

Political Variables 

The particular political variables included in this study are 
limited to those that appear most relevant on the basis of the liter- 
ature and the substantive focus of the research. All of the variables 
with the exception of “Political Orientation’’ vere taken from Banks 
and Textor (1963). They include Westernization, Interest Articulation 
by Associational Groups, Political Fbdernization, Period izat ion, 
Ideological Orientation and Representative Character of Current Regime. 
These variables appear to form a complex of characteristics that cor- 
relate with the level of technology, madernisation and differentiation 
of society. Fat example, nations that are economically developed and 
highly urbanized will most probably 81SO be historically or signifi- 
cantly westernized, advanced in political modernization and conventional 
in political orfentation. 

Horizontal Power Distribution is included because of its relevance 
to the concept of centralization. Political Orientation is included 
because tt was found to be o m  of three key variables accounting for 
variance in 236 Variable6 i -  82 nations (Sawyer, 1967: 145-172). 
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The first political variable is that of 1,Jesternization (BadC6 
and Textor, 1963: 75-76). This typology is based on a geographical 
component, i.e., those nations on the European continent vhich fall 
within the limits of the Ottoman Empire. 
variable is that the nations of this region rank high on economic 
indexes and have developed modern bureaucracies. Thuo, the variable, 
while based on a geographical component, correlates with a number of 
other6 that are of relevance to disaster response, e.g., economic 
development and urbanization. 

The importance of this 

The second variable is Interest Articulation by Associationa~ 
Groups (Banks and Textor, 1963: 83-84) and includes specialized 
structures of interest articulation such as trade unions, organizations 
of businessmen or industrialists, ethnic associations and civic 
groups. 
icant amount of interest articulation .trill have some influence in 
certain areas of disaster response functions, e.g., welfare and 
emergency restoration of services, as interest groups bring pressure 
on government. 

It may be hypothesized here that the presence of a signif- 

The third variable is Political Piodernization: Periodizarion 
(Banks and Textor, 1963: 78-80) which focuses on political leader- 
ship and is concerned with the principal phases in the transfer 
of political power fron traditional to modernizing leaders. 

The fourth variable is Ideological Orientation (Banks and Textor, 
1963: 00-82). This characteristic attempts to type countries on the 
basis of ideologixal comitments. A "doctrinal" comitnent is judsed 
to be the major component of ideological orientation only in Communist 
states. In nations of the "underdeveloped" ~iorld, there is a "dedica- 
tion to developmental objectives that transcends all other forms of 
ideological commitment" (Banks and Textor, 1963: 81). Thus, many of 
these nations are typed as "developmental.'; The nations in this study 
are typed as "conventional," i.e., they rely more or less on canven- 
tionalized procedures for achieving the legitimization of new or changed 
power relationships. 

The fifth variable is Representative Character of Current Regime 
(Banks and Textor, 1963: 85-86) and is attempting to type the repre- 
sentativeness of the present regime on the dimensions of form and content. 
The purpose is to type nations as to whether they are representative 
on a nondiscriminatory basis. 

Horizontal Power Distribution (Banks and Textor, 1963: 106) is 
included amon2 the controlled political variables because it is a part 
of the structure of power, i.e., it is the horizontal axis of the 
power structure and forms one dimension along vhich a nation may be 
typed 86 centralized or decentralized. k nation that has a "signifi- 
cant" mount of horizontal porwr distribution is one in which the 
executive, legislative, and judicial branches of &overwent are func- 
tionally autor.ouicus, F.e. ,, it is deccGtralized On a horizontal axis. 
A nation that is neZligible in the mount of hclrizontal dfstr€bution 
of power, i.e., centralized, is one in which there is a c.onplete 
dominance of government by one branch or by an extragovernmental agency. . 
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The fact that Italy, Japan and the United States are all decentralized 
on this dimension allavrs for a greater concentration of the analysis 
on the vertical axis of power structurc and decision making, i.e., 
vertical power distribution. 

Another political variable included in this study is "political 
oreintation," i.e., Comunist, neutral or I.!estern (Sawyer, 1967: 153). 
The measure for this variable is whether in 1955 the nations had mili- 
tary treaties or alliances with the Soviet Union, the United States, 
or neither. This is one of the three variables found by Sawyer to 
account for 40 percent of the variance in 236 variables in 82 nations. 

TABLE 4 

POLITICAL VARIABLES 

Var i ab 1 e Italy Japan Tnited States 

Ves ternizat ion 
N = 112 

Interest Articu- 
lation by Associa- 
tional Groups 
(N = 111) 
PO1 i tical 
Moderniz at ion: 
Periodization 
(N = 115) 
Ideo 1 ogical 
Or ie n t at io n 
(N = 87) 
Representative 
Character of 
Current Reg h e  
(N = 98) 
Rorizontal Power 
Distribution 
(N = 82) 
Political 
Orient at io u 
(N 823 

Ri s t or ic a1 1 y Significantly Historically 
P?estern Nation Western (No Vestern Nation 

Co 1 oni a1 
relationship) 

Significant S i g ni f ic an t S i gn i f i c ant 

Adv a nc e d Advanced Advanced 

Co nve n t i m a l  Conventional Conventional 

Po 1 y ar ch ic Po 1 y arch ic Polyarch ic 

Signif icent Significant Significant 

T.?e stern lye s t ern tJe s tern 
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Corrinunicat ion Variables 

A reading of disaster literature adds further support for the 
inclusion of the comnunication factor. For example, the literature 
on warning points to the importance of cocnunication variables as 
they affect preparedness. The variables included here are news- 
paper circulation per 1,000 population, radios per 1,000 population, 
and literacy rate. Literacy rate night be in a separate category 
of social or educational variables, but for convenience, parsinony, 
and because it has some relation to the other two items, it Is 
inc luded und er t hi s cat eg or y . 

Newspaper circulation per 1,000 population is defined as the 
circulation per 1,000 inhabitants of general interest daily news- 
papers. 
intended for the general public which is devoted primarily to 
recording current events connected with public affairs, inter- 
national questions and politics. "Daily newspapers" are those 
published three or more days per week. 
countries in the year 1963 (UNESCO, 1966). 

"General interest newspaper" is any periodical publication 

The data are for 152 

Radios per 1,000 population is defined as a11 receivers for 
broadcasts to the public, including loudspeakers connected to a 
"radio distribution system." 
licenses or estimated number of receivers in use (United Nations, 
1963). 

The data refer to the nunber of 

Literacy rate is defined a8 the percentage literate population 
aged 15 and over. 
and write a sinple message. 
compiled by Russett (1964: 221-224). 

The criterion for literacy is the ability to read 
The data are from UNESCO (1961), as 

- 
0 The variables discussed in Table 5 on the following page are 

those that have been shown in previous studies to account for a 
large proportion of variance in societies. The countries included 
in this study are relatively ainilar on these variables, allowing 
for greater confidence in studying the effect of the particular 
independent variable OD which the three nations are contrasted, 
€.e., centralization. 
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TABLE 5 

C0PiL';UN ICAT IC? NS VARIABLES 

(7 Variable Italy Japan United States 

Newspaper Circulation per 
1,000 Population (N = 107) 

Rank 
Decfle 

Radios per 1,000 Population 
(N = 107) 

Rank 
Decfle 

Percentage of Literate 
Population Age' 15 and 
Cver (N = 118) 

Rank 
Decile 

123 

34 
4 

16 2 

31 
3 

87.5% 

26 
3 

417 

5 
1 

133 

34 
4 

98.0% 

15.5 
2 

312 

14 
2 

941. 

1 
1 

98.09. 

15.5 
2 

The Contrasting Political Variable 

The countries studied are relatively controlled on all of the 
demographic, economic, political and conmunication variables listed 
thus far. 
centralized on the horizontal distribution of power, the key 
variable on which they are contrasted is vertical power diatrlbution. 
A centralized system is one in which the highest level of govern- 
ment retains power to itself and thus, has fewer decision makers. 
It was hypothesized that differences between countries on the 
variable of centra lizat ion-decentral izat ion would have consequences 
for the perforlrance of disaster response functions. 
control would be from a higher level and would give less flexi- 
bility to decision makers and put delays in the decision making 
proc e s 8. 

Because Italy, Japan and the United States are all de- 

For example, 

Banks and Textor (1963: 105) classify natLons on the character- 
istics of "vertical power distribution." 
ciple of . . . general and regional governments being coordinate 
and independent in their respective spheres" (Banks and Textor, 
1963: Countries are placed in categories on the bases of 
both their f o m a l  structure and its effectiveness. 

"Federalism is the prin- 

105). 
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The four categories are (1) effective federalism, (2) limited 
federalism (federal structure with linited separation or pronounced 
"centralist" tendencies), (3) fortila1 federalism (formal or limited 
formal structure only), and (4) fornal and effective unitarisn 
(Bank8 and Textor, 1963: 105). Italy and Japan are placed in the 
fourth category and the United States is placed in the first 
category (Banks and Textor, 1963: Appendix A), 

TABLE 6 

CONTRASTING POLITICAL VARIABLE 

Var Lab le Italy Japan United States 

Vertical Power 
Distribution 
(N = 114) 

Formal and Formal and Effective 
Effect ivc E€ fec t ive Fed era li sm 
Un i tar i sLi Un i tar i sf;l 

In aucnary, the research will focus on the societal environ- 
ment, ecology, or context within which disaster-related functions 
are performed. 
and four categories of independent variables have been chosen for 
examination: (1) demographic, (2) economic, (3) political, and 
(4) comunicatians. The cases studied are controlled on the demo- 
graphic, economic, and communication variables and on a number of 
variables within the political institution. The cases are then 
contrasted on the dimension of degree of centralization. 

In general, an institutional approach will be Used, 

The Dependent Variables 

Previous research at the Disaster Research Center at The Chi0 
State University has identified eight activities and functions that 
are carried out in disaster situations. 
has been that these functions are carried out in most disasters and 
transcend societal boundaries, If some of the functions listed are 
not carried out in the disasters studied in this project, this, too, 
would be of significance. 

The experience of the Center 

The following eight activities and functions are the dependent 
variables , 

1. WarninK is the process of detecting and predicting a 
disaster agent, disseminating this and related information to others, 
and receiving such information from others prior to inpact. 

. 
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2. Emergency preparedness (other than warning and evacuation) 
includes the precautions taken after warning to protect people and/or 
property, the coordination and control of such activities, and 
the degree of preparation prior to kipact. 

3. Evacuation is the advising, directing or ordering others 
to leave an actual or potential disaster area. 
cifics such as how quickly the appeal is initiated, what kinds of 
appeals are used, the criteria for choices nade, the procedures 
for establishing camps or centers, and the matter of transportation 
of evacuees. 

This includes spe- 

4. Inventory is the assessing and napping of the situation 
following impact, including the decisions and priorities established 
and the feedback obtained from the disaster site. 

5. Victim care includes searching for an3 rescuing both the 
injured and uninjured, the providing of nsdical care, and the care 
of the dead. 

6. Security is the process of guarding and patrolling the 
impacted area S. 

7. Welfare is providing for necessities which may include 
food, clothing, shelter, economic well-being, and morale, and this 
io to be distinguished from long-tern rehabilitation. 

8. Emergency restoration of services is the process of putting 
essential services back in order and should be distinguished frou 
long-term restoration, 

Four aspect8 of each of the preceding functions are of interest. - Hot? are they carried out? 
graphical location of the activity? 
groups, and organizations involved in the activities? Uhat 
difftculties were encountered? 

Where do they take place, i.e., the geo- 
lJh0 were the individuals, 

The Research Design 

The societal level variables are the independent variables. The 
disaster agent is the intervening variable, which, because it IS held 
constant, is treated as the test factor. The eight disaster roeponse 
functions are the dependent variables. (Figure 3.) The disaster 
is the event around which the research focuses. (Figure 4.) 

The independent variables are controlled, in the case of these 
three countries, with the exception of the degree of centraltzation 
of the political institution. This key area, degree of centraliza- 
tion of the political institution, is the particular independent 
variable examined roost thoroughly in the research. Because the 
disaster agents 
stimulate stress in the society. Because disasters’are events, 
they’are used in this instance to bring parameters to the study 

are controlled, they are used as a test factor to 
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Contrc 11 p d  
DWXGRAPHIC VARIABLES 

Population Size 
Urbanization 

ECONOMIC VARIABLES 

GNP 
GNP per Capita 
Economic Development Status 
Index of Differentiation 

POLITICAL VARIABLES I 
est erniz a t ion 

Interest Articulation by 
AssocLational Groups 

Political i4oderniza t ion: 
Periodat ion 

IdealogLcaL Orient at ion 
Representative Character of 

the Current Regime 
Horizontal Power Distribution 
Po 1 it ica 1 Orient at i on 

r Con- , 
I 

trolled 

COi+MuN ICAT ION VARXABLES 

DI SAST EX 
FUNCTION 

1. Varning 
2. Emergency 

3. Evacuation 
4. Inventory 
5. Victim Care 
6. Security 
7. Welfare 
8. Emergency 

Preparedness 

Restoration 
of Services 

I 

POLITICAL VARTABLE 

egree of Centralizatfon 
Con: L’ as t cd 

THE INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDEKT VARIABLES 
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. S~CIETY 

'ar i ab 1 e s : 
Denographic 
Economic 
Po li t ica 1 
Commnicat Lon 
Family 
Re 1 ig ious 

nd ependent Var L 

DISASTER AGEI?T 
If'QACT 

Controlled for: 
Time 
Scope 
Pred ic tab i 1 i ty 
Controllability 

2les 

RZ S FON SE 

Warning 
Ecergenc y 

Evacuation 
Inventory 
Victim Care 
Security 
Welfare 
Energenc y 

Preparation 

Restoration 
of Services 

Jependent Variab 

through the nethod of event analysis. 
chosen on the basis of the size of the disaster and characteristics 
of the site, e.g., large-scale natural disaster and location and size 
of site. The dependent variables are the disaster-related functions. 
The guiding theme of the research is that the societal context is, 
in p3rty a deteminant of the disaster response. 

The disasters studied vere 

Three disasters at three different sites in each country were 
chosen for study. 
earthquake, were selected in each country. 
densely populated area, none in thc imediate area of the national 
capital, were chosen in each nation as the sites for research. 

Two kinds of disaster agents, two floods and one 
Two cities and one less 

'1-3 '1-3 

'1-3 '1-3 

sa, 1-3 
3 

'1-3 %-3 b, 1-3 
sc, 1-3 

S = Society X Disaster Agent 0 = Response 
a Italy 1 First disaster 
b Japan 2 Second disaster 
c Enited States 3 ThlrJ disaster 

FXGLRE 5 

DESIGN 
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3 Choosing three disasters for study in each society was an a€? 
in separating the typical from the ntypical response and in uncover- 
ing patterns of response. It also helped to sensitize the researcher 
to links between the societal structure and the nature of disastzr 
response by providing socle contrast within societies that night be 
extrapolated to possible differences between societies. This helped 
the researcher to recognize the importance of similar contrasts on 
the national level, e.g., differences in GNP between nations. 
These within-nation differences were particularly important a5 a 
sensitizing device in this study because the nations chosen for 
study were so similar on nost inatitutionsllstructural variables. 
Ustng two kinds of disaster agents that were relatively controlled; 
on the dinensions of time, scope, predictability and controllability 
enabled the researcher to look €or differences in response that 
might be partially attributed to the type of agent and not accounted 
for by the other dhensions of the disaster agent. 

Data Collection 

Sources of Data 

3 
d 

1 

3 
7 
2 

1 

The data used In this etudy arc gathered from the following 
sources: (1) interviews, (2) observations on the scene, (3) 
supporting printed material an3 (4.) general library literature. 

In Italy there were eight int.crvie.r.7~ conducted on the Florence 
flood of 1966, seven interviews in connection with the Sicilian 
earthquake and twenty-four intervicvrs in connection with the 
Piedmont/Vercelli disaster of 1963. These interviews were con- 
ducted with key personnel, ranging from National f:inietry level 
offices to an officer of the local union. 

In Japan there were twenty-eight interviews in connection with 
the Niigata earthquake of 1964, tsenty-two interviews related to the 
Yamanashi Prefecture/Ashiwada Village typhoon and flood of 19GG and 
twenty-three interviews related to the Hiroshima Prefecture/Kure 
City typhoon and flood of 1967. These interviews, like those in 
Italy, were with officials froa the Cabinet level to volunteer 
firenen of the local village. 

In the United States, there were 251 interviews conducted in 
connection with the Anchorage earthquake of 1964, 134 interviews 
in connection with the New Orleans hurricane and floods of 1965, 
and 51 interviews in connection with the i.iiseissippi/Bf~oxi 
hurricane and floods of 1963. The interviews within the United 
States, even those with national-lev21 officials, were conducted 
at the sites of the disasters. 



Country Disas t er Nunber of Interviewe 

Italy 

Japan 

United States 

n Flor enc c3 W 

Sicily 7 
P€edmont/Vcrcclli 24 

Niigata 2c 
Yananasfii Prefecture/ 22 

Hiroshirm Prefecture/ 23 
Ashfwada Village 

Kure City 

Anchorage 
New Orleans 
Kiss is sip p i  /Biloxi 

251 
134 
52 

The fntsrviewees were approachzd as infornants and respon3cnts. 
An informant €8 one who nay not have experLenced the event or process 
aGout which he is being interviewed but has reliable infornation on 
the subject. 
subject and is being questioned about his role. 
the intervLmee was approached as either an informant or a re- 
spondent, and in others one person rias interviewed as both respondent 
and infornant . 

A respondent is one who has actually experienced the 
In sone instances 

The interview was seui-structured, focusing on the nature of 
organizational participation in the various disaster functions and 
averaged one hour in length. 
end were subsequently transcribed. 
prbary data base for the study. 

The interviews were tape recorded 
These interviews provide the 

The second source of data vas observation on the scene by the 
field staff, with notes handwrLtten and later dictated onto the 
tape, and then transcribed. Being at the site enabled the researchers 
to obaerve interaction patterns and to understand background factors. 

The third source of data carie from goverrwental agmcies, 
bushes8 organtzations and any nunher oE other groups. 
usefulness were such itais as aftcr-action reports, disaster plans, 
laws pertainhe to disaster response, and organizetLon charts and 
descriptions. 
secured on the field or sent later by mail, a great deal of infor- 
nation about the nations in the study vas gathered from compilations 
of statistics and general literature in the DRC files and lfbrary 
and in The O h b  state Uni 

Of particular 

In addition to this caterial that was generally 

ify library. 
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Field Proc2dures 
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The DRC had field experience in each of the nations in t M s  
study prior to the inception of this research. Therefore, it vas 
possible to combine the experience of staff nenbers with material 
from the literature to adopt the uost appropriate procedures. 

In the three dieasters within thc United States sufficient 
data had already been collected by r'ield teams from the DRC. 
cause of the large nunber of domestic dhasters studied previou~~ly, 
the researcher vas abLe ea select thr2e disasters that met the cri- 
teria far sercction and for which there was sufficLent material to 
provide reliable data on the quesrLons used in the foreign research. 
IlRC reports on these particular disasters were studied, selected 
interviews were read, and staff ncnbcrs who had done field work at 
the disaster sites were consulted. Because of the large amount of 
data on the disasters and sites in the United States, it vas 
possible to secure reliable answers to the questions on the inter- 
view guideline without going to the site. 

Be- 

The approach most COIXXOR~Y used. by the DRC in studying domestic 
disasters is to send a reconnaissance field team of at least two men- 
bers to the scene of the disaster imediately after ita occurrence. 
This team is to make a judgwent on the advisability of doing further 
atudy on the disaster. If it is dccidcd thatthe disaster io worth- 
while studying further, the tean m y  stay on, new and/or additional 
n=&ers Gay be sent to the field, and/or a follow-up trip nay be 
made, 

The sane bas€c approach, with SORE inportant revisions, i.6 
used Ln foreign disasters. 
site, as is the procedure in the United States, first contacts were 
made on the national level, then the prefectural level and, finally, 
at the level nearest the disaster site. For exanple, in Italy and 
Japan, contact was firat established in the capital c€ties with the 
central governrient agencies and the central agenctes of other rcl- 
evant groups and organizations. 
were known frou prior experience of the personnel, and key inter- 
viewees were asked to suggest other relevant personnel and officeo. 
Some academic personnel in each country were also contacted in order 
to secure a broader base from which to build in this basically 
reputational approach to leadership. 
researchers proceeded to the prefxtural and municipal level using 
a sinilar approach. 

Itather than going directly to the disaster 

Thzse offices and organizations 

From the national level the 

In the United States disasters, the PLedciont flood Fn Italy, 
and the Niigata earthquake in Japan the disaster studiee were conducted 
within ten days follot~ing the iupact of the diesster agent. 
instance of the resiaining ttzo disasters in both Italy and Japan, 
there was a tine lapse of up to three years between the disaster and 
conducting the field work. 
general focus that is used in this study, it appears the first 
approach is preferable. Even when the researcher does not speak the 
language there is a benefit to being on the scene while the disaster 

In the 

2 In conparLng the two approaches, vith the 

3 



response is still in the mergency pcrioJ. Hz c2n then see sone of 
the patterns of interaction and secure an understanding of the 
situation that is very dLfficult to achieve without havLng first-hand 
observation. Doing reszatch at e lat-r tine a l l o m  problem of 
memory loss and organizational protection to develop. It is often 
difficult t 3  get organization personnel to be conpletely candid, 
becoming nore pronounced when a tine lag occurs between the event 
and the intcrviev and when the barris of language is added. TXth 
sone patience and by cross-checking on tha same event with other 
interviewees, the problem may be clrcunvented, 

n 

In the instances of the three disasters in the United States 
and the Niigata earthquake, staf2 other than the writer were sent 
into the field iiithin a week of the initial disaster impacts. In 
the case of the Piednont/Vercelli floods, this writer made the 
field trip personally within a we& after disaster impact. In the 
instances of the Yananashi and Hiroshiriia floods and the Florence 
flood, data were collected by the author after a 1zpseJ tine of one 
and one-half to three and one-half years following the disaster 
irnpac t s . 

In the inteririewing, language and protocol were areas to i?hLch 
the field team nephers were alert, 
Ln Japan than in Italy, were secured where needed. Ib6t national 
officials spoke English, the language of the interviewers, but at 
the lower levels of government interpreters were often needed. 
Protocol was of some concern in Italy because of a trait that does 
not allow probing into particulars of a story once it has been told 
by the Fntervierree. This was not the problem it night have been 
because the nature of the subject matter -- disaster response -- 
allowed for sonewhat detailed questioning without seeming to probe. 
Japanese tend to show great deference for those of superordinate 
position, therefore, the researchers had to encourage the inter- 
preters -- often of lower status than those being interviewed -- 
to ask questions a second tine when the answer was not clear. 

Interpreters, nore necessary 
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THE PRESENTATICIM AN9 ANALYSIS CF FINQINGS 
RELATED TO DISASTER RESPONSE 
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This chapter, to present the findings of the research, is 
divfded into the followfng nine sections: (1) the disaster agents 
and the disasters, (2) warntng, (3) emergency preparedness, 
(4) evacuation, (5) inventory, (6) victim care, (7) aecurity, 
(8) welfare, and (9) emergency restoration of services. In each of 
the sections related to the disaster response functions a jescriptfon 
of the performance of that function in the nine dfsasters studied 
is presented. The findings related to each section are summarized 
at the end of that section and are further analyzed and interpreted 
in chapter four. 

The Disaster Agents and the Dfsasters 

Italy 

<7 
Sfcily 

Cn Sunday, January 14, 1968, a series of earthquakes struck 
While they were rele- the western part of the island of Sicfly. 

tively modest in intensity, wfth magnitudes ranging from 4.1 to 
5.4 on the Richter acale, there were at least seventeen of them 
recorded in twenty-three days. Earthquakes in Sicily have generally 
been on the eastern pert of the island, and so the location of 
these earthquakes varied from the usual expected pattern in Sicily. 

Two small villages, 1.ionterago and Givellfna, were totally 
destroyed, an3 ten others were severely damaged. Two hundred and 
sixty (260) deaths were attributed directly to the earthquake end 
six hundred (600) injuries. Sixty to eighty thousand were made 
homeless, and nine thousand two hundred and ninety-four (9,294) 
people emfgrated from the island between February and June of 1968. 

Florence 

Thia research concentrates on the response to flooding in 
Florence considered in the context of the larger disaster of floods 
which covered most of the northern third of Italy (64,000 square 
miles). The relevance of the larger context is always implicit 
and will be referred to exp1Lcftly at various points in the dfe- 
cussion. 

Heavy rainfall was continuous during the last weeks of Cctober 
and the first days of Noxember, the rivers'of Tuscany and the 
nort' -egiona overflowed November 4 and 5, 1966, flooding vest 
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areas Ln central an3 northern Italy. The day the flood struck 
Florence was e natfonal holiday, an important fact since the usual 
pattern of business we6 changed. 

Although the death rate vas relatively low (17 in the province 
and about 120 for the entire disaster), the floods caused extensive 
damage to cities, farmlands, livestock and communications. 
Twenty-two thousand (22,000) people were without houses. Fifteen 
hundred (1,500) animale, among them most of the thoroughbred horses 
from the Florentine racing stables, were drowned end washed into 
the streete oE the city. The city was without water and electricity. 
Thirty thousand (30,000) car8 67ere caught in the flood. The 
churches, muaeums and libraries of Renaissance Florence were invaded 
by water and mud mixed with fuel oil which caused untold damage to 
priceless paintings, frescoes and manuscripts. Later aases8inents 
of damage indicate that early estimates were unrealistically high, 
The injury co some of Italy's art treasures was tragic, but from a 
general economic point of view, Italy did not receive the crippling 
blow that was at first fearel. Cne interviewee stated the situe- 
tion ouite well in contrasting the floo3 in Florence to the earth- 
quake in Sicily, "Florence was dramatic, but Sicily was desperate." 

Piedmont JVercel1 i 

The Piedmont area of northern Italy had received heavy rain 
and flooding €or two days when on Saturday, November 2, 1963, a 
1andslf.de of rocks an3 clay came rolling off the mountain and 
struck the wool factory adjacent to a stream in a small community 

the slide, but then it broke loose and continued down the rapidly 
descending riverbe4 striking cornunity after cornunity as it made 
its 3escent to the largest valley in a11 of Italy. The flooding 
was widespread throughout a major portion of northern Italy, but 
the most severe damage wa8 3one in the industrial area of Biellese 
in the foothills of the Alps, 
brought nore by slides of rocks and mud than by water. !$hen the 
flood wae over, estimates of loss of life ranged from seventy-four 
through ninety-three, as the danage estimates ran as hlgh as 800 
million dollars. Eighty factories were damaged and, of theee, 
twenty were declared total losses. 

- above the town of Volle ;base. The factory temporarily halted 

The destruction and death were 

Japan 

The earthquake struck Niigata from an epkenter in the Sea of 
Jepan 8Lxty miles west of the coast at 1:02 p.m., June 16, 1964. 
The earthquake, which registered 7.7 on the Richter scale, was 
three nthutes in building to the m 8 t  severe quake. There were 
8,637 hones totally or partially destroyed end 9,633 other buildings 
damaged. Communication wa8 interrupted, and almost ell sea, land 

http://1andslf.de
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and air transportation was damaged. Thirty-three minutes after 
the initial shock there were recurrent tsunami strikes. Fifty 
percent of the city's land area was flooded, and 11,101 buildings 
were inundated. There were nineteen small and five major fires. 
Cne fire in a refinery burned for twelve days an3 destroyed ninety 
storage tenks, engulfed 302 residences and 197 other nearby build- 
ings an3 Porced 6,500 residents to evacuate. The fires might have 
been worse, but because the quake came after lunch and took three 
minutes to build up, many people either had their gas already 
turned off or they imediately turned it off. 

Cne hundred fifty-two thousand four hundred and one (152,401) 
people in Nitgate City'were ar'fected; 24,000 were evacuated to 
eighteen refugee centers. In each of the first two days 150,000 
meals were provided by public authorfties. In the city eleven 
were killed an3 D O  injured. In the reminder of the prefecture 
97,399 were affected; three killed and 216 injured. A dysentery 
epidemic was feared, but only thirteen cases were identified, the 
last nine days after the earthquake. v 

I 
J 

Yamanashi PrefecturelAshiwada VillnRe 

3 
On September 24 and 25, 1965, two typhoons struck Japan, killing 

more than 190 persons and injuring 1,000. ilud avalanche8 destroyed 
two harnlete Ln Ashiwade Village on the north side of Iiount Fuji. 
Typhoon Ida, which came onto the island with 85 mph winds, caused 
heavy crop rlamage in Yamanashi, and winds of 202 mph on top of 
Mount Fuji. In Yanranaehi Prefecture there were 141 killed, 34 
missing, 65 seriously injured and 143 slightly injured, for 8 total 
of 383 casualties. 
dollars. 
these 295 were totally destroyel. 
totalled 2,027, of which 276 sere totally destroyed. Two hundred 
an3 fifteen (215) public structures were darnnged,of which 17 were 
totally destroyed. 

The total danage was estimated at 71 million 

Damage to non-dwelling houses 
There were 17,532 houses damaged to ~ o m e  degree; of 

Aehiwada Village suffered C1 dead, 13 missing, 55 seriously 
injured, and 32 slightly injured. 
77 non-dwellfng units, and one public building were completely 
destroyed. A number of these buildings were actually washed into 
the lake. The danage estimates are as follow: roads (2,074,000 
dollars) , forests (2,G25,000 dollars) , agriculture (3,923,000 dollera), 
housfng and others (770,630 dollars), water (82,000 dollars), and 
schools (14,000 dollars). 

Seventy-nine dwelling unite, 

Hiroshima Prefecture/Kure City 

Typhoon Billie, with winds of more than 80 mph, 8wept into 
E i r o e h h  Prefecture on July 9, 1967, bringing with it torrential 
rains that caused the worst flood6 in ten years and more than 1,900 
landslides in its wake. Fure City was severely damaged by 47 

d 
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landslides, and the statistics rea3 as follows: 159 3ea3, 231 
injured, 352 buildings destroyed, 551 roads damaged, 171 eubank- 
ments destroyed, 

The United States 

Alaska/Anchorege 

The Anchorage earthquake occurred OR Good Friday, :*larch 27, 
1964, et 5:36 p.m. and reg€ste,red C.4 to 8.7 on the Richter scale, 
The epicenter waa fn Prince !.Mlliam Sound in the south central 
part of the ~tate. 

Property damage was estluated at more than 300 mL11ion 
dollero, and 116 people died. Anchorege, approximately 30 miles 
west of the epicenter, received the moat property damage, but had 
only nfne deaths. Seismic shock end lanrfslides in four main areas 
rather than seismic waves accounted for the dnnage in Anchorage. 
Immediately following the earthquake, normal community processes were 
interrupted. Two of the seven Anchorage water system wells were 
destroyed, and the syster;; was almost entlrcly drained. Eighty 
percent of the gas customers had service disrupted, the area's 
electric power failed completely, and city telephone service wae 
disrupted. 

New Crleens 

A tropical depresston, first noticed on August 26, 1965, 
approximately 675 niles east-northeast of the Island of Trinidad 
developed into hurricane proportions a8 it moved northwest. 
ft was north and east of the Bahana Islands it began a very unusual 
movement. It moved south and west, struck :iiamI, and then continued 
west and north and slamed into IJew Grleano at 1O:OO p.m. on September 
9, 1965. At L0:OZ p.m. winds Ln New Orleans were clocked at more 
than LOO mph, and, ea the eye of the storm passed over the city 
between mfJnlght and 4:OO a.m., the winds reached 125 mph. 

9hen 

It was not the velocity of the wfnds, however, that nade this 
disaeter so danaging. 
and raised water over the Industrial Canal (The Inner Harbor Navi- 
gation Canal). The city had prepared for a hurricane an3 not? they 
were confronted with 8 totally unantlcipated 3isaster -- a flood. 
a hurricane, flooding generally occur8 around Lake Poncharttain, but 
this flooding also swept up the Industrial Canal and the iXssissippi 

yith hurricanes, was unprepared for this event, 

It was e tidal surge that followed the winds 

In 

-River. Thus, New Orleans, which has had a greet deal of experience 

This was the rnost destructive storm on the Louisiana records, 
with tatnL damage fn the state reachhe, more then one billion dollars. 



Within the state boundsrtes 4,EOO square miles were in- 
undated, 21 people t i l l e ~  and 250,000 people evacuated. 
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Hurricane Camille we8 the uost devastating storm to strike the 
mainland of the UnLte3 States in the twentieth century. The eye of 
the storm struck Pass Christian, ilississippi at 11:30 p.n, Sunday, 
August 17, 1969 with a forward speed of 15 mph and winds wtineted 
at 190-213 ~ph. Tides reached 20-33 feet (including wave actfon) 
above normal. The morning lieather on August 17 was deceptively 
beautFful along the coaet O F  !?srrison County. 

As of Cctober 16, 1969, 255 persons were dead and 27 missing. 
The nunber of seriously injured mas rather low throuzhout the storm 
area. The total number of hones destroyed was 36,362, houss 
trailers destroyed totalled 590, and s m 1 L  businesses 432. Loss 
of life along the :Hasissippi Coast was 134 and rntssfng 23, In 
Biloxi there vere 526 homes destroye3, 3,265 hones with major dauage, 
7,320 homes with minor damage, with the total of homes destroyed or 
damaged reaching 11,111~ House trailers destroyed or damaged were 
135, end small bueinesses destroyed or damaged, 65. The loss of 
life in Biloxi vas 15. 

Summary: The Disaster Agents and the Disasters 

In all the disasters except Wiigata, there were unusual char- 
acteristics or circumstances related to the disaster agents and/or 
to the 6OCi.61 systems. Separately nni in interaction with each 
other these characteristics and circumstznces had profound Lnfluence 
on the disaster end the nature of response. 

In relation to the disaster agents, some of these "ttrists" to 
the usual patterns might be partially diecredtted as post facto 
rationalizations by officials to justLfy weaknesses in the perfor- 
mance of reaponse functions; after naking allo~~ances for rational- 
Lzations, there is stLll evijcnce thet some of the disaster agents 
did vary from their usual patterns. 
deviations ha3 a number of conozqu, ences. 

The data ZndLcaCe that these 

In some instances, Lf the disaster agent8 had not deviated from 
theLr more c o m n  patterns, there night not have been major dieestere. 
For example, Hurricane Betsy etruck Slew Crleane with severe winds; 
the municipality had adequate warning and was prepared. It could 
have dealt with the deetructive winds with far lese property damage 
end fever deaths than was the c a m ;  but in eddLtion to the severe 
winds and the flooding in the usually well defined reglona, there 
was a secondary disaster in the form of unexpected end widespread 
floods. 
was unprepared and the resuit wa3 a disaster. 

Thus, the system was met with a stress agent for which it 

- 
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In three of the disasters the affected societles were corntiem- 
orating holt3sys. Both the Florence flood and the Piednont floods 
struck vrhcn the populace was observing the national armed services 
3ay. In the instance of the P€ch?ont floods it vas actually t5e 
day following the national holiday, but the factory workers were 
not at work because they had been given an extra day of leave. The 
esrthquakc In Alaska occurred late on Good Friday afternoon, 

The t h e  of the day at which the disaster agent struck was 
relevant in all the disasters. For example, the 7icLlian earthquake 
occurre3 at night when people were asleep in their homes, and many 
victims were buried in their homes. Rad the earthquake occurred 
lurtng the day, these agricultural people night have been in the 
f ielda, 

Italy 

There were earth tremors tho jay before t5e major earthquake, 
- phyLn: one Lnportant part in the wernfng functlon. 

from the Xvision of Civfl qer'ense t7as actually on the scene in- 
epecting rinor damage when the m j o r  earthquake struck. Ec inned- 
iately telephoned Rome and vas able to get the message out that the 
area was experiencing a terrible disaster before cowunication waa 
broken. 

An inspector 
<: 

Florence 

At the t h e  of the flood there vias no system for alar= for the 
populace. 
group fron the prefectural government did go to observe the river, 
but it was not until two hours before the actual flood that it 
becone clear to these men that the water actually would flood the 
city. At 7:OO a.m. on November 4, 1966, the Arno poure3 fts debris 
and md-leJen waters into the streets of Florence. 
hod not been warned, and those offictals and shopkeepers who had 
been notified were able to take only the most hasty precautionary 
measures. "Florence could not dcfen3 herself, but she could have been 
advised" (Nencint, 1966: 25)). 

Because of the heavy rain and the environmental cues a 

The population 

Under severe critici8r.1, t!ie officials of Florence have answered 
that they did not warn the populace because they considered that it 
would have been dysfunctional, since the streets of Florence are 
narrow end congested with traffic ani the buildings are sturdy and . 
there ws8 no fear of their collapse. The 'officfals reasoned that'a 
general elerm woul3 have caused severe traffic congestion as people, 
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particularly businessnen, t r i d  to evacuate their goods fron the 
center city area. They reasoned there would be less danger of 
loss of life by simply letting people evacuate to the higher r'loots 
of existing buildings as the m t e r  rose. 
group given the task of keeping watch OR the Arno, and reports are 
made 4afly. This, however, "Ls more for the peychological well- 
being of the populace than any other reason" 

Today there is an official 

(Interview). 

Piedmont/Vetcell i 

Therc vas no warning of the landslides that occurred nor 
of the flooding itself. It has been suggested in an interview 
that small rivers are more diffi'icult to watch, nost n e m  ite1i.s 
on televssion and radio are notional (weather forecasting for a 
local region is not common), and floodtng mote often occurs in the 
northnest then in the northeaet; all of these factors contrihted 
to a Leek of tmrnhg. 

Japan 

There vas no fornel or inEorna1 warning. Because it took three 
minutes :or the tremors to build up, a number of private citizens 
were able to take certain elcnentary precautionary steps, e.g., 
turning off the gas. This simple procedure u0uL.l oppeor to be the 
result of a rather thorough education program before the disaster. 

Yanana sh i Prefecture /Ash iwad 8 Vi 1 la Re 

There vas warning that this typhoon t7as coming Lnto :'ananash€, 
but there were complications that made the warning much 1, os3 cffec- 
tive than one would expect. The typhoon was born late, but it cane 
toward the prefecture with unexpected rapidity. 
t h e  prefecture called relevant organizations together, an3 they 
stood ready to act all throqh the n€ght. 
four or fLve hours before the time that the typhoon actually struck. 

2 The Yemanashi Police received the third phase of warning et 9:45 

The governor of 

The Froup was notified 

 p.m. on Scgtec:ber 24 and immdlatcly passed the warning on. 

The typhoon struck Ashfwa3a Village shortly after mldnf&ht. 
The vflle~e firemen were togr?tt..zr valting €or possible flooding, 
but were not expecting a Lan-lsli-?e. There had not been e lan3s1fde 
around LaPe Salko for 300 years. 
shoved into the lake. 
disaster to a police station, from where the warning -3 sent to 
the outsi.3e worT3. . 

Szvoral houses were actuelly 
A p u n s  man m a n  the Lake and reported the 



An a-lvisory was announcs: from the weather station at 6:OQ 
a.m. on July 7, end the henvy rain and flood siarning was ordere? 
at 1l:OO a.m. on July 9. It tool: only twenty or thirty minutes 
from the tine the weather statton gave its warning until the 
warning reached eech hone by broadcast. 
4:OO end 5:OO p.m. on July 9. Zome of the officials in Kure City 
suggested that the people of the city received the warnin2 rather 
casually. 

The disaster occurrd Setween 

The United States 

Alaska/Anchoraze 

There vas absolutely no warning. Both officialn and population - were caught completely by surprise. 
Ti 

New Orleans 

The s t o m  was observe3 by the United States Weather Bureau on 
August 27, 1965 and was traclxxl through its entire history. At 3:OO 
a.m. on Septeaber 9, the weather bureau fasued warnings frorr. the 
mouth of th? _issi.ssippi to Galveston, Texas, and at 5:OO p.m. 
the sane day the weather bureau reported Betsy moving directly 
towaris New Orleans. 
gathered for planning an3 coordination before the storm struck. The 
major difficulty hers was that attention was directed toward the 
hurricane, an3 the flood came 8s an unexpected event. 

f fficial OrEanizations t7ere warned an3 were 

Mi ss iss ip p i /B i. Zoxi 

The warning system in this area of the country for this type of 
storm is a w n g  the most elaborate. in existence. Early warnings on 
hurricanes are picked up out of iXami and relayed to other wether 
bureau stations. Warning preparations began on Friday, August 15, 
giving adequate tine for preparation. 

The netcorologist at the tobile Beather Stetion advise3 evacua- 
tion when it appeared the storm, which had originally bzen predicted 
to strike Zurther east, wou13 turn. Iiz did this on the basis of a 
"hunch" before he received oEficLal confirmation. 
wilfingness to assucle responsibility, many residents were given more 
warning than they otherwise vou1d have had. 
the help of ffrunen usfng Loudspeakers on trucks, warned the populace. 

Because oE his 

Biloxi officials, with 
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In Japan and the Unite.1 States there are rather elaborate 
warning systems. Japan has five levels of erea boundarics for which 
the Japan Lletcorological Agency (JitA) is responsible for iswing 
weather advisories and warnings: the national forecasting area, the 
district forecasting area, the prefectural forecasting area, the 
local forecasting area, ani the special forecasting area. The 
advisories and forecasts are issued by 3fA Headquarters, 3istrict 
Cbservatory or iiarine Obeervatory, stipulated as responsible by 
3% regulationo. 
accordhg to a detailed plan which specifies the particular organiza- 
tions end personnel within the3 who are to play a role in thc? warning 
process. The United States system is very similar, with a Wational 
Hurricane Center at i’fani and district offices alone the Gulf 

The network of vmrning is clearly spelled out 

* Coast. There ere offices et i!xq Orleans and :;obile. 
*T 

In the instances of the two typhoons in Japan and the trro 
hurricanes in the United States there were rather extended warnings. 
In the cas2 of Hurricane ConFllc there has been some criticism of 
the Environmcntal Science Scrvic3s Administration because the path of 
the storm was not what had been nr4icte3. Some criticism also 
were raised about Hurricane Betsy which struck New Orleans. The 
J% receives similer criticisms Erom t h e  to time. However, in the 
disasters studied in this research in both Jepan and the United 
States warning was broadcast in advance of impact. 
advanced technology was used. The case in Italy was different; in 
neither of the flood situations was there any kind of warnin:: 
syster, like that in Japan or the United States put into operation. 
In Florence, officials were warned, but in neither Florence 
nor the Piedmont was there warning via mass media. 

IR all cases 

In the three disasters that wern precipitated by earthquakes, 
there was no official warning. 
quake, however, there was a steady build-up over the period of three 
minutes, alloving tine for the populace to use some elementary pre- 
cautionary procedures, e.g., tclrning off the gas in cooking stoves. 

In the case of the Niigata earth- 

Energency Preparedness 

Italy 

Sicily 

Bzcause there vas no way of I-nowing that the earthquake would 
strike en.1 no official order or recomen:Iation for evacuation, there 
%?as no emergency preparedness (neither was there any existing plen 
for such a disaster). People were sleeping in their h o m e  tihen the 
earthquake struck. 



Florence 
p- 

c? 
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Given the limited amount of time between the issuance of warning 
an? the impact of the disaster agent, the amount of emergency pre- 
paredness possible was extremely limited, Because emergency pre- 
paredness Le so dependent on sufficient warning, end 1s expedited by 
an adequate disaster plan that ia rehearsed, in Florence at the 
tLme of this dfeaster emergency preperedneas, by any criteria, was 
inadequate. 

There was no warnfng; there had been little prior experience 
in this area with this kind of agent, and there was no preparedness. 

Japan 

Niigata 

Emergency preparation was only of the most infom.sl variety. 
There were elaborate disaster plans, but, because of the nature of 
the disaster agent, it was not possible to put them into operation 
before impact. 
individuels to lessen the possibility of eecondary crieea, 
fire from collection of gas. 

iloat of the preparation consisted of actions by 
e.g., 

Yamanasht Prefecture/Ashiwada Village 

Because of the rapidity with which the typhoon moved into 
Yawnashi Prefecture, the period between initial warning and impact 
was extremely limited. 
expecting possible floods, but not the kind of landslides that did 
occur, 

The officials who were on the alert were 

Thus, we may say thet on the official level there was a general 
etert, which meant that the prefectural offictals an3 village fire- 
men were waiting to respond to general flood and wind destruction. 
The populetton went to bed as usual. 
there did not seem to be a greet deal that private citizens could 
do at night except: wait. 
the specific disaster thet struck. 

They had been warned, but 

Thus the region was prepared, but not for 

Hiroshima Pref ec turekure City 

Preventive measurea were taken with the warning by both the 
prefectut*i end minf '-41 governments. Areas ttmt ere vulnerable 
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to flooding are listed, and preventive measures, such as sandbagging, 
are taken. 
because of the lan.3slides in addition to flooding. The Kure City 
Calamity Counter Iieasuree Headquarters was established at 3:OO p.m., 
before the ctisaeter atruck. 

The preparations for this disaster were insufficient 

The United States 

A la aka/Anchorane 

There was no warning and no preparedness before impact. There 
were s m e  diseater plans develope3 prior to the disaster; these were 
not very specific or well rehearsed, end there was no opportunity to 
put them into effect prior to fnpact. 

New Orleans 

Preparation for the storm ha3 begun in the mayor's office early 
in the day before the storm struck. 
initiated by relevant organizations: 
possible evacuees, the Civil Defense Emergency Operations Center 
(EOC) was pleced into full operation an3 there was e general coordi- 
nating meeting zt the Energency Operations Center prior to impact. 

Emergency operation plans were 
buildings were prepere3 for 

Biloxi had a simulation of Emergency cperatione Ca, tel: activity 
for nuclear disaster just a fe%? months before Cernille; the actual 
damages of Camille were quite eimflar to the simulation. 
ticularly helpful for the officials because it gave them e much 
better idea of what needed to be done and of the roles they were to 
play. 
New Orleans television cooperated with thin. 
was to show the seriousness of the situation, but not to create 
panic. Appeals for evacuation were delivered by the County Civil 
Defense director, the mayor, the sheriff, the state cLvil defense 
director, the state governor and the station manager. 
listed ehelter  location^ and the standard procedures for citizena to 
follm. 

It was par- 

Broadca~t8 on redia and television went from Biloxt stations, 
The general approach 

The stations 

The people of Bfloxt have hed a great deal of experience with 
storme, but the magnitude of Camille appears to have been beyond 
their comprehension. Therefore, they were thinking in terne of what 
had been the most serious a t o m  of the past, a hurricane in 1947. 
This familiarity with hurrfcanes in general, combined with the prior 
benchmark (1947) that was less severe than this dieaater agent, tended 
to leeeen the sense of urgency and danger among the population. The 
matn activity of emergency preperedneee was evacuation of peraonnel end 
equipment and ' readiness of disaster-related organfxations. 



S u m r y :  Emergency Preparedness 

d 

The amount of time allowed €or the warning procese 13 extremely 
tnportant for the emergency preparations function, although warning 
tinre is not a sufficient condition to negate emergency preparedness. 
Another characteristic that becoues particularly important for mer- 
gency is the amount of pteplannlng and the degree to which its 
existence is known. This is particularly inportant where there is e 
high level of technology, a high differentiation of function an3 a 
complex dfviston of labor. 

There are a number of connonalftiea that show thenselves in 
relation to this function across the societies. In the Pieduont 
floods in Italy, the Yamanashi typhoon tn Japen, end the New 
Crleans hurricane in the United States the areas affected 17ere pre- 
pared for a different kind of agent then that which finally struck. 
In the case of the Piedmont the floods were usual, but, even in the 
cases where people were concerned about: the heavy rain, the concern 
was for flooding end not landslides. 

It was clear from ell three of the countries that prior bench- 

In the Un€ted States the populace 
marks by which t o  judge the effects of disaster ha3 dysfunctional as 
well as functional consequences. 
and officials of New Prleans and the populace alone of the kfissieaippi 
Gulf Coast had familfarity with prtor disasters that led then to 
an unrealistic attitude about their ability to handle the situation. 
The same was true in Florence and Vercelli and in Yamanashi and 
Hiroshima. 

A characteristic that appeared in two of the countries in this 
study, Japan and the Untted States, was the tendency of geographical 
and functionel specificity of plans and actions to vary inversely 
with level of governnent, i.e., the higher the level of government, 
the lower the specificity of plans and actions. 
to judge thls tendency in Italy because there was llttle or no 
warning in any of the disasters and, thus, little or no energency 
preparedness. 

It was not possible 

Again, in the two countries rhet had B sufficient amount of 
emergency preperetion to exanlne, Japan and the Untted States, it 
appeared that the unit central to emergency preparedness was par- 
ttally dependent on the amount of time allowed. Given sufficient 
time, the municipal and prefectural governments were able to 
activate emergency preparation responses. 
where there was a three-minute build-up before the most severe quake, 
the only units that could take emergency preparations were individual 
citizens. 

In the caee of Wiigeta, 
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Evacuation 

Italy 
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Sicily 

Twenty thousand (20,000) wcre evacuated by any means possible 
with the help of any organization available from the two hardest hit 
provinces. Trucks were used where possible, but the impassability - of roads made this imposeible in many instances. Helicopters from 
the Italian, United States and British Armed Forces were used and 
ffgured prominently in the relocation of the seriously injured. 
also began to evacuate themselves, carring whatever  as possible. 

a 
People 

Evacuation centers were set up, but there vas difficulty in 
getting people to leave the itmediate area. Ai3 wa8 given in the 
setting up of refugee canps by the Italian Army which had the 
experience and expertise for determining the type of ground needed 
to support large tent cfties, the arrangement of tents for traffic 
and for leadership placement. 

Florence 

It is necessary to understand a little about the physfcal aa- 
pects of Florence in order to understand the function of evacuation 
in this particular disaster. 
of building3 of several stories are crowded into a central area. 
; b y  of these buildings have stood r'or centuries, an3 there was no 
real fear of their not standin: through this fate8t flood. !hen the 
waters began to flood Florence, therefore, the inhabitants sfmply 
moved to the upper floors of the buildings in which they Were housed. 

Florence is an old city where a number 

Because the fnhebitants were able to evacuate to the upper floors, 
and because there was not the usual business crush of people and 
cars, evacuation was not a big problem within the city. 
"no evacuation to speak of." 
out mostly by the fire brigede in Florence end by cLvfLfsns helping 
one another. 
the flood waters end.because of the great value put on the treasures 
of art in Florence, "it seemed they (the people) were nore cancerned 
with gattLng out the great works of art then with getting out the 
people. If 

There was 
!!hat evacuation there waa, w8s carrfed 

Because there vas no fear of heavy 1039 of life from 

Piedmont /Vercelli 

Evacuation came only after the disaster agent struc!?. Cnce again, 
the evecuetion patterns changed through tine, with most that did occur, 
occurrix early. The caribtnierf stationed in each of the villages 
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handled the early evacuation vft5 local vclunteers. 
evening through Sunday evenins, BLclfe was conplctelg isolated, and 
evacuation had to be handled locally. 
evecuetion center, but it wes not used, for people stayed in the 
houses of relatives an3 friends. 

From ??riday 

The city prepared a 3,000-bed 

The prefect called the air base at Aviono, north of Venice, and 

The fire brigades and 
NATO sent helicopters. The mobile section of the caribinierf cane 
fro0 Turin wLth 120 men and four helicopters. 
the Army also came with modern means of transport, e,g., hdlcOpterS, 
ducks, and trucks. lffnor injuries were treated on the scene and 
released, and the seriously injured tarere evacuated to hospital8 in 
Biella and Vercellt. On Friday the entire vLllage of Pistoclesa, 
population 290, was evacuated to an area two niles away. 

Japan 

Niigatn 

“Forced to leave thnir uninhabitable homes, 
victims converged on m11-known localittea -- primary 
schools, hospitals an3 shrines. Vhen a substantial 
number of vfctLma concentrate:! around such a bullding, 
the authorities Iesignatcd the structure as a 
refugee center. 
the local disaster plan. 
rengfng from an elementary school houshg 2,570 refu- 
gees to a small hotel holding twenty-three, were 
still being utilized in thLe capacity nine clays after 
the earthquake” (3yncs, Haas and Querantcllf, 1354: 15). 

This vas not the procedure detaile3 in 
Thirteen such buildings, 

These centers aLso becane nedical stations manned by the Red 
Cross end prefectural medfcal personnel. 

- 
‘ Yamanash% PreEccture/Ashiwads Village 

Therz t7as no evacuetion Ln edvance of the dismstcr since lani- 
slide vas not expected. 
circular route, but came on a direct line, striking the island 
of Honshu at “C” and taking only one hour to cone into slam3nashi 
Prefecture, The disaster occurred at night, and since the power 
line wa6 cut off because of heavy rainfall, there was no light. 
Consi3ering all of these factors, evacuation did not occur- After 
the disaster people were set up In emergency shelters nearby, end 
a permanent village was built across the lake. 

The typhoon did not follov the usual 
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Hiroshima Prefccturekure City 

- 
Evacuation dii not occur be2ore the disaster agent struck be- .? causz of the casualness with vhich the citizens took the varning, 

and after the agent struck, evacuation was spontaneous. 

The United States 

Alaska/Anchorace 

There wan no evacuation prior to the disaster, and after impact, 
evacuation was on an ad hoc basis. There were early attempts to 
proviJe temporary shelter and food. Shelters were available by 
3:OO p.m. on Friday. By Saturday evening, twenty-four hours after 
impact, only minimal numbers remained in the public shelters. A 
shelter ~7as set up by the American Legion Post, another effort came 
from the dopmtown disaster control group, the Salvation Army helped 
stafP the city shelter, and nurLieroue other small shelters developed. 

New Crleans 

There were two phases to the evacuation. The firs\ the clay 
before the storm for the area near Lake Pontchartretn, an3 the second 
shortly after the storm passed. Trucks, buses, and cars %rere used 
in the first phase and because of the flooding, ducks an3 private 
boats were use3 in the seconj. 
the municipal audftorium and had to be moved because of inadequate 
facflities to maintain such large nunbers. ileny other people who 
sought shelter in public schools were moved to offtcial shelters. 

Hundreds of people sought shelter in 
J 

H i s  siss Lppi/Biloxi 

Mostly because of the o3cqustc amount of time allov53, evacuation 
vas 3eenicl to be one of the more successful functions of this Gisaster 
response. Thz ~Iississippi HFght7ay Patrol estimates there were 
70,000 to 90,000 people evacuated inland from the coast. 

Sumnary: Evacuation 

The responsibility for this function and the manner in which Lt 
we8 acconplishe3 varied wLthin sccieties, depending partially on the 
nature of the disaster. In the Piedmont disaster an evacuation 
center was established by the city government in Blella and was not 
used. In Florence there was no inmediate evacuation to established 
centers, but, when centere were needed at 8 later tine, the prefect 
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ordered people into the best hotels, and the government paid the 
bills. 
Army, set up refugee centers. 

In Sicily the national zovernnent, with the help of the 

In the PTiFgata earthquakz the populace converged on familiar 
buildlngs, e.g., an elementary school and a snie11 hotel, and the 
government designated these offici91 shelters. In Ashiwada Villege 
the prefecture psovided temporary structures, and the national 

- government later paid the village for extensive rebuilding. 
i? 

In Anchorage a variety of groupa established evacuation centers, 
e.g., the city and the American Legion Post. llithin tventy-four 
hours minimal numbers remained in these shelters. In ITer.7 Orleans the 
Sed Cross handled the evacuation centers and used a public building, 
but, because thLs proved to be inadequate, the task was later given 
to the nearby naval station. In l:ississippi the inhabitants tiere 
moved inland to safe shelter by the highway patrol. Yorx evacuees 
riere housed in a state-owned hotel in the capital and others were 
housed by the state at 8 colleze. 
clear patrt2rn across the three societies except that, unlcr extreme 
enerzency con?Ftions, thLs operation mas approeched in a &morally 
ad hoc fashion. -The level or' eovcrment that became actively in- 
volved 4cpend$-l, to fiomc legrzc, on the resources available. The 
fewer the resources available et the lower level, the greeter the 
tendency for higher levels of government to become actively involved. 

There did not appear to be a 

3iffmxnccs that appeared were chat in Italy and the United 
States the populace eppeere3 to pr?ftr hones of relatives, t7hcn 
available, to the Sovernoent shelters. In Sicily it vas not 
possLbLc to get people to move from their communities to the cvac- 
uation centors. 
graphic, economic, and family variablee. These people arc rural, 
their livellhood depends on their ltvestock and land, and therefore, 
it WBS necessary €or then to F33 near the land. There was a belief 
that disaster ei-I would cm.e to the local site. Socle of this 
reaction was alao attributed to strong kinship ties through which 
fanFLies 13crc not willing to be mparated, leaving workers on the 
scene and moving the rest of the family to evacuation centers. 

This was explained by officials as duz to d2m5- 

In the United States evacuetlon centers were much more the task 
of the private seetor than in either Italy or Japan. 
ence between the United States and Italy and Japan was the authority 
to corrmand cvacuetfon. In Xtaly and Japan the police had the auth- 
ority to order evacuation of the populace, but in the United States 
the police, on at least one O C C E I ~ ~ . ~ ~ ,  were forced to exceed their 
legal powers to force people to evacuate. 

A Pinel differ- 
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Inventory 

Italy 

J 
i 

SLcily 

The questton of who was in charge of the response is still 
somewhat open, and it seemed to fluctuate with the passing of tine, 
In the early stages of response, the local village officials and 
then the prefect8 were in charge. There was, however, some question 
as to whose authority received the first priority. 
that from the broadest perspective the authority of the prefect was 
more dfffuse and dominant. 

It would seem 

In the particular villages the question arose as to whether the 
mayor or the local priest should be in charge of distribution of 
relief supplies. 
church and the communist party for control in the villages. Haas 
(1969) has suggested that a pattern emerged of the men looking to 
the mayor and the women Looking to the priests. 

This conflict sterns from the rivalry between the 

As time progressed the national officials, particularly those 
from the Liiniatry of the Interior, were in charge of the overall 
coordination of the relief activities. Headquarters were set in 
Trapani and Agrigento and in Palerno. Comiands were sent from 
Trapani and hgrigento to Palermo and from Palerrno to Rome, and 
decisione were relayed back down the chain of command. 
pattern was abridged somewhat by having national officials in the 
field, and, in a sense, then, Rome was taken to Sicily. There was 
a functional dfvision of labor within the national attack. The 
ProvLncial Iiedical Cfficer (a national official) and the Red Cross 
carried out the inventory of medical needs. Three member commissions, 
of a firenan, a public works official and a local authority, were 
established to evaluate damage to houses. The priorities listed 
were in the fallowing order: (1) search and rescue, (2) opening 
roads, and (3) prevention of further damage by either ehoring up 
buildings or blasting them so that there would not be danger of 
further collapse. 

This 

Florence 

There appeared to be hesitancy on the part of city an1 pre- 
fectural officials to take action until after the disaster agpnt 
had struck. 
as possible a committee on coordination consisting of representa- 
tives of relevant organizations and offices. 
Division of Civil Protectlon of the Ministry of Interior was sent 
from Rome. 
with the Prefect of Florence. 
Coordinatfnn were.conducted 8s well as meetings of the particular 
group6 w O j e  r~presenratives 93t: or, the Committee on Coordinatign. 

After impact the prefect put into operation as quickly 

A prefect from the 

He vas then given overall control, bqt actually worked 
Vany meetings of the Committee on 
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All this coordination tocrk a great amount of time, and until 

Until coot- the sixth day there was inefficient use of manpower. 
dinatlon became effective the major tasks were being carried out by 
various organizatlons, such as the fire brigade and the Army, 
working autonomously from one another and from any central authority. 
There was also a great effort on the part of indlviduals to 30 what 
they could for others. 

Both the prefecture as a whole and a number of organizations 
within the prefecture set about drawing up priorities. 
sufftcient evidence to make a conclusive judgment on this matter, 
but it would appear that basic human needs such as food, clothing 
and shelter were the highest priorities over all, but the preser- 
vation of art was given a priority that has seldom, If ever, been 
equalled elsewhere. 

There is not 

Piedmont hercell i 

From an overall perspective we may say that inventory was at 
first under the authority of area leaders and particularly the m y o r  
of Biella. Later the prefect played a larger role, and finally the 
Director General for Civil Defense from Rome set up headquarters in 
Btella and was the overall coordinator. 

By a cabinet-level decision the Army worked under the direction 
of the Director General of Civil Defenee. 
successfully that there Le at present an effort to institutionalize 
the procedure by law. 
and the surroundtng area the first two or three days. 
then added officfel authority to this arrangement by charging 
the government of Biella with responsibility for response in the 
cfty and the surrounding area of BLelleae, 
meeting in the mayor's office, an assessment was made and priorities 
were set. 
chartered: (1) opentng of roads to the affected areas, (2) estab- 
lishment of telephone contact and communications in general, (3) 
clearing of mud from houses, factorlee, etc., and (4) saving of 
woolens and other textiles. 

It appeared to work so 

The mayor of Biella was in charge of the city 
The prefect 

On November 4, at 8 

Cn November 5, the following plan of action was 

After ten days restoration began. Visits to heads of various 
organlzations were made, their potential for aid was reported in a 
meeting with the local authorities in Biella, and the necessary work 
was divided. 

Sapan 

There we8 a great centralization of decision-maklng activity. 
The decision-making aleo flowed alone rather differentiated lines, 
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from the national through prefectural to municipal. Not only are 
the governmental agencies organized this way, but also the non- 
governmental. 

Yamanashi PrefecturelAshfwada Villape 

The prefectural government stands alert during the period be- 
tween warning and impact, while the primary responsibility for 
emergency preparedness is with the mayor of each village. After 
impact the mayor is to assess the situation end decide what is to 
be done during the emergency period. The assesenent is to be done 
by the level of government that is responsible in normal tines, 
e.g., roads are on three levels: village, prefectural and national, 
The division of labor is very elaborate. 

The established priorities were preservation of life, welfare 
and then emergency restoration of services. The level most central 
in response changed during the different tine periods of the 
disaster. In the preplanning and restoration stages, the national 
government played a very important role in coordinating and stan- 
dardizing efforts; in the emergency period, the prefectural and 
the municipal levels of government played more central roles. 

Hiro s hima Pr e f ec tur e/Kure C 5 ty 

I4easures to prevent any secondary disaster were the first 
priority, and repair of roads was the second priority. 
sibilities for these tasks differ depending on the task and the 
geographical area. 
Finance and Construction Bureau of the prefecture, much of the 

trial and connercial enterprises were assessed by the munfcipal 
government. 

The respon- 

While emergency assessnents were made by the 
2 
,~long-tern assessclent was made by the national government, and Indus- 

The United States 

A la ska /Anchorage 

Inventory was begun on B community-wide besis at a 3:OO a.m. 
Saturday meeting, called to order by the mayor ten hours after 
impact. Present at the meeting were city department heads, civil 
defense offic€als, military personnel, public health officials, other 
state and federal officials, Red Cross and Salvation Army personnel. 
The first priority was given to search an4 rescue. 
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New f'rleans 

Because of electricLty an3 telephone failure, the Civil Defense 
Emergency Cperations Center had to be abandoned after the storm, 
and headquarters were moved to the mayor's office in city hell. 
The main control and coordination was directed from this office by 
the civil defense director whom the mayor appointed to be in charge 
of all emergency operations for the city. However, the mayor still 
maintafned ultimate decision making power on the most crucial prob- 
lens. 
had gathered at the Emergency Cperations Center, 
emergency personnel so that they would be free from worry while 
carrying out their duties. Top priority was given to getting city 
hospitala, power plants, and sewage and water treatment operations 
working. 

A total of 209 individuab, representing 16 different agencies, 
Families accompanied 

Mississippi /B i lox i 

The key lev.el of government in the area of inventory appears to 
have been the county. 
to the county to assess the potential threat, but the state appeared 
to takz the position that it would act as a back-up for the needs of 
the county. 
of the federal government to the state government. 

The governor of the state sent representatives 

The same approach appeared to be true in the relation 

Several committees met before and after impact, apparently 
called by the County Civil Defense director for the purpose of 
coordination and assessment. 
the storm the decision was made to declare martial Law, but that 
the affairs of government would remain in the hands of the executive 
branch of local government. 
restoration of emergency resources was delegated in part to rele- 
vant organizations and in part to knowledgeable individuals. The 
following priorities were set: (1) water, (2) power, (3) comuni- 
cations, end (4) food. 

At a meeting on the Tuesday following 

Responsibility for the asaessnent and 

Sumary: Inventory 

In all the countries studied a government official waa in charge 
of inventory. 
pervasive role than in normal time activities. 
of government in control varied with the time period of response, but 
it always appeared to be the dominant political institution. 

The political institution appeared to take on a more 
The particular level 

Regardless of the prior structure of society or the relative 
degree of centralization, there appeared to be same decentralization 
of authority in the early stages of the emergency period. 
to which decentralized response occurred varied within the societfes 
and may be explained by htatorical, cultural, end structural intra- 
national sectional differences. 

The degree 

There appears to be, however, 
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an urgency in certain periods of disaeter that overrides previous 
authority structures and patterns of decision making. 

Because Florence is the prefectural headquarters as well a8 a 
city in its own right, the prefect was on the scene immediately and 
put operations into action as soon as possible after the flood. 
It would appear that the mayor, a very popular man at the time, the 
"hero of the flood," became the emotional leader of the city, and 
the prefect beceme the task leader. It was the prefect who called 
together a coordinating meeting of all relevant organizations. 
thLs meeting a number of tasks were being carried out autonomously 
by the various organizations ~rithin the structure of the city an3 
prefecture, There wa8 close coordinatfon between the representa- 
tive sent from Rome who had the rank of prefect and the local pre- 
fect from Florence, but who was in overall charge of the situation 
cannot be definitely determined. It would appear that the official 
authorfty structure woul.3 place the representative from the :!inistry 
of Interior in charge. 

Until 

A sinflar pattern emerged in Sicily. During the imsediate 
post-impact period the mayors of the various communities were autho- 
rities for response, but after the prefect had time to establish 
himself, he became the official authority in charge. Still later, 
when the authoritfes from Rome arrived, they were in command. 
Within the villages there is a tight folk-type relationship, underscored 
by the strong influence of the family Ln this area. 
made it difficult for bureaucratic leaders from Rome to establish 
an efficient bureaucratic structure €or response. 
particular authority division within the communities, between those who 
followed the mayor and those who followed the parish priest. 
appeared to follow a sex difference, with the men following the 
mayor and the women following the priest (Haas, 1969). 

These factors 

There was also 8 

Thfs 

In Biella the city goverment was in charge fro3 the beginning. 
The prefect of Vercelli Province delegated authority €or Biellese 
to the city. This was consistent with the normal tfme patterns in 
which the induatrlal area surrounding Biella looks to that city as 
a trade center, and the agricultural area in the valley looks to 
Vercelli, 
take over the responsibility for coordination. 
Blella, however, there appears3 to be a functional division of labor 
+eveloping after some tine. 

- 
0 

When the representatives from Rome arrived they began to 
In the case of 

In Niigata the decision making was somewhat more centralized 
thnn in Yananashi or Hiroshina. In all fnstances, however, there 
was a flow of decision making along rather differentiated lines, 
fron the national to the prefectural to the municipal level. Not 
only are the governmental agencies organized this way, but a160 the 
nongovernmental. There appeared to be less need for impronptu 
coordination in the Japanese situations because of the extreme 
coordination in preplanning. 

In the United States there appears to have been greater decen- 

In 
tralizatton of decision naking than in Japan and Italy and more 
decentralization during the emergency period than following it. 



the rehabilitation phase of disaster there nay be more centralization 
than is readily discerned, because the lower level officials set 
limits on their 3ecisions according to what they believe will be 
approved by the Zedera1 regulations. 

In each of these societies the m€litary worked under the author- 
tty of the civilian head. The military was essential in each society 
because of the need for a ready supply of disciplined manpower an3 
for certain expertise and equipment the military usually possessee, 
In both the United States and Italy it took a high-ranking decision 
to activate regular troops, and in Japan there was a pte-plan 
for the process to work on the prefectural level. 

VLctim Care: Search and Rescue, Medical Care, 
and Care of the Dead 

Italy 

Sicily 

There was little coordination of search and rescue carried out 
by anyone on the scene. There rras a lack of volunteers in the 
immediate post-quake period, and those volunteers that eventually 
worked in Sicily were, for the most part, from other parts of Italy 
an3 from other countries. The most organized group was the A m y ,  
which, while not prepared in advance, represented a large base of 
manpower and an existent chain of cotmand. 

The inventory of medical needs was made by the Provincial 
(a national official) Iledical Cfficer and the Red Cross. 
had physicians paid from public funds who continued to work during 
the disaster response, and outside nedical help arrive3 during a few 
hours to two days. The first organization to be active, the Red 
Crow, set up mobile hospitals staffed by volunteer physicians. 
The towns ha3 no existing hospitals, so a number of the nost 
seriously injured were flown to larger communities, particularly to 
Palermo, and, since other injured were treated and released, the 
mobile hospitals were not fully used; there was actually an excess 
of medical ai3 after the first few days. 

The towns 

The medical problems were listed in order of immediate frequency 
by a Red Cross official as: (1) shock, (2) heart ca8es and (3) 
respiratory diseases such as flu, pneunonia and whooping cough, 
Because of the severe weather and the inadequate shelter in the 
caGps, the respiratory illnesses became something of a problen after 
a short time. Gne official, not in the Red Cross, commented that 
these nust have been hearty people to withatand the conditions in 
the canps vith as little illness as there was. 

The standard procedure for care of the dead is to have the 
magistrate and someone from the area identify the dead. This was no 
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problem in Sicily since, because of the smallness of the villages 
affected, it tias a simple task to find people who were able to 
identify the dead. 

Finding and uncovering the dead was eonething more of a problem, 
: The A m y  was organized on the spot to do search and reacue and also 

uncovering and transportation of the deed. Also of great help with 
this function was B Yugoslav Rcd Cross team which had prior experi- 
ence with care of the dead in earthquake-induced disasters that was 
flown in expressly for this purpose, Two probleme experienced in 
this area were the difficulty of access because of damaged roads 
and the stench of the dead, which was so extreme that work had to 
be stopped for a time. 
decaying animals. 

-? 
" 

There was some problem with disposal. of 

F lorence 

There was little coordination of the great effort of saving art 
treasures carried out by anyone on the scene. In the hei8:ht of the 
physical impact, the death and fnjury count waa low, and, therefore, 
evacuation could be delayed more than in some disasters vithout the 
sane serious consequences. 
to bring in food and provide medical care. 

-__I 

Ar'tcr a day there was organized effort 

The public health of a prefecture is the respansibility of the 
Prefectural. 'ledical Cfficer. 
was handled by the Red Cross under the coordination and direction 
of the Prefectural ?:edical Officer. 
but since the injury rate was so low compared to what it might have 
been, these hospitals were U 8 d  43s shelters, particularly for the old 
and ill. 

iiuch, if not moat, of the medical work 

The Red Cross set up hospitals, 

The police and regular A m y  took care of bringing the dead to be 
identified. This was not the problen that it is in socle disasters 
because of the low death count of 120 for the entire flood and 17 
for Florence Prefecture and the fact that nost of the bodiea vere 
under water. 
washed up on the streets. 
top of then. 

The real problec! arose from 1,500 anirnal carcasses 
Pits were dug and alkaline was poured on 

Piednont/Vercelli 

Search and reacue was not planned in the t o m s  and villages, but 
occurred spontaneously on the scene through volunteer help, sometimes 
organized by the caribinieri who werestationed locally. 
were not difficult to find, becsuse most of the destruction tias focused 
and readily visible, and sone people were etranded in isolatzJ housee. 
The search and rescue vias performed originally by volunteers an3 
carfbinieri on the scene and then later by forces fron outslde, e.g., 
the NATO base at Aviono. 

The victims 
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Cversight of medical cercr ;?zs prinarfly the task of ?he Provincial 
XedicaI Cfficer, a national official. 
medical officer was cmmunity hygfene: (1) the water supply; (2) the 
posai5Le pollution problens causzd by two cemeterfes that had been 
uprooted; and (3) vaccination agaLnst typhold. The Red Cross took 
care of veccination and distribution of food, clothing and bedding; 
the distribution was m o a  stopped, howsvey, because the local people 
were able to secure adequate supplies. There was help sent from 
Rome to the Red Cross, but outside help was not seked for by the 
people of Btellese, Existing hospitals met Lnflsted denands by 
putting people in beds in the corridors, trhfle the seriously iinjured 
were f l a m  to Biella and Vercelli hospltale. 
supplies, but otherwise worked on thefr own fn the villages. 
Red Cross arrived on either the stxth or the seventh day. 

The central concern of the 

Local .doctors requested 
The 

The deed presented little n d i c a l  pmblern. The A m y ,  firemen and 
sanitary officers, with the help of additional volunteers, rcuoved 
the bodies for burial. To determine the finality of death, primarily 
€or the benefit of the bereave3 fanitles, each corpse was placed in 
a central Locarion for twenty-four hours. 

Japan 

Ni Lgata 

Because of ;he Low death an3 injury rate there was not a great 
need fur search a& rescue. "The relatively low number of casualties 
place3 little szrain on the medical Eactlittes of the seven general 
k~spic:i3I.s in c k  ctty. While a11 hospitals had difficulty in oper- 
aetng -&tb=ut utilities, and S ~ I C  had problexis as a result of housing 
refugee&, nsne had to deal. with a great increase in demands for 
n;edts~€ servbces, One hospital. with a 398 capacity, far L R S ~ X L C ~ ,  
et an& poi~t hcatmd over 700 rnfugees (and ten days after the earth- 
quake, it atdl.3. &tad 300), but It 6586 not burdened by any influx of 
nadLcaL Cases'' (Dynes, Eaas and QuarentellL, 2964: 16). Because 
S= the 2 m ?  death ratre Sare of tf&% &zed was csnrted out along noma1 
channels, vitb the famfltes taking respoasibtlity for the function. 

- 

A police ofdicer was the first Bnforrred, he celled the police 
~lretion, snd Ftrfi, in turn, called the Self Defense Force8 and the 
fire brfga3a-a 2z-i the netghboring communities. 
called the Red Croes hospital in the vicinlty and the doctora' 8980- 
eiation. 
imeiietely. Fortunately the Self Defense Forces (SDF) were on the 
other side of Ashtwada Village from Kofu City and thus were able to 
Bet through, whereas the people from Pofu CLty were not able to get 
Co the scene with heavy equipaent until the roads were repaired by 
the morning of Seprember 26. The 1 0 ~ 0 1  firenen appeared to be pre- 
occupied with their own famL1ies. 

The police a190 

ALL those notifled nobilizcd for search and rescue 
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Since Ashiwada Village had no doctor, the prefecture, in close 
association with the Red Gross, sent two rescue squads of doctors 
and nurses. Because of bad roads serious injurLes were flotm to the 
nearest hospitals by helicoptcrs. The SDF was instrumental In 
first-aLd treatnent and evacuation of the wounded, 70 people were 
taken to the hospitals, 350 nan-Jays were contributed by doctors, 
u u r ~ e s  an3 public health nurses, fnstructions on dfsinfecting and 
innoculations were given. 

The responsibility for the care of the dead was left to the nayor 
of the village. 
was a great deal of concern for the recovery of badies; divers were 
sent into the lake, and the lako was later drained in the six month 
long search for the missing, 

Because of rcltg€ous convictions of the people there 

HiroshLna Prefecturekure City 

The firemen, policemen and Self 3efense Forces were instrumental 
in search an3 rescue operations with the help of private citizens. 
House-to-house .searches were carried out. Emergency dispatching of 
firemen began at 3:30 p."., but reached a peak at 5:30 p.m. when 
the Self Defense Forces came into the picture. 

There are ten Red Cross hospitals located throughout the pre- 
fecture for medical care, and there is an emergency group stationed 
at each hospital. When the disaster struck, physicians and ritiraes 
from the city went directly to the affected areas and set up aLd 
stations. The prefectural Red Cross also sent help later. A 
number of people who after fleeing went back to theIr hones to 
check on belongings, reported for medical aid during the ntght. 
The Red Cross received a number of people who were suffering fror.1 
fatigue, but took serious cases directly to the hospitals. 

Care of the dead required the services of a number of groups and 
people. Since the calanfty vas scattered, there were not nore thaa 
five bodies in one place, and there was no need for a mass disposi- 
tion of bodies; relatives claimed the bodies and took care of then. 
Identification of the dead is a police responsibility; in disaster, 
the overall care of the dead 5s the reeponsibflity of the nayor an? 
autopsy of the Red Cross. 

The United States 

A 1 a s ka /Anchorage 

:*lost earthquake victims were discovered an3 taken to thz has- 
pttals before nightfall on Frijay. 
effatta continued until Sunday as 8 precautionary measure and because 

However, search and rescue 

people found It iffficult to believe there had been ao few casualties 
in light of the devestation that cqcurrerl. Buildings in the damaged 
areas were 6ear':rr larefully r -  : ?-ee or four different occesiocs . 
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Initially, private citizens assisted people in the damaged 
areas, however, gradually the search and rescue took on a more organ- 
€zed character. 
minutes after the earthquake, and c~ithin the hour a construction and 
m i n t e n s m e  official became involved with volunteers and city em- 
ployees in organized rescue and inventory groups, being aided by 
an Army rescue group from Fort Richardson four hours later. &en 
after E civil defense volunteer was appointed coordinaror early the 
next morning, there were some uncoordinated search ~ n d  rescue 
e f for t 3. 

Firemen became engaged in this task only four 

Providence Bospltal functtoned as the major medLcal facility in 
Anchorage during the emergency period; when city power was interrupted, 
its emergency generator took over. The other two hospitals were 
suffering from lack of utilities in m e  case and a suspected gas 
leak in another- Local, state and regional public health officials 
also worked to control public health hazards following thz earth- 
quake. Friday night, residents vere instructed to chlorinate or 
boil all drinking water because of possible contamination. 
of the aaazingly light death toll the care of the dead presented 
no problem to the organizations or cormunities involved. 

Because 

New Crleans 

Imiedfately after the storm had swept over the city, pollce, 
firemen an3 the National Guar3 began rescue operations, helped by 
more than 2,000 small boat owners. 
in this phaae of the response, and volunteer rescue workers were 
not instructed where to take the victfms. 
brought to the task through the use of spotter aircraft. 

There was a lack of coordination 

A little coordination was 

I.Ie3icaP care was the responsibillty of the Director of Public 
Health of the New Crleans Health Department. 
for health were to vaccinate people for tetanus and typhoid and to 
keep down the mosquito problem. 
departaent and the United States Navy helped wLth the inoculation 
program. 

The main concerns 

The Red Cross, the state health 

The coroner’s office was in charge of caring for the dead. 
As bodtes were discovered they were brought to the Coast Guard 
Station and then to the coroner’s office. 
the bodies were taken to the basement of the Criminal Courts Build- 
Lng where the Associatfon of Funeral Directors assistej in preparing 
the bodies and relatives came for identification. 
lasted about 8 week, 

After the autopsy 

This operation 

Rescues occurred before, 3uring and after the eye passed, carried 
out b y  different organizations at different times. The organization 
most involved vas the National Guard, probably because they had more 
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specialized ecjufpment avaflabl.e, pre-posf tioned along the i:iSSisS€ppi 
coast. In the case of the Gulfport unit of the National Guard there 
were orders to not becoue involved in search and rescue, but to stand 
by for securfty duty. Cn the ilonday following the impact most of the 
rescue was on a "scattershot basfs"; it was uncoordinated due to the 
lack of comunications. The Seabees were on rescue duty for about 
one week. 

Curiously, there were few serious injurtes, and the hospitals 
were able to meet the medical needs by dispensing sfrnple first aid. 
One problem was that the hospitals themselves were under siegs, and 
because of lack of communfcations, it was rumored that three hospi- 
tals had been completely destroyed. 
operated throughout the storm, being evacuated after the storm, 
primarily for lack of adequate electric power and loss of water 
supply. 
water, food spoilage, poisonous snakes, rats and mosquftos, and 
an lmunizatfon program was undertaken principally by the Red Cross. 

BJO of these three hospitals 

Fron a sanitatfon perspective there w8a great concern wfth 

The chief concern in relation to the dead was that they not 

The task of recovery of bodies was mostly handled by the 

I_ 

be washed out to sea or buried deep in beach sand when th, waters re- 
cedeit. 
Natfonal Guard and Seabees. 
Christfan put one m n  every four feet who walked through trying to 
detect odors end were helped by a group of teenage males who had 
been working with civil defense. They eventually brought in Army 
"sniffer" dogs to help locate bodies. 
of the Stat-? of l4ississippi was given the task of maintaining the 
morgue, where bodies were kept until identified. The publLc was 
not allowed to view; identificat€on was carrfed out by the FBI, 
doctors and dentists. The morgue was closed on September 7, 
1969, when all but three bodies had been identifted. 

The Seabees organization in Pass 

The Game and Fish Comnfssion 

Sumary: Victim Care 

I4ith the possible exception of the Florence flood, search and 
rescue for victims was the first priority in all the disasters in 
all the aocietLes. There were some accusatfons that more concern 
was put into the saving of art work than fnto care of victims, but 
this statement must be highly qualffied. Art did receive B very 
high prtority in Flerence, but not to the harm or endangering of 
life of the populace; this was true both in the function of vLctin 
care and in the welfare and rehabilitation functions. 

It was also true in all the societies that highly specialfzed 
personnel might perform tasks othcr than those they were trained for, 
but those functional tasks thnt rsquired hfgh professional expertise 
remained more clearly dfffercntiated than sone other areas. For 
example, no one appeared to take the role of the doctor except doctors. 

In 211 of the socfeties th3re appeared to be little coorj€nation 
of seqrch an3:rescue in the early stages of the emergency. Among 
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those organizations most often involved with this task were police, 
fire, and the military, usually aided by volunteers. 

In Yamanashi there was an extravagant amount of effort put into 
recovery of dead bodies because of religious cancern for the dead when 
the body has not been found. An entire lake was drained six months 
after the disaster in order to recover the bodies of fourteen people 
who had been lost. 

Security 

Italy 

A perimeter was set by the caribinieri, not because looting was 
a problem, but to keep away the large number of curiosity seekers. 
At one point the &my and police threatened to shoot people if they 
did not stay out of the area. 
were not verified. 
vas in actuality a sharp increase in breaking and entering, explained 
by officials as the result of having pulled B number of police from 
Palerrno to the dieaster area, leaving the city inadequately patrolled. 
There was some petty thievery reported in the refugee camps, and there 
was s o w  black marketing of relief supplies and an increase in prices 
in stores. At one point the government threatened to close the shops 
of anyone caught raising prices to a level considered to be profiteer- 
ing. 
Act" was pasaed on March 2, 1968, when, in anticipztion of benefits 
to be received from this Legislation, citizens were approached with 
offers of loans at exorbitant interest rstes. There were also 
EI.+x~~ instances of attempted bribery of officials to raise the damage 
estimates for repair of buildiags. 

There were reports of looting, but these 
What was reported as hooting in the city of Palerrno 

Loan-sharking becaze a problem after the "Earthquake Omnibus 

Lost items recovered by workers were taken to a central location 
w>ere the caribinieri took charge of them, and animals were turned over 
to the Agriculture and Forestry Ministry for care and feeding until 
their owners could claim then. 

F lor e nc e -- 
Security was not a large problem in this disaster, and there was 

no looting or profiteering. V'hen the shopkeepers were able to once 
again open their shops, they put flood-damaged material on sale. 
Immediate convergence was not possible because of lack of passable 
route6 of ingress. 
few days, 

There was a perimeter set, but it lasted only 8 

I 

i 
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Pi e dmo nt /Ver c e 1 1 i 

There was sore problem with convergence by volunteers and sight- 
seers, thus, for the first four days only relatives were allowed into 
the arez. There was no looting or profiteering. 

Japan 

Niigata 

The police force was badly handicapped because 526 men, nearly 
half of its personnel, had sustained damage to their houses and were 
occupied at home. Nevertheless, only 160 extra patrolmen from 32 
other police stations elsewhere in the prefecture were used, and 
no aesistance from other organizations was needed. 

Yamanashi Pre fecturel Aishiwada Vi1 lage 

There was no looting. The police patrolled and kept people and 
vehicles out of the area, and since there were no lines or wires up, 
cars with spea!iers and signs were used to inform people to stay out 
of the area. The police in Japan are generally prefectural and na- 
tional level organizations, and those working in Ashiwada were of the 
Yamanashi Prefecture. 

Hiroshima Prefecture/Kure City 

People were advised to lock up their houses when they evacuated, 
led from the scene by police and firemen. 
police were responsible for security, and there was no looting. 

The Hiroshima Prefecture 

The United States 

A1 aska/Anchorage 

After the earthquake, on Friday evening, a group of volunteers, 
deputized and given makeshift armbands with "Police" written on them, 
was organized to assist regular police personnel. Teams of three 
to six of these volunteers were sent out with a regular police officer 
into the damaged downtown area. They directed traffic, guarded build- 
ings, and controlled entry by the generai publFc into the area. 
On Friday evening, Army troops from Fort Richardson, who had been re- 
quested by city officials, began arriving in Anchorage to assist in 

- 
i;. 
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securing the d m a g e d  sections at about the same time that Alaska 
National Guard troops took up their positions. 

New Orleans 

The New Orleans Police v7ere in eharge of security, assisted by 
the National Guard and the &3ly, to guard against looting in the 
heavily affected areas. Volunteers were deputized as shelter workers 
to serve in the various evacuation centers. 

His siss ivpi/Bifc& 

The main agencies involved in security were the National G m r d ,  
with 4,000 =ea, the city police with 50 regulars and 25 auxiliary, and 
the sheriff's department with a force of 70. 
Highway Patrol became involved chiefly an state and federal highways 
and were on stacdby as needed by local police groups. The Biloxi 
police established a division of labor with the National Guard and 
later coordinated with the Corps of Engineers to control traffic on 
uncleared streets, The traffic problem impeded recovery and @vacua- 
tion efforts. The Biloxi police made 25 arrests for looting and had 
some difficulty getting a number of people to evacuate. 

The Nississippi State 

Sumary : Security 

Looting was not a problem in any of the societies studied. The 
rcost important task for conrrol agencies in these societies appeared 
to be that of convergence. 
traffic control and in 8ome cases to the establishing of perimeters. 

In each case the police devoeed time to 

The principal organiza~ion working in the area of security was 
the police. In Italy the caribinieri are a part of the &my and play 
9 d u d  role, but in each disaster thcy served primarily as 8 national 
police unit. In the United States the National Guard is ofren used 
for police duty, and the Army and Air Force were also used in all 
three disasters to perform some police work. 
the Self Defense Forces in Japan are responsible for police i~ork, 
though there seems to be great hesitancy on the part of governnlent 
and on the parr of the Self Defense Forces themselves tc use the 
forces in this manner, The role of the Self Defense Forces is B 
politically sensitive one, and thus there is a hesitancy to use then 
in situations that might cause controversy. 

In certain energencies 
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tlelfarc 

Italy 

Sicily 

The first aid on the scene vas from the Pontificia Opera Di 
Assistenza (the Papal Velfare Agency) which brought supplies from 
their warehouses in Rome and Palerno. Because of the large number of 
American citizens who had family or sentimental ties with Sicily, the 
Catholic Relief Services sent a great deal of aid through P.O.A. 
and CARITAS (the International Catholic Fklfare Agency). There was 
some coordination problem in that Sicily is divided into four dioceses 
which each overlaps the earthquake area, add because of the general 
policy of P.O.A. of working through the local diocese, there was 
some problem of knowing which bishop to consult. Sone of the aid 
from the United States vent directly to particular local church warkers, 
supplementing the collections of supplies from many private organiza- 
tions and other comunities. The Ministry of the Interior coordinated 
a11 volunteer organizations while the Army transported many of the 
supplies. 

The Red Cross set up several camp kitchens for people in evac- 
uation camps and in the two evacuation centers, at Agr€gento and at 

Food and clothing was sent from other Red Cross chapters 
in Italy and from all over Europe. Only 1,000 of the 7,000 beds at 
the Agrigento Village were used, for most of that area's residents 
remained at the site of the local village. 
people with strong family ties that discourage separation of fam- 
ilies, and they expected aid to be sent to the local scene and wanted 
to be there when it arrived. 

~ 

r-? Trapani. 

They are an agricultural 

The Italian government passed the Earthquake hnibus Act on 
March 2, 1968, which contained the fOllOk7ing provisions: (1) death 
benefits for surviving relatives, (2) regular workmen's compensation 
for all those injured or unable to work, (3) exemption fro= payment 
of national health insurance contributions for the remainder of 
1968, and (4) payment to institutions for medical services and to 
provinces for extra sanitation costs. 

F 1 orence 

Because not all hospital space vas used for the injured, some of 
the hospitals were used for the old who needed a place to five. 
The Fed Cross, aided by the krmy acd firemen, handled much of the 
distribution of food and clothing. To solve the most pressi-, 
immediate need for safe water, every two hours a shiptient was sent 
from Bologna and was then trucked to 13 distribution centers through- 
out Florence. Help came from Xome in terns oE funds, tax write-offs, 
and long-term loons for home repair. 
recovery came frv- special national gasoline tax which ic still 

The financing of this disaster 

.. 
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in effect. 

Aid caie from all over thf: world, and there was a problen of 
convergence of both personnel an3 rzatcrial, most of this aid coming 
directly to Florence, not via Rone. Boots were repeatedly stacked 
high and went to waste. The uusews were deluged with expert8 from 
zround the vorld. At one tine the cry went up, '"rho vi11 save us 
from our saviours?" 

Piednontlvercelli 

The Red Cross, from its central warehouses in Verona, Iriilan and 
Turin handled auch of the inmediate r.ielfare needs along with the 
P.O.A. and unions. In the early stages the caribicieri relayed mes- 
sages of need from particular villages, and food wzs sent from 
Biella 

There rias no public appeal O R  television became the area is 
nore self-sufficient and RAI did not want to take thc burden of€ the 
government. There was money collectsd through La S t m p a ,  the Turin 
neimpaper, vihizh was distributed to the people almost immediately 
as it came in. As of Novenbcr 19, 1963, $625,000 had been collected, 
of which all but $25,000 had been distributed imediately. 

Since the Ministry of the Interior generally does most of 
the sark on shelter and long-range work, the goverrment paid 80 per- 
cent o€ workers' salaries under a special fund and the other 20 
percent vas to be paid by the factories. 

$?elfarc was of two kinds: public, handled by the prefect and 
mayor (the police were often used for distribution); and private, 
handled by the Red Crass, P.O.A., unions and La Stampa. 
interesting that some materials were actually returned. 

It is 

Japan 

Wi i at a 

IJelfare in Japan is primarily a job for the welfare departments 
of the prefectures and of the national government. In this case 
hospitals also doubled as shelters. 
help, but these were distributed thraugh the prefectural welfare 
departnents, 

The Red Cross received fund6 for 

Vater distribution appeared to be one of the major problems. 
Outside help in the form of specialists, technicians, and Self 
Defense Forces gave assistance with the water supply. 
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Yariianashi Prefecture /Ashiwad a Vi1 1 age 

The problem of shelter took a high priority, with municipal 
buildings and schools opened by order of the mayor. 
clothing riere 81SO high on the priority list. Though the mayor 
was responsible for food, the governor of the prefecture worked 
through the welfare department to deliver food and clothing to 
Ashiwada Village. 
government for much of what was spent. 

Food and 

The prefecture rras reimbursed by the national 

Hiroshima Prefecture/Kure City 

The Calarnity Relief Law states that the Red Cross will cooperate 
with the Calamity Counterueasurcs Headquarters for provision of 
welfare. The request for aid was initiated by Rurc City govern- 
ment and the Red Cross did send extensive relief, Generally, the 
Red Cross prefers to give money so that people can buy their 
necessities and prefers to be involved only in emergency relief and 
not in restoration activities. 

A great deal of welfare came from the prefectural funds and was 
actually handled under the authority of the mayor. The cost was 
later 3ivided equally between the prefectural and the national 
governments. In Kure City the Self Defense Forces supplied pure 
water at various distribution points. 

The United States 

Alas ka/Anchoraae 

The Salvation A m y  began a feeding operation in Anchorage on 
the evening following the earthquake and continued it throughout the 
emergency period. The next day the military also became involved 
in feeding when they set up field kitchens at a number of locations 
in Anchorage. During the emergency period, several public shelters 
were established in the community by The Salvation Army, city 
officials, the American Legion, and various church groups. 

New Orleans 

The Red Cross had responsibility for stocking and supervising 
the centers in which 96,000 people sought shelter. 
States Naval Station was also mobilized to handle evacuees. The 
major responsibility for distribution of clothing, which was sent 
from all over the United States, and food belonged to The Salvation 
A m y ,  supplenented by kitchens set up by the Army and the Red Cross 
mobile feeding unl-.. 

The United 

h 
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MississipDi/Biloxi 

The main social welfare organizations the Red Cross and The 
Salvation Army. m e  emphasis wf the Red Cross was on the operation 
and staffing of shelters, yet this organization also conducted damage 
and casualty surveys, administered long-term rehabilitation and 
assistance, gave immediate aid, distributed food and clothing and 
handled inquiries concerning survivors. 
variety in the types of organizations that delivered welfare and 
relief in this situation, 

?"here was a great deal of 

Sunnnary: Helfare 

In all three societies the government plays a large role in 
long-term rehabilitation, in Italy and Japan the government is 
much involved in short-tern ernesger-zcy aid as well, and in Italy 
the Ministry of Interior has the responsibility for coordinating a11 
welfare services. 

In Italy the Catholic Church, a hierarchical structure, was 
the most decentralized in its response in that all its relief 
efforts used local personnel and vere coordinated through the 
bishops on the scene. 

Emergency Restoration of Services 

Italy 

Sicily 

'7 
The priorities were set: the repair of roads and the making of 

houses enfe by either strengthening them or conpletely demolLshing 
them. People stayed in tents far beyond the time the authorities 
recornended because of the difficulties in getting prefabricated 
houses and setting them up. 
large enough supply cut, m r  even a ready supply of raw material 
with which to cut houses. 

The manufacturers did not have a 

Telephones were not replaced for some time because they were 
not given a high priority. Electricity was B problem, and although 
it was given high priority, it was not re-established in many of 
the areas for some time, and a number of camps were without adequate 
power. 
problem in a number of the camps. 

Water and adequate sanitation facilities also presented a 
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F 1 orence 

f 

The most immediate service to be reinstated was the supply 
of water, then electricity and heat in the house, In terms of 
the overall plan the mud had to be removed fro9 the streets and 
then the art work was to be cared for. Building contractors were 
immediately mobilized and they sent excavators, bulldozere, dump 
trucks and other heavy equipment. 
moved in riith manpower and heavy equipment, and shop o m e r s  turned 
out: to begin the task of clearing their businesses. 

The Army and Mobile Columns 

The great weakness in Florence is in the area of long-term 
flood control projects and pIanning for future emergencies. For 
literally 500 years the Florentines have known the need €or 
flood control; Leonard0 da Vinci devised a plan, but to this day 
there is no prevention. For three or four months, the spirit in 
Florence was extraordinary, but now, years later, there is still 
much long-term planning needed, and many of the projects promised in 
the first few months, many of the dreams of restoration, renain 
unfulfilled. 

Pi ednont /Ve tc e 1 1 i 

The c onp an i e s t h at no m a  1 1 y sup p 1 ie d t e 1 e pho ne s e rv ic e s hand I ed 
these operations during the emergency with ham operators and extra 
manpower supplied by the A m y .  
operation within four days. 
disaster, the electricity was restored to the area. Various 
levels of government were responsible for the repair of roads normally 
under their jurisdiction, aided by the A m y  engineers. The army, 
along with firemen and factory workers, supplied the manpower for 
banking rivers and clearing factories. 
normal by November 22, but it was still not in adequate supply 
€or industry. 

Regular telephone service was in 
By November 10, seven days after the 

Drinking water was back to 

Japan 

Ni iga t B 

The various departments of government were responsible for 
their respective functions, backed by extra manpower from the SDF 
which contributed 6,500 men, plus 7,300 from e special engineering 
brigade. They worked primarily on building dykes, repairing roads 
and railways, restoring pipelines, and in helping to purify and 
distribute water. 

Yarsanashi Prefecture /Ash iwad a Vi 11 age 

Transportation and corrmunication were high on the list of 
priorities in restoration because so much of the other restoration 
was dependeat on adequate road? ‘ rer was cut off on September 
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25, so that prefecture and private water supply cars had to be 
sent to give aid, and on October 3 and 4, emergency water 
supplies were established. 

Hiroshiaa PrefectureAhre City 

Restorat ion of rivers and anti-disaster faci’l ities were 
given a high priority in order to prevent a second disaster. 
responsibility for restoration was extremely differentiated and 
complex. 

The 

The United States 

Alasl:a/A?rchoraee 

Power, water, telephone and gas utility crew3 were in action 
within the fi,rst hour and maintained a twenty-four-hour-a-day effort. 
The gas company, the only utility which could not handle the in- 
creased cror!cload with its regular crew, called in thirty skilled 
vorkmen from Seattle and eciployed a number of Local volunteers. 

Restoration of utilities to hospitals and to control head- , 
quarters was given first priority, then restoration of services to 
other utilities, such as transportation and conmunicatLon. 

New Orleans 

Special comittees, headed by city councilmen, were put in 
charga of the different areas of restoration, with high priorities 
placed on city hospitals, power plants and sewage and I?ater plants. 

Mi s 6 is s ippi /Bi lox i 

During the storm there was no activity, but im.ediately after- 
vards, the first priority was to restore the water supply and to 
clear the roads. Residents uere asked to clear the streets in 
front of their houses to aupent the official efforts. Thc 
County Civil Defense Director was the chief coordinator. 

Sumary: Emergency Restoration of Services 

Generally, in all of the societies, high priority vas placed 
on the restoration of transportation routes, corrmunication facilities, 

.. 
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'1 

1 

-11 

3 

i 

and utilities (particularly utilities to emergency installations). 
The patterns of similarity and the exceptions to these patterns 
of sinilarity are worthy of elaboration. 

The emergency restoration of services appeared to take on 
a more organized approach than search and rescue and most of the 
other functions. In these highly advanced technological societies 
there are technical organizations that: have an established and set 
procedure for the handling of emergency situations, trhich are 
followed in disaster situations. Since most of the m r k  done by 
these organizations is of a noninterchangeable nature, priorities 
are. established and worked on as adequate tine develops. In 8 few 
instances, extra manpower was secured from the armed services, and 
Anchorage, utility c r e m  were flown in from "the Lower 4s." Much of 
the extra workload on uti1 ities was handled through extended shifts 
in all these disasters and the transfer of "desk" people to 
field operations. 

There also appears to be a clear tendency to put the highest 
priority on restoration of utilities that are directly associated 
with thi preservation of life. 
in a few cases, and roads were of particular isportance in disas- 
ters where it was necessary to use roads for-the cost immediate 
needs. 

Water supply received top priority 

At three of the sites there was a high priority placed on res- 
toration that would prevent further or secondary disasters. There 
was a pronounced difference in the priority rating given telephone 
repair in Biella and the priority given the 5ame service in 
Sicily. 



CHAPTER IV 

TKE ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS OF THE FINDINGS 

Y 

The analysis and interpretations of findings in this section are 
dlvided into four categories: (’I) the effect of centralization on 
the functions of disaster response, (2) the effect of institutional/ 
structural variables on the functions of disaster response, (3) the 
influence of disaster functions on functions and structure of response, 
and (4) general findings, which include findings regarding the effect 
of aspects of the disaster agent and other variables not categorized 
in the dimensions of the study. 

The Effect of Centralization on t& 
Functims of Disaster Response 

It was originally hypothesized that the degree of centralization 
of government grior to the disaster would have consequences for the 
nature of disaster response, and it was implicitly assumed that these 
consequences would apply to all time periods of the response. It is 
now necessary to qualify that original hypothesis and those implicit 
assumptions. If the disaster response is divided into pre-impact, 
emergency, and rehabilitation periods, it becomes evident that the 
centralization has different: effects in different time periods. 
These effects will be elaborated upon in this section. 

The degree to which decision making is centralized appears to 
vary throughout differing tine periods of response. 
nine stage Italy and Japan are centralized and the United States is 
decentralized. Japan has a large number of national laws, referred 
to as “8asfc Laws,“ which serve as a basis for prefectural and munic- 
ipal planning. These laws are elaborated oc! the nationel level in 
the various ministries, and on each level each operational division’s 
respansibi2ities are made specific. There are national level minis- 
tries, e.g., construction ministry, that have offices on the pre- 
fectural level; but the major locus of decision making for each level 
is through that level of governmental structure, e.g., a city council 
or prefectural assembly. 
znalyzes the laws and regulations that delineate the specific respon- 
sibiiities of the various ministries, departments, and organizations. 
These are based on model national plans, and each level of govern- 
ment designs its plans to fit within the boundaries set by the next 
highest level. Thus, a great amount of centralization is related 
to policy formation in planning, and mar,y of the specifics of admin- 
istering those policies are left to the other levels of government. 
These administrative decisions are made within the boundaries of the 
overall policy decisions of the national government. 

In the preplan- 

The centralization is apparent when one 
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The Italian systen Le atructuted eamewhet dtfferently; there 
appears to be more of a functional division of labor from the national 
ministries on down. The national ministries in Italy are not 8s 
coordinated as they ere in Japan. In Japan, a special hfgh status 
office of the prime minister is in charge of coor3inating struc- 
tures, and there is a sirnf1ar office on each level of government. 
In Italy, the responsibility for overall cootdinatton rests largely 
with the Xinistry of Interfor, which fa a specialized operational 
group ftself. Thus, much of its effort goes towards the planning 
of an operational organization €or response, the civil protection 
organhation. This organication has its own operationel units on 
the 3ifferent levels, but they are not the ones which coordinate 
the ectivfties of the organfzations within eech level. 

Sn the United Ststea there is an Office of Clvll '3efense and 
an Office of Emergency PlannLng which try to coordinate planning 
at the varying levels o€ government. They io not, however, have 
the authority that the equivalent group in Japan has, since much of 
their effort dapenlls on the sbLlity of various level offices to win 
the cooperation of other groups an3 organizations within the various 
levels, 

Thus, Ita-ly is centralized, bur more along the linea of one 
centralized mfnistry with reaponsibiLLty for actual operattonal 
tasks, Japan is centralized, but coordinated on each level, an.] 
the Unfted States has a more decentralized structure. 

c? In the actual performance of diaester-related functions the 
degree of centralization vertes as the response moves through 
vertoua phases. 
tralized while the United States is decentralized. In the erner- 
gency perLod of the disaster, particularly the early stages of 
the emergency period, all response in all three countries was de- 
centralized. Thus, such functions as evacuation, eearch end rescue, 
and care of the injured were performed by those who were able to 
fulfill the function most rapidly regardless of prior planning or 
centralization. In search and rescue an3 evacuation the police, 
Army, firemen, and volunteers in each case eppeered to be the onel 
performing the taek. It was apparent that there was a time Lapse 
before upper level offfciels moved to exert their authorlty. 
the decentralized system, the United States, the more centralized 
levels of government cane with resources, but authority for responee 
vas left to the Lover levels. 

In the preplanning stage Xtaly end Japan are Cen- 

I5 

In the rehabilitation stage of disaster response the authority 
patterns were different in the different countriee. In Itsly and 
Japan there W R S  8 centralized response an3 in the Unite? States 
there was a mixture of cmtralfzed anj decentralized response. 

The differentiation of functions needs cootiination on ell 
levels. It appears that the proportionate amount of coar3inetion 
necessary m a y  vary directly with the degree of 3ifferentLatfon of 
function 8nd the complexity of the divLsLon of labor. 



Ca-r{inatisn is necessary on bcth 3 horizontal an3 a vertical 
exis, 
nelical officer in Italy, a nationally eppointej position somewhat 
sutoncnous fron tSe authority of the prefect. He Ls, particularly 
in t h e  of lisaster, responsj-bls for csor.ltnnting cnl supervistng 
all heelth servfces in the prezzcture, Thus, he must work with 
the Red Cross an3 other organizetlons on the prefectural an3 other 
levels an3 coordimte these functions with the national Level of 
his own nfnistry enl that of other natloml level mtnistrizs. This 
is seemingly Less of a problen in this specielizef area o€ mejical 
an3 health care than in such ereas as the functions of the *.obile 
Column which carry ir into thc task erees of a number of other 
organhations 

An exnnple of this nny be seen In the case of the prefectural 

The 'Lobile Column in Italy Ls a nationally organfze3 fire-fighting 
unit ihich also has responsibllhty for coorlinattng o t h m  orpenlzatione. 
In Japen an7 the UnLtej States the Eire departnents ate or:ani_ze.l on 
a local. municipal basis ani are coordinate4 with other organizations 
on their leva1 with no eutharity for coorlinating other organtza- 
tfons. In Italy even volunteer g r o u ~ s  work unler the coor3Zcathn 
an1 aut5ority of the 'iinistry of Interior. 

An intervening varteble that sppears to affect the level of 
fentraftzation is the number of trained bureoucrats or managerial per- 
sonnel on the various levels. In Sicily there was extreme central- 
ization after the early emergency period. 
the lack of competent admhfstrators on the local level. In Biells 
there was relatively less centralization because o€ the high number 
of experience3 IoceZ managers. 

This was pRrtially due to 

Centralization in Itery appears to make lower level affichls 
more hesitent to take the initfatlve for fear of overstepp-ing ltmits 
of authority. It also delays action because of the convergence of 
Parge n m b e r s  of decisions at the hfgher levels of bureeucracy. 
is in contrast to Japan wheri a n w b e r  of adnlnistrative decisions 
are made on the Lower levels and policy decisions are kept at the higher 
levels. 
€or the delay in decision making an3 the seeming difficulty in getting 
long- tern preventative ac tfons. 

Thie 

Extreme centralization in Xtaly may be partially rssponsible 

Iri highly specialized functional areas that 3eman3 a hfgh level 
of expertise there appears to be less interchangeability of functional 
tasks € ~ Q P  one area to mother, and authority tends to flow along 
vertical rather than horizontsl Linea. 

Thb Effect of fnstf tutionallStructurP1 Veriab leg 
OR the Functions of Xssster Responsa - 

The insritutional/structura 1 ereas, except centralization which 
~ € 1 1  be treoted unier a aeparate healing, are treated in this section. 
Each aree in which relevant fin3ings are discerned is 3iscusse3 sep- 
arately an3 then en effort fa m l e  to see the interrelatiens of the 
tniepen3ent variables es t h y  affect the performance of disaster func- 
t ions. 
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Econoi?.ic Variables 

The level of technolop,y appears to be an important entecejent 
variclble to the nature of response. It partially determines the 
institutional and geographical areas from which respmse will be 
drawn, the types of organizations needej, and the relativs ranting 
of priorities, e.g., particularly in restoration of serviccts. 
N5eds that support a highly tcckiicel society are given top priortty 
since they are necessary for carrying on the €unctions of that 
society; for example, in Biella tPlephone service was given a top 
priority for restoration 88 essential in this busincss-oriented 
community. Cmunicatfon needs were given 8 top priority in most 
of these disasters. While wireless comunications of vartoua types, 
e.g., ham ralio operators en3 official radio nets such as the police, 
fire, and military, are use3 for emergency communications, an 63- 
vanced injustrial an3 technological society consijcrs telephone 
comunicatton an essential. An exception to this in th23e dfsosters 
was Sicily, which is an agricultural area, and rapii comunication 
via telephone vas not an essential for a brcad base of tha popu- 
lation. 

Technological level is a necessary condition for certain types 
of warning. The warning s y s t m  in the United States depends on a 
very high technologfcel level, as does the system in Japan; both 
these countries use weather ships, planes, and radar for ietection 
of stoms. 
but this does not appear to be a sufficient condition for alequate 
early warning systems. Technology also played a role in the evacua- 
tion and search an? rescue operations; specfallzed equipment such as 
amphibious vehicles end helicopters were used in all three countries. 
It is interesting to note that €n Italy there appeared to be a large 
number of international offers of help, sone Ln the forn of spe- 
cialized technical equipment; e.g., water purifying equipnent was 
brought to Florence from France and Germany. 
develops, i.e., regionalism among netions in the matter of aid for 
dtsaster response, some nations may be in a position to have avail- 
able technological equipment en3 skills that they cou1.i not otherwise 
support on the basis of their technological level an3 GYP. 

Italy has a very high level of technological devolopment, 

If this type of pattern 

Societal differentietion may be viewed as a structure or process 
that includes all of the institutions of society, but it is included 
un3er the economic institution bemuse economics plays such an tm- 
portent part in the process of differentiation. The inlex use1 to 
rank countries on the dhension of differentiation in this study was 
from iiarsh (1967: 
his index, e.g., percent of gainfully employei males in nonagricultural 
occupations, and the gross energy consumption per capita in megawatt 
houre. 

329-374) who uses two economtc components to build 

The three societies studied were hiphly Iifferentiate3, which 
may be 8een in the division of labor of disa3ter functions, changing 
through phases of the disaster response. In the early p x i o d  of the 
emergency there was a lack of coordtnation, and a nunbcr of organi- 
zatlone were working as autononous groups on the functional are8 



with hfp'lest priority, i.e., pres2ivation cf 1ii"c. The s?arch and 
rescue function an1 tlre evacuation :.?ere pzcformei by a nuiliber of 
orgenizations vorkinf: as sqerstc units on the same tasks; what 
coor35nation thare 973183 was pzrr'osmel by units worlrlng in the field. 

hftar ths first priority t a d  s of evacuatioxl ani szatch on4 
rescue neny organixatLons novii to thelr own spxialize1 functional 
task areas. 3uring th3 thit-l pzrioi there rras specialization, but 
vith the elemznt of autonorlily rzprovect by coorfLnetion at a higher level. 
For example, thare were gen5roLly rne2tings oE relevant orzanizations 
an3 offLC23 to map the sltuatioii, set priorities, and jivide the 
functions. In summary, th?,rr, wzre three phsses o€ functional response: 
(1) a11 units itorkin:: as autonosous groups, or with soate on-tho-fiel3 
coorlfnation, in the arza of highest priority, 12) unfts working in 
their o m  functional areas of specialization without coor3ination, am1 
(3) units, ECJT the most port, workinp in their o m  a r w s  of spe- 
cialty with overall coordinaticn fro3 a hfgher level. 

In a society with a CorJplzi: an3 specialized jtvision or' labor 
there vo~l3 appear to be a higher number and proportion or' units that 
ore noninterchanpeable. In nocisties vith 8 conplex ~ivtsion of labor 
and. a hizh differentiation oE function, coordination of th3 various 
units b e c o ~ a s  a tine-consuming task In itself. It may be hypothestzed 
that the h i g h ~ r  the differentiation in a society the grnnter the pro- 
portton of eF2orr expendej in coor3lnation. 
preplenning becomes even more important, especially truz in the 
functfonal nreps that come cariy in the t h e  sequence of ftrnctlons, 
e.g., warning an1 emereency prqmrcjness. The t h ~ % e  netic?ns stc3ic.l 
approach the subject of planning an3 coordination in different 't.3ay9. 
In Japan th? central ~ , O V ~ K ~ ~ I I S L ~  is ~ 0 0 ~ 3 l n ~ t e 3  by an 0fEic3 worbing 
€KOR the p r i m  minlster's oLclic3, and the governors and clayors are 
rssponsfblc for response on their respective LeveI.3. In ths Unite3 
States th? 0fff.c.. of Zivi-1 k E m 3 1  is responsible for coor3Fnatfng 
responcz; In New Frleans an3 Biloxi, the ffies of Civil 35fnnae 
pl2yd the key role in coorlination. This was not 8s true, however, 
in Alasl-a on3 in a number oE other disasters in the Unite3 3tates. 
In Italy therz is an organizetlon €OK civil protection, but it is an 
OperatfonaL orp~nization 2s w ? l b  as a coorjtnoting organization, an3 
there is gzncrally some t i m  lac betwzen the time of Lapact and the 
timi at which this crgantzation nctually bepins its task OT coorcitn- 
atlon. 

In this 1-inf of society 

Po I. t t ica 1 Va r ia b le s 

The political inotitutlon is the area in which Final authority 
for coardination oE response vas placo-.rf in a11 the disast?rs in 811 
the countries studie3. It Trou13 seem that the powzr of this instl- 
tutton, both fn authority an3 in:Luence, becomes mor3 iom?Lnant 
during disasters than in n o r w l  tines. 

Xsaster response in th3 'Jnltcd 3tntes would appear to involve 
the private s m t o r  more than in etthar Itely or Japen, probably 
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explainable from an historical, cultural, anJ structural perspective. 
The attempt here is to discern the structural reasons for thc? heavy 
Lnvolvenznt of the privata? sector. Structurally, the Unitc-l States 
has a nuxber of private welfarc organizations and great technological 
resources in the private sector. UtilFty companies are most often 
private companies an? instrucsntal €n restoration of encrg-.ncy 
serviczs. There are also a nur2ber of private anl religious welfare 
organizations and service ani civic associations that figure prominently 
in disestor response. The level of resources and the dinmsions of 
the disaster agent nay p l a y  rzlovant roles in the relative involvement 
of tha public and private sectors, as in the Next crlsans flood, where 
two thousand private small craft were use4 for rescue an3 svacuation. 
In a33ition to New prleans being near the sea 8n-I having n Large pop- 
ulation, that lerge a number of private boats woiild s e m  to indicate 
a cc-rtain stanjard of livfnz of ths populace. fa the Florenc2 flood 
privat? contractors from a nuuber of places in Italy pooled their 
resources for clearing an3 rsstoring the city. 
private sector to play such roles not only must the society be orpanize-l 
with the prLvate sector taking certain roles, but there wou13 sGsm- 
fngly n z d  to be a certaLn l-.vzl of private Fniustry and/or stan3arj 
or' living to support such actions. 

In order for thc 

The polLce were in charge of security through all of the 
dtsastcr responses studied. 
ieputized volunteers and the m€litery, but the police werz in 
overall command. 
rfif Scrnncz between nations. 
'wzs 8 contrast shown betsccsn Japan and the Unite1 ;tates. 
The revised constitution in Japan has ZLnitel police porrzrs from 
their pre-Vorld War I1 level, but they are stlll much greater than 
policz pover in the United Stetes. In the United States, evacua- 
tion cannot be ordered by the poltce, anj if people refuaE to move 
from their homes, the police do not have the authority to legally 
coerce then, 
evacuation in Japan, the informants simply laughed an-] cxplatned that 
there was no question about whsther a citizen would evacuate when 
ordered to do so by the polic;3. 

In the Unite.3 rjtates they vert airled by 

The scope 02 polfce authority shoved sorlie 
In Italy it t ~ a s  not G n  €BSUC, but there 

TJhen asked if tbz police have authority problems with 

In ell three courLtries thz military plnyed importent roles in 
the performance of various disaster functions, and thus h2lpe-l 
with evacuation and victim care. In Italy an.! the United States 
the military also played a rolc in the security function, but in 
Japan they did not, although they had the authority to do so by law. 
Because the Japanese governcent and military are both rather conscious 
of the position- of the S3F there Ls a hesitancy to use the milftary 
in potenrlally controversial functions. 
extent in Japan, the military made major contributions to tha 
emergency restoration of services. This tias not true to the same 
extent in the United States, vhcrc when the m:l€tary was us23 it 
was chiefly 0s an extra sourc? of manpower to help public or private 
organizations in restoration. 

In Italy, and to a lesser 



fn all three societies KXSS CoanunEcations, particularly radio 

In two disasters in Italy a d  one disaster in thz United 
and televLston, are very much 8 pzrt of the daily life of the 
populace. 
Stares ra2Fo and television di.3 not p l a y  the central role in varning 
that they could have. All progrcming in Italy is on a naticnal 
level from Rome, Local stations must gather nens and send it to 
Rome, from where, if it is deemad Inportant enough, it tiill be 
broedcast nationally. A threat from weather conditions must be 
adjudge3 of sufficient megnitu-lo to broadcast to the entire nztion, 
limiting the number of warnings. 
Gulf Ccest disaster, the broadcasting from the l'obfle, Al:?bnmn sta- 
tion vas more accurate, but nore people were listening to the b?ew 
Crlcans station. 

In the C B S ~  of the ::isofssippi 

The Facily Institution 

The nature of the family institution nppears to play some 
role in the nature of responsz. Xn Italy and the United States there 
was a przference among evacuZ3s to take shelter with rzlativcs and 
fr€cnds. In Alaska the public shelters were nearly vacant after 
24 hours. 
requested to be talien to the horiies of friends and refatlons, an3 
only after they discovered that these houses were also Eloodn3 
would they go to the public sh>r?ltcrs. Tin the Gulp Coast th-. threat 
was so extensive that there vas no possfbilfty oE sc2king shelter in 
the houses of feni1Les. In Florence, Sicily, and Biellr! patterns sinllar 
to those in the Unlted States appeared. In Sicily, a convergence nf 
demographic, economic, and fanily variables led to the refusal of 
people to leave their hones; these are agricultural people who need 
to care for their stock an3 equlpuent, and a people with strong 
fernfly ties who are not wLllin2 to leave the head of the house to 
care €or the land while the rest of the family moves to evecuation 
centers. 

In New CrLcans many people who were rescued from the €1003 

It is important to not2, hemver, that strong iraoilp ties 
may bn overriden by structural arrangements. Fficre families were not 
in a pcsition to offer any kLn3 of help, the governnsnt aid was 
accepCc3. In Mew Orleens, the Gulf Coast, to some extent in Florence 
an? Sicily anl in Japan governmnt evacuation centers v7ere used when 
the family M ~ S  unable to give aid. In Japan, possibly because of 
the limitei living space of the average hone, governmerit sh2lters 
viere turned to icmedietely. This was also true in ell thrza 
socfcties in relation to wol2nre. In Italy and Japon the govern- 
ment vas the first sector of society looked to for trelfare. 
United States people looked to a nunber of privare organizetions, 
but turned to the government for long-tzrm ai3 in such orees as 

In the 

-L 
c loans. 

In Japan the facily opp3ared to denan? first loyalt-y Zron the 
workers in Xiigata an3 Yamanashi, taking precedsnze ovzr t52 occupational 

. .  



roles thsy were to fulfiLL. It meant that a number of organizations 
such as police and fire were Iirzited i.n the number of personnel they 
could fieri in the sarly stnzer; of the emergency. 

The Religious Institution 

Churches were active in welfare Ln Italy end thz Unite.11 States, 

In keeping with the reli- 
and in Japan the religious institutions play an Lmpcrtant role in 
the way the care of the dead vas hanjled. 
gious belief that the deed will not be at peace until thefr 5odLes 
are foun2, an entire lake was drained in Japan in order to find the 
bodies of the missing. It is interestLng to note thmt the ?,own 
Catholic Church, with its reputedly rigid hierarchy, was on2 of the 
most decentralized of all org~nizetions in the Italian diszsters; 
the national level church relic? group worked through the bishops in 
the disaster areas. 

The Influence of Xsester Functions OR 
. Functions end Ztructure of Response 

Functions as AfEectors 

It is clear that there €3 not a single direction of cause ani 
effect: fron structure to the manner in which functions arc carried 
out, Functional areas may influence the process en3 structure of 
response. Certain functions exert influence on other functions, 
on process and structure, and on the overall response, e.g., the 
anount of time allowed for warning sets limits on the extensiveness 
of response, the types of response, en4 units that psrticipata in 
response. For example, there was last-minute werning to o _ f ~ i c i a ~ s  in 
Florence, but: this did not allot? €or any effective encrgmcy prepar- 
ation. There was no official varning in the Ntigata earthquake, 
but the tremors took three minutes to buL11 up to earthquake propor- 
tions. This short time did not allow for effectLve Parge-scale pre- 
parations, bur: it did allow timc for many individual citizens to turn 
of€ ths gas and lessen the possibility of post-que!cc fires. 

The functions that folloa warning are very much dcpcn3znt on this 
function which precedes then in time, setting limits on the anount 
of coordination possible in the early stages of the diseziter. For 
example, thcrn was rcletively mor2 cocrdination fn the i?ew ‘rleans 
and !~ississippi Gulf Coast floods than in the Anchorage earthquake, 
due in pert, to the leck of warning in Anchornge. Italy end Japan 
do not provide adequate test8 02 this beceusz of the lack or‘ warning 
in the Italian diaasters and the innccurncy of the warnins ui~cisage 
in the disastzrs in Japan. 
only to officlats, and in thc PFedroont flood there was no warning at 
ell. In i’amanasht end Hiroshina the wnmfng message prepare3 people 
for floodin$ when the disastzr e:mt that brought the most scrtous 
jeetruction was, in each case, nu3 slides. 

,, ~ - 

In the FLorenca floo3 there was warning 
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Certain functions affect tSe structure ani process of rn,apnnse. 
For exazple, the data from all of the disasters show that the search 
an3 rescue function, particulerly in the time period icrmedf-ately 
following inpect, was conlucted by a number of organfzationa, groups, 
an3 indfviduals with little coordination. Even where the n o m 1  
time structure of authority an3 process of decision making was 
centrelized there waa a certain amount of decentralized decision 
making during the height of the emergency. This was true to a 
lesser degree of the function of evacuation. 

Xu summary, there is an urgency related to certatn functional 
areas that overrides atructura. For example, rescuing a famfly from 
e bui14fng that has collapsed is so urgent that it is clone by any 
means poseible, by airnost any unit available, without too much 
regnrd for the structure of power or the pattern of decision making. 
This generalization is not without its limits, e.g., there nay be 
less vo1untari.m outside the extended famhly in an area w h s e  the 
fanily is a strong 3ornLnant institution as in SLcily, but the 
hypothesis is true in nost of the caseo stu4ie-I. 

Preservation of Life 

Preservation of life was a cultural value that took first 
priortty tn all the dhsasters. Search end rescue an3 evacuation 
appeared to teke first priority because of their direct relation to 
thie core value, It also appeared that the highest priorltics in 
the restoration of services went to those services that were 
directly associated with the preservation of life. !?ater supplies 
end restoration of services to hospitals an3 repairLng damaged 
butliings to prevent further hazards to life were given top priority. 

Yutzy (1969: 34-35) in hLs monograph on comunity priorities in 
the Anchorage earthquake, used n social system mo3el of the community. 
To Varren's five functions he added one nore (1960: 
servatlsn of life an1 property. Yutzy found that in the Anchorage 
disaster there was a vast overload on nearly e l l  agencies which 
nornelly perform the services associated wtth the preservation of 
Life an3 property. 
sponses in this stuiy are in agreement with Yutzy's fin-lings. 

9-11): prc- 

The data concerning each of the disaster re- 

Genera 1 7in3 ings 

9isa s t er Agent 8 

rnl 
The lisaster agents inclulel in the stu-ly were 

ch as possible on 3inensfons of tine. scooe. vrei 

3 .  

controllel a a  
~t8bf1ity, and . - .  

controllability. It became evijent in analyzing the ftn-fings, how- 
ever, that one of the reasons these agents precinitate.3 disasters 
we8 that they ha? unusual eharncterLstics from those of the llusual" 
dieester agents. These unusual patterns eppeereJ in seven oE the 
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nine disasters studied. Some of these "twistst' to tho usual 
petterns might be partially discredite3 as post facto rationalfzetions 
on the part of officials; but, after making allowances for rational- 
Lzations, there is still clear cvflence thet the disaster agents 
were irregular or eccentric In behavior. 

Thfs means that, whfle disaster agents can be typed an1 plans 
can be ~3evelope.l to meet many contingencies, there fa often a 
uniaue characteristic that makes planning less effective. This 
applies to some response functions more than others, e.g., warning 
an3 emergency preparedness more than inventory enl emergency res- 
toration of servlces. It may be argued thet a part of what changes 
3iaastar agents €rum potential to actual ptectpitators of 3isaeters 
is the unfaue, eccentric, or unusual characteristks of the agents. 

Stress agents, particularly in situetfons where they are free 
auent, m y  be dealt with in a rather roatine manner by the system 
so thgt the agents are not really consl3ered to be major, i,e., 
Iisasters. 
systems 30 not have ways of hanfling them that they create severe 
stress. 

It is when the agents are so severe or unique that the 

This was the case, in wrying degrees, in seven of the nine 
disasters studied. In aome cases there woui3 have been major dfsas- 
ters without the factor of uniqueness, but certainly the -1Lsaater 
was ma-le more severe by the presence of this factor. Examples of 
disaster agents acting in a nanner different from their usual 
patterns may be seen in all the disasters except the Mifgata an1 
Anchorage earthguekes. The Arno River, which bisects Florence, has 
flooded often from the time of the foundfng of the city; the worst 
flood on recor3 occurred in 1333 A.D. (Nencini), an3 Leonarjo h 
Vtncf. had a plan for flood control because of the threat of the Arno. 
What was a surprise to most of the people in the city was this in- 
tensity, for which they were not prepared. 
fenllfarfty, rather than contributing to alertness to danger, 
helped to create a sense o€ complacency. 

.-i 

It would appear that 

Sicily has experience3 earthquakes In the eastern portfons of 
the islands for centuries and had developed special building codes 
to apply in this area. The western part of Sicily, however, has not 
experienced earthquake disasters in recent years. "While there were 
regulations governing earthquake-resistant construction in eastern 
Sicily it had generally been felt that they were not necessary in 
western Sicily, and none were in effect" (Haes, 1969: I). This 
same lack of preparedness applies to many of the disaster response 
functions. 

The Piedmont is not the section of northern Italy that generally 
expertences flooding, which occurs regularly in the northeast along the 
Po River. The hills in Biellese have many little streams that some- 
time3 flood, but any destruction is generally limited to water damage. 
In the disaster io 1968 flooding vas extensive throughout the Piedmont 
and the major damage done to the Bielleee area was not f m m  water, 
but from mud and rock slides. 
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In Ymanashi Prefecture the officials and the populace were 
accustomed to typhoons and flooding; they knew the course typhoons 
would generally take 8~ they came on a circular route around Mt. 
Fuji. Ln 1966, however, Typhoon Helen did not come on the usual 
route, but took a straight course, which meant there was only one 
~ O U K  frsm the t h e  the typhoon struck the coast till it crashed 
into Yamanashi. 
waiting for p 0 6 S i b h  damage from wi;id and flood waters, the mountain 
that had been solid for 300 years came crashing through their houses. 

Kure City is proud of its protected position surrounded by 

While firemen at Pehiwada Village were gathered 

mount aim. 

The city area is protected from the northwestern 
monsoon by the Chugoku Mctrntain Range and from the 
southeastern by the Shikoku Mountain Range in 
winter. Wind is westerly throughout the year. In 
general, Kure enjoys mild climate throughout the 
year, very seldom menaced by devastating typhoons and 
floods that are c o m o n  in this country, or socked 
by earthquakes of any dangerous magnitudes. (Kure 
City Government, 1969: 5) 

In July of 1967, after extensive rain brought about by a severe typhoon, 
parts of those "protective" mountains slid into the city, causing loss 
of life and property damage. 

In Burricane Betsy which struck New Orleans in 1965 there was 
adequate warning, the region was alert and ready with emergency pre- 
parations, and the system might have met the increase in demands; 
but in addition to the winds, and the flboding in well defined regions, 
there W A S  a secondary disaster in the form of unexpected and wide- 

unprepared, and the result WRS severe stress, indeed, disaster. 

- 
<.? spread floods. Thus, the system met a stress agent for which it was 

The course of Hurricane Camille, which struck the Gulf Coast of 
the United States in 1969, was unusual also, in that it was expected 
to strLke the coast further east than it did and the force of the 
storm was far greater than the officials and populace had ever ex- 
perienced previously. 

In each of these examples an unusual pattern of the disaster agent 
and/or the intensity of &he agent helped to precipitate a disaster. 
This finding supports the relevance of the dimensions for typing disas- 
ter agents proposed in chapter one, i.e, time, scope, predictability, 
and controllability. 

The dimension of scope includes area and intensity. ' 'bn the 
example of Hurricane Betsy in New Ckleans the flooding brought an by 
the hurricane was over a broader area and mote intense. 
Camille did not make the turn that it rras predicted to make, and, 
thus, the predictability of the egent was lower than anticipated. 
Officials in Ashiwada Village knew a typhoon wes to strike and they 
had been heving heavy rain; therefore, foremen were in a building 

Hurricane 
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for an expected flood. 
once it started, was not controllable. These dimensions singularly, 
additively, and in interaction are important dimensions that must be 
considered in the study of disasters, i.e., the ranking of disaster 
agenrs on these dimensions is a valid and reliable test of the 
effect of these aCents as precipitators of disasters. 

Instead of a flood there was a landslide which, 

Social Time* 

In a number of disasters the matter of time and its associated 
cultural petterns was an important factor, either positively or 
negatively associated with the severity of the disaster. 
day and calendar time were both relevant factors, The earthquake in 
Sicily was at night and, consequently, people were asleep in their 
houses. This led to a heavier death and injury toll than might have 
occurred if the quake had struck during the day when many of the W O ~ ~ C T G  
were in the open fields. In Niigata the earthquake occurred after the 
noon meal when most gas stoves were turned off, and thus, there was 
less danger of fire. The quake in Anchorage occurred at 5:36 p.m. 
when moat people were on their way home and not congested into the 
downtown area, explaining why a disaster that wrought such destruceion 
was responsible for only nine deaths. In both the Piedmont and 
Florence floods the workers were not in the factories or on their way 
to work because of vacations associated with national holidays. 
In the Biellese area of the Piedmont the textile factories, the major 
source of industry in the area, were loczted along the mountain streams 
where the landslides occurred, and 80 of these factories were severely 
damaged and 20 were totally destroyed, 
workers the death toll might have been ten times what it was. 

The time of 

If they had been filled with 

Prior Disaster Experience 

II It is evident from disaster studies within the United States 
that prior disclster experience is an important variable in cornunity 
response to disasters. The evidence found in this study is not 
sufficient to warrant an unqualified conclusion on this matter, although 
it does suggest that cornunity level findings may be applicable on a 
national level. For example, when the Niigata disaster occurred the 
plans for response on a national level were only three years old, and 
elaboration and refinement of these plans, particularly those for 
coordination between levels of goverrsnent, had been given even less time 
and opportunity to develop. 
the national government had tiad more experience in dealing with disas- 
ters and more time to develop plans to cope with them. 
consequently, that the response in the fatter two cases was handled 
by the prefectural level on a much smoother basis. It should be 
pointed out, however, that experience by itself is not enough to develop 
efficiency. 

In the cases of Yamanashi and Hiroohima 

It appeared, 

There have been major disasters -- more than 1,000 people 
*See Dynes (1969: 74-78) for relevance of social time to 

disaster . 
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killed -- on a2 average cf once every two years for the past twenty 
years in Japan. Italy and the United States, too, have had extensive 
disaster experience, but there has not been a concomitant development 
of interlevel and prefecturallstate level efficiency of response. 

~ ~ 

Previoue experience and familiarity with disasters may be 
either functional or dysfunctional for the subsequent respcnse. Again, 
the exmple of Niigata where a number of people turned off the gas as 
the shock waves built up 6 h W S  a functional response due, in part, to 
prior experiecce, preventing a secoridary disaster. An exrrmple of 8 
dysfunctional responss may be seen in the instance of the XiSsis&€ppi 
Gulf Coast where a number of residents were not as alert as they 
night have been because the usual visual cues associated wtth an 
approaching hurricane were not present, e.g,, the skies were clear 
and the waves cn the Gulf of Mexico were not dangerously high on the 
morning before the disaster atruck. These were also restdents along 
the Mississippi Gulf Coast who were judging this hitrieane by previous 
benchmarks and because of this decided to ride out the ston, The 
estimates of the intensity or' the agents based on prior benchmarks 
were Low, and when the hurricane far exceeded these expectations the 
consequences w2re disastrous. 

Resources of the Geographical Region 

The resources of the geographical region of impact are relevant 
to the extent and nature of prefectural and national involvemeQt in 
disaster response. The resources and cepabilities available for re- 
sponse are a relevant Factor in determining higher level involvement; 
generally, Local. communities must be taxed beyond their capabilities 
before calling 'in outside aid. In Biellese there were more resources 
present in the innediate area than in Sicily and, consequently, less 
national government involvement in Biellese than in Sicily. Since 
?%v Orleans had many m r e  resources available than the rest Qf the 
Culf Const or Anchorage there was concomitantly less federal govern- 
ment involvement in New Orleans. 

The iqtortance of the unusual pattern of the disaster agent, of 
sociaf t h e ,  of disaster experience on all levels, and sf local 
resources underscores the point that a number of variables become 
relevant to the response that are not due to the specific structural 
variables of % society as they are treated in this study. 
they are independent of societal structure and must be a part of the 
qualifying of afiy generalizations about the relation between disaster 
agents, disasters, and disaster response. 

In part 



CRAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND COKLUSIONS 

Sunmery of Chapter6 

In the preceding chapters the following topics have been pre- 
sented: (I) the research problem, the significance of the research 
and a review of relevant social science literature; <2] the concepts 
used in the research, the theoretical overview, some methodological 
Issues, the specification and operationalization of the independent 
and dependmt variables, the research design and date collection; 
(3) the analyses of the findings; and (4) the interpretation. The 
major findings were categorized showing the impact of Centralization, 
institutionaL/structural , functional and general variables on disaster 
response functions. 

The major findings will be summarized under the following headings: 
(I) centralization, (2) social differentiation, (3) economic variables, 
(4) polltical variables, (5) communication variables, (6) family and 
kinship, (7) demographic variables, (8) response functions, (9) di- 
easter agent, (10) social time, (11) prior disaster experience, and 
(12) resources of the geographical region. The summary propositions 
derived will be listed in the same order as the above headings. Each 
group of propositions will be assigned the number listed in the 
heading which discusses the general area from which the proposition 
derives, and divisions within areas trill be designated by decimals. 
Finally, suggestions for further research will be discussed. 

Summary and Implications of Flajor FindinRs 

Centralization 

A centralized system may be achieved in two ways: (1) there 
may be fewer actual decision makers and/or (2) rule8 may be elaborated 
to set limits on lower level decision makers. There are two things 
needed fn disaster response, particularly during the emergency period: 
(1) rapid decision making and (2) flexibility for decision makers. 
Thus, 8 centralized system would appear to be weak at two crucial 
points: 
down the hierarchy, and (2) people et the disaster site may have less 
flexibility. 

(1) decisions may be delayed as they are passed up and back 

There are a number of relevant variables that influence the amount 
of centralized declsian'making. On the most general level, the amount 
of centralizetion varies with the issue under discussion. A central- 
ized structure €6 kept fn ~ o i ~ e  general areas of action more than in 
others, c centralization is m r e  likely in relation to politi- 
callp * :ve issues. Nat 7 disasters appear to be among the 
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m e a e  of action in which a greater mouut of decentralization is 
permitted. Within the area of disaster response there are two 
important variables that influence the amount of centralized de- 
cisioo making. (1) The amount of centralized decisLon making varies 
through different time perfad9 of the respoage. During the emergency 
period, d t e r  the disaster agent has dtmck, there is aome decentrali- 
zation of decision making in both the centralized and decentralized 
system. Where the major differences appear between the two types of 
etzuctuse are in the planning and pre-impact period and the restoretioh 
and rehabilitation period. (2) The .mount of centralized decisfan 
gnaki~g also appears to be related tu the particular function under 
consideration; high priority functions are less centralized than those 
with lower priority, Thte variable .is not independent of the time 
variable, i.e., the high priority functions tend to occur during the 
emergency period of disaster, and a part of the ercergent decision 
-king patterns may be accounted for by the lack of time ahlawed. 

- 

This study suggests that focusing on the formal structure af 
decision making gives the impression of B greater mount of centrali- 
zation then actually occurs in the Ferforaance of disaster functione. 
Too, the degree of centralization var€es through the different eime 
periode of disaster response, with the least centralization occurring 
during the early stages of the emergency pertod. 
degree of centralization varies according to the function being per- 
f o m e d  . 

In eddition the 

Propositions related t~ the centralization variables are the 
folloving: 

1.0 B e  frequency of centralized decision making Is less In the 
emergency period of disaster response than in the pre-impacr and 
restoration periods of disaster response. 
1.1 ?he frequeccy of centralized decision making is leas in the 
perfgnnance of the functions 'of evacuation and victim care than in 
the other disaster related functions. 
1.2 Strongly established patterns of deCi6iQR making may delay pre- 
ventive action prtor to hpact. 

Social Differentiat ion 

This study focused on the degree of centralization QB an Lmportant 
variable influencing the nature of disaster response. Io analyzing 
the data it betame apparent: that the extent of diffetentfatioa alro 
=counts for a number of Lmportaat characteristtcs of disastef zeapome, 
aad, beca?aee of the importance of these findings, thlts separate section 
La devoted to the diecussion of sacial differentfation. The ceatrel 
C Q C I C ~ ~EX here is not with the CLNBQS of differentiation, but with the 
eonseqwncee for disaster response of social differentiation. 

While sociad, differentiation may be of several varieties, the o m  
.- 

discussed 1~ this section is that of structural or functional differ- .- 
entiatfoa; eynonymoue with divi8Ion of labor, which exist8 to &he 
extent that people or groups perform differeat jobs, 
19-20) writes about differeatfation tu t e r m  of social statue and 

W i n  (1967: 

.- E&:. 
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position; much of what he says nay be applied to group or organize- 
tion81 units. Groups and organizations are distinguished from each 
other by the distinctive roles and the sets of rights and responsi- 
bilities they are assigned. Social dlfferentiation is defined by 
March (1967: 31) as "the number of structurally distinct and 
functionally specialized units in society." 

Greer, in his discussion of the subject of differentiation, con- 
necta social differentiation to an antecedent variable which he Labels 
"scale cf society" (1962: Thoush he refers to the city, 
his analysis may be applicable to other levels of social organizatlon. 
Basic tasks that are necessary for the continuance of the system are 
accomplished throuzh ct series of organized groups; ranging in size 
from the household to the corporation, these may be organized and 
grouped by the essential functions they perform. Taken together, 
those groups performing a given task represent a functional segment 
of society. "As the society increases in scale, the major functional 
segments ordering work, education, recreation and other activities 
become separated out, specialized and formalized" Greer (1962: 55). 
The importance of Greet's discussion for this research is that he shows 
the connection between the structure of action in societal subsystems 
and the scale of the society within which those subsystems operate. 
The three nations in this study are advanced in scale, and therefore 
highly differentiated. This, of course, has consequences for the nature 
of disaster response. 

54-56). 

A highly differentiated society, then, is one in which functional 
segments becone separetei? out, specialized and formalized. The three 
societies studied were all highly dif ferentieted on measures developed 
by Marsh (1967: 329-374). The normal time activities necessary 
for sustaining a social system were performed by a large number of 
units, 
entiation varied through different t i w  periods, through different 
disaster response functions and between nations. 

The degree to which disaster response vas affected by differ- 

Structurally the three nations were eimflar in that they were 
all highly iifferentiated societies, yet, fn relation to lieester 
resoonee some structural 3ifferences between the nstfons lid 
Pvpear. Two of the nations hai organizations whose responsibilities 
inclu3e3 the coordfnstion of response tcr 4isnsters; fn Italy the 
3iviaLon of Civfl Protection is a part of the 'Ifnfstry of Interior 
m.1 works 8s a hfghly centralized functional unit, eni in Japan 
coordination o€ 3fsaster response is the functfon of the Anti- 
3isc13ter Ccuncils t h p t  exist on the verious levels of government. 
The task cf the coorjin2ting organizations in Ite'ly an1 Japen Y B S  
to integrete the resnonse of the l m g e  number of units responiing 
to the iisester, 

In the Unitei Stntes, the nattonel level offtce of Civil 3eFenec 
does not have responsibility for cocr3fn~tfon of iieaster resyonse. 
the local offices of civfl jefenae heve accepted the responsibillty 
for coorifnetion on thefr respective county en3 manfcipalfty levels. 
The national 1evel.organLtatfoas In the UnFtel Ststes, then, wc.rb 
without the overa'l coordfnetion present in Italy en3 J8pan. 



Anather difference betwean the countrfes appeared in that the 
coor3inating orgenizfltion in Italy 8190 hai responstbilFties as an 
operations cask group. Thfs neant that one orgnnizatton was respon- 
sfble for both coordtnation and the performrnce of many of the 
actual tasks of dlsaster response. At teast to this extent there 
was less lifferentlatfon in Italy than in Japan. 

As was stated eerlfer, the focus of much of the analysis in 
this research was on the effect of the degree of centralization on 
dfsaster response an3 Led to the qualification of the original. 
hypotheses and to the conelusLon that differentiation i~ an addftion- 
filly important vartable that must be gLven closer scrutiny. The 
overwheldng urgency of the teaks that neeied to be perfoitned during 
the emergency perfoi of disaster response Le3 to the circumvention 
of centralized patterns of 4ecfsion mpking sn3 to ccrsitting a large 
number of organfzatfons ani groups to the performance of key function, 
e.g., search p n 3  rescue anj evacuation. The pzttern that seemel to 
prevail lurfng the early energency period was that several groups 
worke3 autonomously to perform the sane tasks, leading to duplicetion 
of effort nn3 inefficient use o f  ~ R R ~ O W E X .  

+ 

Because these societies were all relatively differentiated, 
the pattern of respcnse hal many aimllerities. Intrasocietel JLffer- 
ences of response, however, suggeet t b t  less Iffferenclatel eociettea 
would have fewer units to coordinate, an4 the pattern a€ autonomous 
~ r o u p s  working in parallel fashfon would not be as frequent. The 
response in Stcily, a rural regfon, ahowed less lifferentiatfon in 
response among the local units than was the case in Biella. Extra- 
polation of these finjiings to a societal level would support the 
proposition that the extent of dffferentiatfon influences the nature 
of ifsaster response, e.g., a less differentiate1 aociety would have 
€ewer untts to coordinate, an3 the pattern of autonomous groups 
working in parallel fashion woull not be as frequent. 

Propositions relate4 to the area of dif€erentiation are: 

2.0 
with the extent of functional differentiatLon; 
9.1 The frequency o€ autonomous action by responding groups variea 
directly with the extent of functional Iffferentfstion; 
?.? 
dlrectly with the extent of functionat differentiation. 

The proportion of time necessary for coor8finetion varies directly 

The number and proportion of nonintercbngeable units varies 

Economic Variables 

Economic variables, particularly the level of technology, have 
Lmportent effect6 for the nature of response of the system 
following area8: 
of priority, (2) the meeoe by which functione are carried out, 
(3) the institutlonel and geographical ereae from which resp in8e 

~ wSlL be drawn, (4) the vulnerability of the soclety, (5) the amount 

the 
(1) the ranking of functions and raeka in terms 

- 
-7 



of coorjination of response functions necessary, (6) the Ftnount of 
interchtwgeabilfty of units, an1 (7) the structurrtl parameters within 
which culturgl vnlues operate. 

A summary statement about each of these seven Breas fa made 
below. 

(1) A technologically advanced society is dependent on certain 
machinery an3 expertise in order to keep the society functioning, 
therefore, the things that contribute to the support of that tech- 
nology are given top priority. 

(2) 
availabLlity of certain types of technology. 
of equipment available, e.g., the number of heavy motor vehicles, 
or the Level of technical equipment svailebfe, e.g., advanced radar 
equipment for detection an3 warning. 

The mean8 by which functions are carried out are influenced by the 
Thia may be the amount 

(3) A society with a high GNP will have e greeter amount of resources 
available for response than a society with 8 low GNP. In aociettes 
with low GNP the central government may be the only organization 
wfth the resdurces to meet a disaster situation, e.%., the military 
may be the only unit with equipnent and expertise for restorhg roads 
an3 br i3ge s . 

(4) While a technologicelly advanced society has certain remurces 
that a society with a lower level of technology does not have, it 
may also be more vulnerable to disorganization brought on by the 
impact of a disaster agent. 

(5) A society that is advanced economically and technologically will 
need to devote proportionately more time to coor3inatfon. Such a 
society would be highly differentiate3 en4 have a rnther specialized 
division of labor. A society with a "high number of ~ttucturelly 
distinct and functionally specielfzed units in society" (iarsh, 
1967: 329) will 81SO need a greater amount of time en4 effort to 
be devoted to coorifnation. 

(6) There will also be less fnterchangeabilify of functions an4 
units within such a highly specialized system. 

(7) The data from these disasters support the proposition that 
structural arrangements ani technological cap~bilities set paremeters 
within which cultural values m y  operate. For example, the family 
institution may be extremely Lmportent in 8 society, but people will 
turn to the political institution in a disaster; no matter how depen- 
dent they are on the femfly the resources are not there. 

The following propositions are related to the economic variables 
in this atu3y. 

3.0 The priority given to speciffc techno1ogicel resources variee 
directly with the technological level of the society. \ 
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3.1 
with the dependency of the society on 8 complex technology. 
3.2 The severity of consequences for a society of the destruction of 
technology varies directly with the dependency of the society Q ~ I  a 
c om pi err techno logy. 
3.3 An aivanced technology is e necessary condition for certain types 
oC warning, emergency preparedness, evecuatfon, eearch and rescue, 
medical care, care of the dead, security, welfare and emergency 
reatoration of service functlons. 
3.4 
cultura I values. 

The number of pofnts of vulnerability of a society varies directly 

Structural errangements place parameters on tb.e effect of 

Po 1 it ica 1 Variables 

The ev€dence from these disasters supports the propsaition that 
the political institution becomes mote Aomimnt end acts In a more 
3irect manner during disastar than LE norms1 times. The private 
sector plays a larger role in the Unite.? States than in Italy or 
Japan in normal times, ani that difference carries into differences in 
the performance of disaster response functions. 

Thus, two propositions develop around the political variables. 

f 4.0 The poLiticel institution becomes a more dominant institution 
during disaster than in normal times, 
4.1 3tsaster response in the UnLted States involves the prlvate 
sector to a greater extent than in either Italy or Japan. It should 
prove tnteresting to study further these two propositions. Further 
research rnfght examine the processes by which normal-tlme boundaries 
are re-established after the crisis. Further research might also 
examine the inskitutional/structural factors which lee3 to a great 
involvement of the private sector in the United States, e.g., normel- 
time public-private sector relations and economic resources and level 
of development, an1 test how generalizable these factors are to 
ci ther ne t ions e 

* 

Communicat ion Variables 

Italy, Japan and the United States are netions with relatively 
28) 

The ave€l- 
hfgh nunbere of radio an4 television receivers (See Table 5, p. 
which are very uiuch B part of the life of the populace. 
ability of an adequate number of recefvers does not guarantee the 
effectfve use of radio and television aa a means of warning. 
Ln-ficated in the last chapter, there were problems with the warning 
aystem fn both Japan end the United States, and programing in 
Italy €e on euch a centralized basis that even weather broedcasting 
is channelled through a central office in Rome. This he6 two effect8 
that may be dyafunctionsl for efffcient warning: f€re,t, the veather 
mU6L be OF sufficient magnitude or of different-enough LLatvre tu 
warrant broadcasting to national television, 1imLting the number of 
vlathet warnings; secondly, the ptoceaa of centralizing the progran- 

As 

c 

.. 
E I 

- 2  

'ming decision making tn Rome may'rdsult in delays of warning. In ..- 
* * *  w .  

Q .- - *. 
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In en ef€ort to reinforce national identificetion through national 
programming, the RAI in Italy has placed structural limitatf0~8 on 
the poesfbility of an e€ Eicient warning system. 

Along the Mississippi Gulf Coast there are enough ra3io and 
television receivers among the populace to warrant the wide uee of 
this mejium for warning, 
80 that instructions for wernfne can be programed for epecific 
areas. In the case of the 1959 disaster, however, B large proportion 
of viewers were watching 8 popular station whose fnfotnation vas mot 
B B  accurate de thet of anothsr stetion whose listening eu3fence was 
m a  1 Ler . 

There are also a number of local stations 

- 
ri 

Thesz findings poLnt out that a hCgh level of technfcal equipment 
is not enough to insure adequate warning. The efficient performance 
of the werning function must toke into account a large number of 
variebles: the aujience to whoa the message is being sent, the 
medium by which it is to be sent and the structure of the system 
through which the warning must pass. 

The Famfly Institution 

The dominance of the kinahip structure appears to haarc an 
Influence on the process of evecuation en3 the use of sheltdre. 
In the fisestere where the rnsponsz provi3ed a test it appeared that 
the evacuees preferred to tape shelter with relatives an3 friends. 
This was true in both Italy an3 the United States, but not the case 
in Japan, perhaps accounted for by the limited 1Lviug space of the 
average Jepanese family. The strong family influence m y  carry over 
into the area of evacuation also; family commitments, in some cases 
interecting with economic variablee, e.g., the nee3 for agriculture1 
people to be near livestock an3 fields, impeded evacuation. The 
date from the two 4Lsasters in Japan indicates that the family role 
took precedence over the occupational role fn B number of instances; 
a nurcber of organizetione, such es the police en3 fire departments, 
he3 thPir staff 3epleted by as nuch as one thlrd. 

T w o  propositions developed from the family variables. 

6.0 Where the family institution is dQmiMnt there will be more re- 
luctance to evacuate and to seek officLa1 public shelters. 
6.1 
conflict with the performance of occupational roles in disasters. 

Where the family institution i e  dominant there will be greater 

The ,Inf lunnce of Functions 

The focus of this study was on the structure of eociety as the 
indepenjent variable affecting the functional response to disaster, 
an4 the evi3ence un3erscores the point thet thLs fs not 8 one-way 
relationshfp, f.e., functions influence the etructure end process 
of response. 

. 

Functional &rea8 cocsidered in this stuly nay also be 
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corasi.4ere.f 88 independent vartab'L2s e €  fecting etructure, procese an3 
other functlcna. 

Thouzh this research leslgn treated dtsaster response Euncefons 
a 8  the depenient varlables, there cay be utiltty tn eonstderlng 
3issster response functions as the fadepenlent varfables. This €8 
parthculerly true Ln instenccs where the nations being studied are 
stmfler on e Large number of seructurellFn3tituttoneL verlables. 
There may be afmflar patterns of response, particularly in certain 
functional areas, across nations. 

There c7ere seven prapositZons about functions generat5d by the 
deta from this research. 

8.0 The relation between structure and functfon fs reciprocal. 
9.1 Specific €unctionel a r w s  effect the structure, process and 
function of disaster respoase more than othere. 
8.2 Specific functional areas effect other functional areee. 
8.3 There is 3 sequentfel pattern of functional responses in di- 
sa5 tsrs, 
2.4 
life are aasigned hfgheet priority. 
3.5 
variea vith the urgency assigned a function. 
8.6 Prior functions in time aet boundaries on the functione that 
succeed then, 

The functions most fnncdistely related to the preservation of 

The degree &Q which normal-time authority patterns are fol'ioved 

The 9fseeter Agent 

Even though thio etuly use3 dhaster agents a 8  test factore end 
not e6 varfablaa to be analyzed, the lmportance of the agent as a 
precipitant of disaster became quite clear. 
dictabL1ity of the agent was of particular importance. 
there ir, to some extent, a sequential pattern related to .fieaster 
response and because such functions as warnfng and emergency prepared- ... 

the ixpottance Q €  the dimensfon of predictebflity of &he dtaseter 
agent needs to be underscored. 
of the agent would appear to have a= important influence OP the 

The extent of pre- 
Because 

ness are so jependent on reliable advance knowledge af the agent, I. 

The range of error fa predictability .: 

-amount of etress experfenced by the social system, 

The follovfng propoaLtions were generate3 by the dfseeterr: 

9.0 The amount of system strese varies directly with the predicta- 
biltty of the dlsaeter agent, 
9.1 fie amount of nyettm stress varies directly with the range of 
error of predictabttity of the diaaster agent. 
9.2 The effectiveness of the p e r f o m a c e  of the emergency and 
emergency preparedness functions varies directly wlth the predicta- 
bilfty oE the dleseter agent, 
9.3 Thct effectivenear OP the performance of the varnfng an4 emet- 
gency preparedma6 fwctioae varies directly with the range of error 
of Qredlctabilltp of the dieaster' agent. 

- 

- 
L 
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Social Time 

Dynes (1969: 74-78) auggcsts that the time of impact must be 
reletel to the social tfme of the cornunity in order to understand 
cornunity response to dieaster. The evidence from this research 
supports the importance of social time as a dimension to be considered 
in jfsasters crass-culturally, Thus, one of the purposes of com- 
parative cross-cultural research, i.e., the generelfting of concept8 
from one society to other socfeties, hea been accomplished in reletfan 
to the concept of social the, 

Two propositions orlgtnal'iy generated in the 3tu?y of disasters 
in the United Stntee have shown fnportance in all the countries in 
thf s research. 

10.0 
of stress experience? by the social system. 
10.1 
of dieester response functions in 8 positive or negative fashion. 

Time and its ass~cieted cultural patterns affect the eotount 

T h e  and its associated cultural patterns affect the performance 

Prior Disaster Experience 

Prior disaster experience appeared to b v e  an effect on the 
nature of the disaeter response in the direction of providing 
know-how for more effective response or in the direction of pro- 
vfding a false eense of conffdence that dull8 the sense of urgency 
en3 consequently effective preparation. 

Three propositions were genereted about prior experience. 

11.0 
perienced by a social eyetern. 
11.1 
give a false sense of security end thus lessen the senae of urgency 
and a3eauacy of response of the social ayatem. 
11.2 Prior disaster experience may provide leernLng experience 
that has a positive effect on the effectiveness of disaster response. 

Prior disaster experience uay affect the amount of stress ex- 

Prior disaster experience may provide reference points that 

Resources of the Geographic Region 

It was suggested that the absolute amount of resource8 of a 
regLon en3 the amount of resource8 of thet region relative to the 
surrounding regfoas ere important factors effecting the involvement 
of external e yet ens in disaster response. 
form of e proposltion. 

This may be stated in the 

12.0 
vary inversely with the number of resources in the geographical area 
of impact. 
aetLons as well as the fnvolvenent cf systems vithin e nation, 
appeare to be en increasing eaount of international essietence in 
disaster -sponee. 

The extent of external LnvoLvenent in disaster response will 

This propositFon may apply to the involvement of other 
There 
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Sumary Propositions 

The surr;nary propotifthong follow the order in which the ftn3hngs 
were fnterpreted, thet is, t k y  m v e  from those related to centrat- 
izetton through dffferentfstfon, Lnsritut€onftl/structutal, functfonal. 
and general. Three statements m y  be nede about these euemary prop- 
06 f t f OES 

(1) 
eystem Levels. For example, the hypothesfe, "The anount of system 
strese varfes indirectly with the predfctabilfty of the diaaeter 
agent," may be epp1icebI.e to the LndLvLdusl levell, the municipal 

The propoettion c8n be, in must fnstances, applicable to steverel 

2 level, the prefeetutel/state level and the natLona1 level. 
- 

83 

(2) As the number of countries in the stuly increases there should 
be further elaboration, specification and qualf fication of thesz gen- 
ereted propositlone. 

(3) Because the nation8 selected for research in thfe atudy ere ab 
similar on a number of variables there needs to be a greeter range 
sf variance 04 fndependent varfeblee tested. 

1.0 The frequeacy of centralized decZsLon making Le le88 in 
the emergency p e r i d  of disaster response than in the pre-inpact 
end restoretfon periods of dfsaster response. 

1.1 The frequency of centralized decision making Le less in 
the perfomence of the fuactfons of evacuatfon end vLethi care than 
in the other dfssater related fU~tfOnt3. 

1.2 Strongly esteblished patterns of centralized 3ecLsion 
making amy delay preventfve action prlor to fmpect. 

2.0 The proportion of tLme aecesaary to a c h f w e  coordtaatian 
- varLes directly with the extent of functional dlfferentistion. 

2.1 The frequency of autonomue action by respondtng group6 -. 

*. 
varLes directly with the degree of functionel differentistion. 

2-2 The auslber end proportLon of aonLnterchangeab?.e units 
varies ejfrectly with the extent of functfonal 4bfferentfatlon. 

3.0 The prfotfty given to specific technofagical resaurcea 
1 veriea directly with the technological level of the eocfety, 

3,f The dependency of a society on technologfcsl reaourcea 
varles dfractly wtth tha technologfcel level of the society. 

3.2 The number of pofste of vulaetebllity of a eocfety VarfeS 
directly vfth the dependency of the society OQ 8 complex technology. 

". 
3.3 The revarfty of consequence6 for 8 eocfeey of the deatnrc- 

i 
tfon of technotogy varies directly with the depeajency of the 
crocfety ou techaolagy. 
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3.4 An dvancel technclogy is a necessary condition for certain 
types of warnlng, emergency prepare3ncss, evecuetion, search and 
rescue, me3icaL care, care of the deal, security, welfare en3 energency 
restoration of services functions. 

3.5 Structural arrangements place paraneters on the effect of 
culture1 values. 

4.0 The political institution becomes more dominant during 
dfsaster than in normal pre-3isaster times. 

4.1 '3isaster response in the United States involved the private 
sector to e greater extent than in either Japan or Italy. 

6.0 !*!here the Eamily institution is donifinant there will be 
more reluctance to evacuate and to seck official public shelters. 

6.1 Bhere the family instttution is dominant there will be 
conflict with the performance of occupational roles in jisaster. 

7.0 The potential number of deaths varies directly with the 
population density. 

7.1 Sural populations are nore reluctant to evacuate than 
urban populations. 

7,O The relation between structure an3 function is reciprocal, 

3.1 Specific funct€onal areas effect the structure, process 
an3 function of lfsaster response more then other functional areas. 

f,.? Specific functtonal areas effect other functi.onal areas. 

8.3 There is Q sequential pattern of functforml responses in 
d ise ster s . 

'3.4 The functions most imediately related to the preservation 
of life are assigned highest priority. 

q.5 The degree to which normel-tfme authority patterns are 
followed varies with the urgency assigned a function. 

,> 

2.G Prior functions in tine set boundaries on the functions 
that succeed them. 

9.0 The amount oE system stress variea directly with the 
predictability of the disaster agent. 

9.1 The amount of system stress varies directly with the range 
of error of predfctabiltty of the disaster agent. 

9.2 The effectiveness of the performance of the emergency arid 
emergency preparedness functions varies directly with the predicta- 
bfllty af the disaster agent. 
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9.3 The effectiveness of the perfsrmnce of the mrntng an3 
emergency preparedness functions varies directly with the range of 
error of predictability of the disaster agent. 

10.0 Tine aril its associated cultural patterns affects the 
emount of stress experience3 by the social system. 

10.1 Tine and Lts associated cultural pattcrns affects the 
performance of disaster response functions. 

'11.0 Prior disaster experience nay affect the amount of etress 
experienced by the social system. 

11.1 Prior disaster experience may provi3e reference points 
?that givz a False sense of security ant thus lessen the sense of 
urgency and ademacy of response of the social system. 

11.2 Prior dtsaster experience may provi4e learning experience 
that h39 a positive affect on the effectiveness of disaster response. 

12.0 The extent of external hnvolvement in disaster response 
will vary inversely with the number of resources in the geographical 
area of impact. 

LLmitations of the Research and 
Suggestions for Further Research 

The rationale for placing both these subjects u d e r  one heading 
is that some of the lhmitations of the research ere precisely the 
areas around which further research needs to develop. 
(1964: Section B) refers to the €ssue of the ipse of stgnificancd 
tests in the type of analysis used in his research. 
fssue is the question of the random selection of nations. The nations 
fi this study were not chosen randomly, raising the Issue of general- 
ieability. Similarly, the observatton has been made that a large 
EX~IOUR~ of the comparative crass-cultural analysis done in sociology 
has been 3 o m  with countrfes that are not in any way a rendon sample 
of the nations o €  the world. Indeed, much of the comparative research 
has concentrated on nations within particular regions, especially on 
nations of Nestern Europe. 
countries in !Jestern Europe true for netfons in Africa or Aala? This 
issue also has some relation to the issue of regionalism versue 
universaltan in comparing nations. 
politfeel and social variables correlate with regional groupings. 
In this VI-?, then, region fs a composite index of variables of a 
nonregional Bort. The perspective of this study i e  that the relevant 
variables that effect disaster response are structural rather than 
geographic, i.e., nations are similar or different in their responses 
because of strrtctural reasons rather than that they are in sinilar 
geographic regions. 
not deny the influence of regionelisn an the nature of response. Even 
though the most macro level unit on whic5 this study concentrated was 

. society, there were responses, particularly in Italy, that referred to 
81.1 from other natians. 

Xusse-tt 

A part of this 

Is e generalization thet holds between 

In many cases generalized cultural, 

The conczntration of this study, however, does 



The above ilscussion leads to B number of suggestions for further 
research. The three countries in this study were choeen bscause of 
their similarity on a number of key variables. 
eralizations that have developed from these three nat€ons hold when 
they ere tested with a larger sample? There should be value in 
future research using countries that contrast on a number of these 
key variables, end even the presence of one nation that contrasts on 
e number of key variables should help to give insight into the rele- 
vance of certain societal structures. The analysis of a nation used 
as a deviant case should help the researchers uncover further rele- 
vent variables and correct unwarranted inferences from this study. 
Another erea for further rescsrch that has developed from an analysts 

Will 8ome of the gen- 

J of the date is a corollary to the issue of regionalism 8s discussed _- by Ruasett (1964: 322-340). The research 6howe.f. that a rather 
aubatantial amount of assistance from other nations was given to 
nations struck by a natural disaster, as Italy had a rather significant 
amount of assistance offered in two of the three disasters studied. 
There is also data to show that nations sometimes pool resources on 
certain disaster functions, es Japen and the Unite1 States work to- 
gether on a watntng system. It is somewhat difficult to discern from 
material concerning disasters previous to the ones studied in this 
research whether these are recent 3evelopments, but it fs the in- 
pression of this researcher that the amount of such internationel 
aid €8 growing. While aid in the two Italian disasters came from 
many nations throughout the XfOffd, and one of these dlsasters was 
a special case (Florence), the data appeers sufficient to suggest 
future research into the area of the regional pooling o€ resources, e.g., 
the Caribbean and th5 European nations. I€, indeed, there is such a 
trend, it mey suggest some major changes in the approach used in 
this study. 
without greater effort belng placed on the region in which it is 
located. For example, 8 Caribbean nation may be entirely different 
than many of the modern and economically advanced nations of the 
world on most of the variables studied in this research, but, be- 
cause of cooperation among nations in the area, the response may 
have many of the cheractzristics of a more modern and economically 
ajvanced nation. 

It will no longer be sufficient to stuiy a sincle nation 

The level of analysis used in this study, the institutional, ha8 
the ahantage of being inclusive for e broad range of nations, e.g., 
developed-un3erdeveloped an3 modern-traditional. Future studies of 
netions that are a8 8Lmilar as the ones studied in this research 
mtght profit from a different level of anslysis, such as conparatfve 
organizational. This would have the advantage of allowing the study 
of particular substantive questions in the area of complex organize- 
tion8 an3 would aleo provide a basis for more exact research de8fgns. 

Another limitation of thls reaearch is related to the use of 
disasters 88 events for analysis. 
to set parametere to the study by ellowing the research to teke e 
cross-section from the ongoing systen €or exanination. This study 
treatej the disaster agents as test factors an3 ettenptcd to match 
agents 86 to type, e.g., floods and earthquakes; on3 other relevant 
dineastons, i. e., time, scope, predLctabilfty an3 control ebility. 

The methoj of event analysis helps 



i 
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Three netions were chosen that were sinilar on B number of society 
variables and thet contrasted on one major structural variable, €,e. , 
iegree of centralization. 
were treated as the fnjependent variables. Beceuse of the tremenjous 
importance of the disaster agect, further research night look at the 
disaster agent 8s the inlepenlsnt varfsbbe. 
ticularly well when stulyfng similar countries such a& those in thfs 

These structural varieblea of socfety 

This shout3 work per- 

study. 

In swt, the study oE ?isaster response in Italy, Japan and the 
United States has generated proposttions ea3 led to C O R C ~ U S L O ~ S  that 
may be 3fvf3eI fnto two broad categories: those that are related to 
the structure of the sociaf s y s t ~ m s  end those that ere related 
to the nature oE the disaster agent, the disaster ens1 the rssponse 
in general. A number of ccnclusions have developed arounj thase 
areas that are generalizable across societies, 
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APPE;JT)IX A 

INSTRUCTX~W SHEET 3: FIEL3 PJXCE X R E 3  AN3 SUB3TAYTIVE FOCUS 

;? 
A'. Fie1 1 Procelures an.-J Substantive Focus 

1. fiur focus is at the societal or national level. We are 
concernej with how a total society reacts to a disaster, 
not how specific organizations 30. Thus, our attentfon 
will be ou functions rather than organizations or groups. 

9, In general, we will 3eal only with e single society at a 
time. However, it is impossible to conceive of a 
socfety as not havfng contacts with others. Thus, some 
attentfon will be given to extra-societal activities, 
especfally as these are seen by the society involve3. 

3. The response of any society is clearly con3itionel b y  
many factors. Cnc of the more inportant of these, and 
a partial basis for the societLes chosen for stuly, is 
prior disaster experiences. Thus, some ettention 
will be given to such backgrounf factors. 

4. In the light of the above, we ai11 obtain three kinds 
of data: 
8. background data, 
b. functional data, 
c. extra-societal data. 
The mjor focus will be on the functional data to be 
gathered in the field. The other two seta of deta 
can partly be obtained at the Center prior to an3 
after a disaster. 

5. The field work will be conducted in the following way ani 
will examine the following dimensions: 
a. The team will make an initial contact with six 

orgeniz&tions or groups almost certain to be 
involved Ln all major disasters. These are: 
(1) National Jisastnr heodqurtrters, emergency 

measures group, or its equfvalent. 
(2) The national Red Cross. 
(3) The national or federal police. 
(4) The military offfce or comenl involved. 
(5) The national cfvil defense agency. 
(6) thjor national newspaper (or perhaps radio 

network). 
b. From these six, tvo thinp,s will be obtained. The 

minor aspect wL11 be a List of other orp~nfzetions 
an1 groups heavily LnvoLveJ in tho disaster. ;irre 
hiportant, late ~-1€11 be obtalne4 on Functionel 
aspects. (See Guileline for Interviews.) 
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5. The extra-socfetel lata to be obtaine-1 waul? inclule the 
following: activities of the U;l an1 relptej agencies; 
international organizations with (@.g , Re4 Cross) or 
without (e.g., Church !.Torld Service) national subunits; 
other soclet€es; anl other organtzeticns an3 groups. 
The perspective of the stricken soctety on such activitfes 
and associate3 problems shouli be the main Eocus of 
P t t en t ion. 

, *.- 

I.. 

. .  

.*. 

c. The team wi.11 then move on EO making concac~s with 
the seconi szt 0 5  organizations ani groups, 2x11 
obtain from then the aarne kin1 oE functional 
latn. 

The obtalning of bsckgr0un.l date cen be facilttatel by 
thz fie11 team L E  thzy obtaine.3: 
a. Tables of crg?nizatfons. 
b. Any pre-l€aastir statistics on relevant organizations. 
c. After-action reports or accounts of prior jisastzr 

I. )isaster plans at 611 levels of operation. 
Attempts shoult also b 2  male to insure thst after-action 
report8 of groups en1 agencies be sent to 3YC. 3Icke 
clear thpt we will worry ourselves about any translating 
problems. The fie13 team should make definite attempts 
to obtain at Least several maps of the affected erea, 
with clear designations of degree of darnage and con- 
sequences for populatton. 

experfences. 
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APPEIWIX 3 

B. Gut-jeline for Interviews 

Cur interest is in the following activities an3 functions. 
Baaically we are interested in four aspects of each -- how they 
vere carrZed out, where they took place, who ves involved, an3 
what problems occurred. 

How? -- what means were used. 
?here? -- geographical location of activity. 
I4ho? -- groups and organizations participating. 
!Jhst? -- difficulties encountered. 
1. 1.1arning -- e.g., both how warnings were received an3 

transnittel, from an3 to whom, an.3 at what time 
periods. 

2. Emergency Preparedness (other than warning on3 evacuation) 0- 
e.g,, precautfons after warning to protect people an3/or 
property, coordination an3 control of such actLvitLes, 
en3 -!egree of preparation prior to impact. 

3. Evacuation 0- e.g., how quickly initiate3 anf appeals 
used, criteria for choices made, and process an3 pro- 
cedures for esta5lishing camps or centers. 

4. Inventory -- e.g., nature of jamage assessment undertaken, 
initial decisfons an3 priorities establishe3, an3 degree 
of feedback obtained from disaster site. 

5. Search anj Rescue -- c,g., use of volunteers, conrdinatfon 
of effort, overall view. 

6. 1-ledical Care -- e.g., priorities established as to treat- 
ment, what was general nature of treatment needed, degree 
of self-medication and first aid undertaken. 

7. Care of Jeed -- e.g., how serious a problem was it visual- 
ized, were there any relfgious aspects that had to be 
considered, was mass burial undertaken. 

8. Security -- e.g., was there reported an3 actual looting, 
d i d  convergence behavior occur, were people or property . 

of greatest concern. 

9. Welfare -- includes the following: 
Po03 , 
Clothing, 
SheLtey , 
7 iorr 
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80, Ecergency Sestoratian of Services 9- e,g., how was survey 

made of extent and legree of lfsruption, was there any 
priority assigned to restoration, what is still not 
restore3 and why. 

In a11 instances, efforts ought to be nede ta establish clearly 
from each oaganiza t ion Pnvolied : 
1. who was in cherne and/or control of the sctivfty. - 
2, How UERY persons participated, %ePpera” as well as vtctfms. 
3, ?&st specific equipment end facilities were used. 
4. Time of initiation, high peak, and cessation. 
5, Prior disaster experience for camperison with current 

d Lsa s t er . 

.. . ._ - . . . 
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ITALY 

A Socio-Cultural Cverview 

History 

.P 
r 

..I 

The Itelien people have a very ancient history. Sone ?OO,OOO 

3ince that time 
years before Christ, ice age hunters crossed the Alpine barrier, 
following gane onto the mountafn-spined peninsula. 
Greeks traded, Etruscans built city states, the Roman Zmpir5 
flourished, the medieval papacy reache3 through Europe, an3 the 
people of the Renaissance left their glory to the world. 

Becauoz of all this ancient history, Italy is often thought of 
as a very 013 natlon, yet, in fact, the Italian State is very young. 
The Z'fngdom of Italy we6 proclaimed on 'larch 17, 1361, at the 
Piednontesc capltal of Turin. 
an historlcal process by wh€ch a small minorlty of upper class 
liberals succee-fed in uniting most nf the peninsula under the house 
of Savoy, the ruling house of Piednorit an3 the island of Sardinia. 

This proclamation was the result of 

Itelien unificatfon was much if not nore a 
product of the shrewd manipulation of international 
Europeen rivalrfes as it WBS of the force an? power 
of the revolutlonaries inside the various states 
of the peninsule. As one stateanan said at the tine 
the t.ing.iOrn w8s proclairne3, lWJe have made Italy; t7e must 
now make Italians. " 

The great messes of the Italian people, for the 
most part illiterate peasants, he3 remained extran2ou6 
to the struggle €or unification. The stete that 
was create3 was not their state. 
taken place between the few legitimist aupporters 
of the various petty tyrannies and Austrian satellites, 
on the one hand, and the somewhat larger number 
of liberal nationalists, on the other. (I'ogan, 

The struggle ha3 

1962: 1) 

The distfnctlvc regional chnracteristks of the 
newly unfted Italy, the variety of jialcct, and th3 
jlfferences of econonic Letre1 wouL.1 a11 Beem to argue 
for conelderable 3eccntrallzetion of governmental 
powers en3 functlons. The French nojel of 8 unffie.3, 
centra 1 Lze 3 ste te, however, appeared riore congenia 1 
to Italy's feelers, and this preference was relnforcei 
by numerous 4omesti.c consfleretfons . . , . The 
centralfeed state was the response to the threat of 
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socLal unrest. The onin function of the 
prefect, the agent of the 'IinLster of the Interior 
an3 the symbol of thc state in the province, was 
to maintain an3 enForce law en3 or3er. (Hogan, 
1962: 4) 

Culture 

Culturally the church, the family, and sectionalism are essential 
institutions and structures that must be canstjered before one can 
understand Italy or the Italians. 

In unfte3 Italy there ha3 always been a strugEle between the 
secular end clerical euthorit€es. The effect of this struggle may 
be seen in present d a y  Italy: religious an3 secular political par- 
ttes, relLgLous end secular labor unions, an4 religious and secular 
schools. After Vorld !Jar I1 the church acquired more influence in 
poLitLcs than et any tine since the unification. This influence 
9s material emf politlcnl rather than spiritual or cultural (Rogen, 
1962: 29). . 

The family Ls the most inportent institution in Italy. Ban- 
fiel.1 (1952) suggests that the fanfly structure is so strong thet 
ita Lnfluence Ls dominant in other institutional areas and refers to 
Italy, particularly southern Italy, as a society of amoral famitbsts. 
The fasctly is also strong in the North, but there are other cultural 
factors at work that tfmit its dominance. 

[bile the central focus of this dissertation ie the Italian 
netion as e single unit, it is not possible to study Italy meanLngfully 
without recognizing within-nation differences. 

EcononicoLly an3 culturally Italy nay be divided into two areas: 
north end south. 
politan South end the Genoe-Turin-ifilen North. The North is by far 
the wealthier area, industrially an3 agriculturally, while thg South 
has been poor for generattons an,3 even for centuries. Large numbers 
of people have migrated from the South to the Worth to bolster the 
labor pool. Closer to the standard of living of the North, Rome's 
nodal category of workers is that of government employees; partly 
because the capital city would naturally have large nunibers of govern- 
ment workers en1 partly because hLring people tnto government: 
bureaucracy has been a means of remr-iing party supporters and a 
L;leBns of conbattng unernploynznt. 

Rome Is a kin3 of middle ground between the Nea- 

Culture Ily, the North is the "Protestant ethic" or "European" 
&tea of the country. A resource person 3tete.l the lifference uofte 
well Fn an Lnterview in Biella, "Vork here is elmost an ijolstry. ,. . 
When the fLoo3 strucl- there vas rare on the part of the people.'* 
The vFtZuc system of the North, inclujing the northern rural country- 
side, is one that is generally "ossociated with a modern, urbanized 
society" (LaPaLonbre, 1964: 35). 
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By comparison to the North, the South is 
desperately poor .... The whole southern society -- 
economy, politics, religious practices, belief 
systems, end assoclationnl activities -0 is typLce1 
of what one would find in any of the leso developed 
societies currently undergoha change. (Lapalombra, 
1954: 37-3C) 

These background factors are extremely important Ln understending 
the human response to disaster in Italy. 
modern Italfan state there has been a conscious effort on the part 
of the ruling elite to keep control centrPlize3. This effort may 
be seen in state functions, such as the appointment of preEecte from 
the Ministry of the Interior in Rome, and it may be seen in state 
controlled fims, such as 121 (Industrial Reconstruction Institute) 
which centralizes broadcastinz on its subsidiary R.A.I. (Radio- 
Televisfone Italiana) so that the great rnajorfty of television 
programming is broadcast frou Rome. 

Tron the beginning of the 

For historical, cultural, economic, and structural reasons, 
then, centralizatlon is generally reinforced in both governmental 
and non-govermentel aspects of Italian society. 

Geographfc, Demographic, Economic, Political, 
and Communication rverviei? 

Geographically, Italy is a long, narrow, and rugged country. 
Though the country is slightly smaller than the state of CaliEornia, 
tts population is much larger and is crowded into limited areas be- 
cause of the mountatnous topography. 
places Italy in the first dccile of world nations on this dimension, 
and Italy is in the fourth decile of world countries on the urban€- 
zation dimension. Because of the high birth rate the population fs 
relatfvely yqung. Fernales outnmbc?r males; thfs is politically eig- 
nificant because women are more responsfve to church Airectton en3 
influence than men an? vote in higher proportion for the Christian 
Democratic party. 

A population of 49,455,000 

Eeonomicall;l, Italy is a developed nation with a GkP that places 
it in the top decile of world nations, but on a GNP per capita measure 
ft drops to the thfr3 decile. Cn Xiarsh's (1967: 332-365) Lndex of 
differentiation Italy falls behind most westera European nations such 
8s the Fsderal Republic of Germny, Sweden, France, and Austria, but 
places ahead of most eastern European nations such as Hungary, Yugo- 
slavia, Bulgaria, and Rumania. It places just slightly behind Japan 
on the seme idex. 
and a few smaller valleys, i3 marginal, and great numbers of peasants 
in the south are leaving the land. The country is also quite limited 
in natural resources, end there is a sharp discrepancy in production 
an3 standar3 of LLving between the north and the south. Industry Is 
centered in the northwest industriaL triangle of Genoa, Turin, and 
Mi Ian. 

The farm land, with the exception of the Po 



Politically, Italy is wstern modern, conventional in i3cological 
orientation, i.e., €t use3 convzntionalize3 procedures for achieving 
the Lagiticization of net? or change4 p s m r  relationships; polyatchfc; 
has a significant amount of tntzsest articulation by associational 
groups; an3 has a significent allocation of power to functionally 
autononous legislative, executive, end fulicial organs of governnent, 
Its vertical power distribution is one of formal and eff$ctive uni- 
tarism, There ate many political partles, three of which account 
€or elghty percent of the vote: the Christian ;)cmocretic party, the 
Italfen Comunist party, and the Italian Socialist party. In recent 
years, the gavernment has gencrally been a coalition between the 
Christian Denocrats en3 Socialists. Party affiliation is 02 greater 
importance on the national level than on the rnunicfpal level, though 
on the munLcfpel level personalities come into play a great deal 
more. The cormmists have been the party of protest, which has its 
major strcngth on the local 1 ~ ~ 1 s  and €n certain regfonal areBs, 
e.g., Bolopa. 

There are three major levels of goverment: nationel, the 
dominant level, prefectural, an? municipal. The government rests 
executive power in the Council of .Xilisters (Cabinet). The President 
of the Xtpublic nominates the President of the Council of lfinisters 
(Prize i.iinistcr), and on the latter's proposal, then nominates the 
other ministers. The President of the Republic is elected by both 
houses of the legislature. 
over the cabinet. 

The legislative branch is dominant 

Com.unications are big business in Italy. Since newspapers are 
loost often owned by corporations chose primary business is other 
than publication, e.g. , automobiles, textiles, and bsn!cing, quite 
often they ere used as the instruments of these business for the 
promotion of thefr economic and political objectives. The naws- 
papers show m r e  of a regional influence than do the electronic 
media which are state controlled and highly centraltzed. 
in the fourth declle in daily newspaper circulation per thousand 
population and in the thir3 .fecile in number of radios per thousand 
population. 

Iraly is 

The Disaster Sites 

Florcncc 

Florznce, the "Athens of Italy," a thr,ving city of 43?,138 
The agriculture and industry (196I),is the key city of Tuscany. 

of Tusceny give it a reasonable prosperity. 
however, Florence is a cepitel of ert. It has drawn students and 
tourist8 to itself for centruics, and the large number of hot21s 
attests to fts present day position as 8 leader in the field of 
Italy's tourfst trale. 
and is bisected by the Arno P-iver. 

;;ore than anything else, 

The city is situate4 among hills an3 mountains 
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Sicily 

While there have been 2fforts to bri.ng Lndustry to the arsa, 
Sicily remains a rather poor, predonhantly agricultural section of 
Italy. Banfield and others hove vritten about the facily being the 
institution that is by far most dor?linant in the southern part of 
Italy. The effects of stron~ familism can be seen i.n the carrying 
out of many of the functions of response to the earthquake. 

The Lsland of Sicily is slightly larger then the stat2 oE 
Vermont, and its regional capltaf. is Palermo. The areas hit by the 
earthquake were not heavily po7ulate.f. 
western part of the island thtlt were affected are: Palerno 
(1,117,500), Trepan€ (430,711), en3 Agrigento (494,?1) (1951 
official government census). 

The three provinces in the 

The region of the Pfednont, of wh€ch Turin is the capital, 
covers 9 , W 9  square miles, 3.4 percent of Italy's total area, and is 
the second lareest region of Italy atter Sicily. The Po River runs 
to the east through the lare22t and agriculturAlly nost productive 
valley of Italy. The area hed a populatLon rise, largely due to an 
influx of workers from the south, to 4,145,000 inhabitants in 1961. 

Vcrcclli province, on which this study concentrates, had a 
populet'on of 409,459 (1961 government census). The population of 
the pro-rlnce was 79.8 percent urban in 1951 an3 C?.9 percent urban 
in 196,. There are two key centers within the province, the cities 
O F  Vercelli and Biella, both with about 55,000 populetton. Vercelli 
is the political center of the entire province and the agricultural 
center for the rice-producing plain. BielLa is the industrial center 
for the smaller textile manufacturing communities in the foothills 
of the Alps. 
two communities which work rather independently of each other. 

The population of the province gravitates to these 
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APPrnDZX D 

JAPAN 

A Socio-Cultural Overview 

History 

In some ways the hiatory of Japan parallels in the East tie 
history of Italy in the West. Just as the Etruscans took much of the 
culture of Greece as the foundation tiiet was to become Rome, so the 
native stock of Japan took the culture of China on which to build a 
culture and state. 

Host m d e r n  scholars look to the rwots of present d a y  Japan in 
the Tokugawa Period, 1603-1867 (Dellah, 195d; ReFsciiauer; 1964; and 
Ward, 1967). By the middle of the nineteenth century political and 
eocial changes. were long overdue in Japan, 
in unifying the country, but tiley bad kept t.?e nation in isolation 
from the outside world for w r e  than 250 years. 
social change within the natior? to a cninimum. Japan was forced to 
break its isolation in the 1850's with the signing of a trastywith the 
Unlted State8 in IC54 and the signing of treaties w:ih England, EPussia, 
and Holland soon afterward, forcing an internal change in gcvernments 
in 1868. A group known a8 the Meiji Restoration formed around ttie 
emperor through his reign until 1912. During this period a modern 
Btate was formed by borrowing wnat it Selieved to be the best systems 
of business and governaent from other nations arourid the world, 
particularly Europe and America. 

The Tokugava had succeeded 

T5ey had GPEQ kept 

In the 1920's liberal deinocratic trends appeared in the 
governaent, but these trend8 were broken wit9 a nationalist and 
cnilitarist reaction in the 1930's. After World War ZI Japan's 
constitution was revised, and the new constitution, adopted in 1947, 
pravides for a constitutional monarchy with a bicameral parliament. 
The ewerot ie now a symbol of national unity, wttile executive authorlty 
resides in t:ie cabinet, headed by &he prime minister. 

Culture 

Tradition is still strong in Japan. Recent studies of moderrli- 
zatfon seeu to indicate that traditionalism does not need to be the 
antitkesis of a nodem society (Singer, 1955) ; traditionalism can be 
used a8 8 basis on which to build modernism. 
of Tokugawe, Japan being the fuxxtional equivalent of the Protestant 
ethic would suggest tna't tLiis may be partially true for Japest. 
There are, however, dysfunctional aspects of treditfonalien for 
modernization, e.g., persor.ali8m versus bureaucratic efficiency. 

Bellah's (1958) picture 
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It should also be pointed out that Japan still has strong family 
traditions. &-other important cultural trait is tile great importance 
of the group in Japanese cultare. 

Geographic, Deuographic, Ecor-onic , Political 
Overview 

Geographically, Japan is a mountainous island with only 16 percent 
arable land and few natural resources. The rugged mountains have 
meant that Japan is not as homgeneous as it may appear to the out- 
sider, and that ur-tflcation had to be iraposed by a coapulsory political 
and social system, t,iat of the Tokugawa. The fact that Japan consists 
totally of islands allowed it a position of isolation while developing 
its unique culture, and its island position has given the Japanese 
a sense of group identity toward the outside world. The scarcity of 
arable land and natural resources has meant that Japan has been 
forced into a position of world trader in order to sustain itself. 

The population of 98,274,000 places Japan in the first decile 
of world nations. It is in the second decile of world nations in 
urbanization. 
young, hes created a need for more workers, indicative of an increased 
need for social welfare in the future. The econosy of Japan is 
based on foreign trade and low cost and efficient production. Japan 
has been so successful in updating the economy from a two-tier economy 
of cottage industry and modern industry that it has now moved into the 
number three position in world trade. While the GNP of Japan is 

~ajlorig the highest in t:le world, in GNP per capita it ranks in tlAe 
fourth decile of world nations. On Xarsh's index of differentiation, 
Japan ranks the highest of all Asian nations and slightly nigher 
than Italy. 

The age distribution, with a large proportion of very 

Politically, Japan is significantly westernized, modern, con- 
ventional in ideological orientation, polyarchic, has a significant 
anount of interest articulatlon by associational groups, and has a 
significant allocation of norizontal power relationsiiips. 
power distributior* is one of formal and effective unitarism. 

Its vertical 

The country, politically, is divided into 46 prefectures. The 
present constitutional system was adopred iu 1947 and is a combination 
of an American arid a British system. While the structure follows that 
of the United States and Great Britain, the "heritage and circumstances 
... are far closer to those of Italy (Reischauer)". 

There are three levels of government: r,ational, prefectural, and 
municipal. The dynamics of autliority and decision making between 
these three levels of government vary with the subject under coileider- 
ation. 

Jepan is considered a centralized governmeiit, in that the national 
ie the most important level in decieion making. Not only is government 
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centralized, but it is concentrated around a rather limited number 
of bureaucratic leaders. A recent study showed that 80 percent of 
bureau heads and above in governmeot service were graduates of 
Tokyo University. 

Niigata 

A port city with a popluation of 300,000 at the time of tais 
earthquake, Niigata had ell movement into Lts harbor blocked by 
debris and all 1C lires of the National Railway System which came into 
the city broken in at least two places. 
slides caused a similar blockage of wveaent on all major hfghways 
and secondary roads, and damage at the airport preveiited the flight 
of anytning but helicopters arid very small planes. 
destruction case from several 8-11 and major fires that broke out 
after the quake. PartLcularly serious was the huge conflagration in 
one of the major oil refineries near the port area at the outskirts 
of the city, which, while burning for more than twelve days, destroyed 
90 storage tanks, 302 liomes arid 197 other buildings. 

Crevasses and over 150 Land- 

Additional 

Yammashi Prefec tureldshiwada Village 

There are four settlements in the village, two of which were m r e  
severely hit during t.ie typhoon. 
and Saiko, were both on tne side of Lake Saiko. The village level 
zovernrnent has four sections: (1) the general office sectfon, (2) 
inhabitants section, (3) enhancement section (industry), and (4) 
plennLng section (tourism). This is an area that lives fros agri- 
culture, fishing, and tourism. 

T.ie hardest hit settlements, Nedla 

Hiroshima Prefecturekure City 

Hiroshima Prefecture is situated on ttze Inland Sea in the south- 
western part of Honshu Island. The prefecture covers 3,257 square 
miles with a population of 2,281,000 and a population density of 731 
per square miles. 
of the total area of the prefecture taken up by forests. 

The topography is mountainous with 76 percent 

The population of Kure City is 237,lW people in 74,244 dwellings. 
Kure City La a ehipbuilding and steel manufacturfng center with oil 
refineries ar'd light industries. The legislature branch of Kure 
City corisizzts of e council with 44 councilmn who are popularly 
elected every four years. The executive bureaucracy, headed by the 
mayor, consists of thirteen departnents, four boards arid three 
cc--?ttees, with a tosal of 3,270 city clerks and employees. 
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APPENDIX E 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A Socio-Cultural Overview 

History 

The Uriited States had a legacy of Er,glfs!i common law at the time 
of the Revolution, The nation, for its first te?. years, was a con- 
federation and o ~ l y  after chis system did not appear to be satisfactory 
was a federation formed. It is important to remember, then, that ttie 
United States was not formed as one central government and then divided 
into states, but that the states agreed to form a federation. Thus, 
the central governinent is the creation of the states and not the other 
way around as in Icaly axid Japan. The states took this matter seriously 
as m y  be seen from the Tenth Amendment, "Tile powers not delegated to 
the United States by the Constitutioa, nor prohibited by it to the 
states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people." 
Through the course of ita history the United States has becone much 
uore centrai€zed, but t;ie nation remains one of t-le world'8 few 
e f f ec t fve f ede r a t ions . 

The ideals of states rights, 1 0 ~ 2 1  sutonmy, nnd grass-roots 
control mny be partfplly myths in present day linited States, but they 
nre important. Thus, federal an4 state oEficLsls are generally 
hesitant to teke over control of a local community tn ttne of disaster; 
nssistance is given, but control generally comes from the local area. 

Culture 

CultureLly, the UnLted States is a young nation. It is a 
hybrid of many European immigrants, an4 the degree to whfch these 
different cultures have melte3 into one is not a settled question. 
The land areas of the UnLte3 3tetes today ere almost ten tfmes what 
they were when the thirteen colonies declared themselves independent. 
The expansfon of the frontLer and the trernendoua growth that went 
along with it have played an important role in the value system 
of Americans. 

Robin Williams (1965; 415-470) suggeats a number of value 
orientations in America, including: achievement an3 success, 
activity and work, moral orientation, humanitarian mores, efficiency 
and practicality, progress, material comfort, equality, and freedom. 
A number of these value orientati~ns aeem to play a role in the nature 
of the 3isaster response. 
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Geographic, Demographic, Economic, Political, 

and Communication Overview 

GeoRraphLcally, the UnLted States is the fourth largest nation 
fn the world, with a wi4e variety of topography an1 an ebundence of 
agricultural and natural resources. Demographically, the Unite3 
Stntes is also the fourth largest nation in the worlj; because of its 
large geographical *reR, however, the populetion lensity is Lou. It 
fs Ln the first jecile of world nattons in urbanizetion (percentRge 
of population in citiee over ?O,OOCr). . 

EconomLceLly, the United States has a wile variety of agricultural 
and manufacture3 proiucts. Its GNP and GNP per capita place it high 
in the first decile ot war13 nations. It is economtcftlly levelopei 
an1 has the highest LnJex of differentiation of any country in the 
worlj. In summation, the United States is a molern, urbonizej, an1 
highly inlustrie lized net ion. 

Politically, the United 3tates is western, modern, conventional 
in its i3eological orientation, polyarchic, has a significant mount 
of interest articulation by associationel groups, and B significant 
3egree of horizontal power distribution. 
tion is that of effective federalism, The government is a constitu- 
tional democracy wtth a president as the executive, a bicemeral 
legislature, and B rnther autonotnous ju3icial organ. The United States 
has the eame three levels of government as Italy an1 Japan, f.e., 
netLonel (federal), state, and municipal. The county level of Sovern- 
ment is relevant in certain regions of the country. 

Its vertical power distribu- 

3aily newspaper circulation per thousend population was 336 in 
1960, placing the Unite3 Statgs in the second decile of world nations 
on this dimension. The Unite3 States ha4 more then twice as many 
radios per thousand population as the second nation in the world, 
Cene3a. The United States is in the second decile of world natfone 
in literacy rate of the population fifteen years of age en3 over. 
It should be pointe,-l out that the percentage for Japan and the United 
States is 9q.0, while the percentage for all the nations fn the firclt 
decile of countrles is 98.5. 

The 3isaster Sites 

Alaska/Anchorage 

Alaska, wfth 526,000 square rntles, of which 95 percent is fe3eral 
government lend, is by far the lareest state. Its population in 1960 
was ??6,000, of whom 43,000 were classified as nntive Indian, Estimn, 
anl Aleut. The population is concentrated around the nein urban 
ate8 -0 50,000 in Anchorege, 100,000 in the metropolitan Anchorage 
area. 
of the erea: 

Several iniustries have grown up around the natural resources 
fLshing, mining, lumbering, an3, since 1957, oil 
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refining nni natural gas proluctlon- 
in the economy of Alaska. 

The military playa a vital role 

-- Anchorago is a rapilly growing community (11,254 in 1950 an3 
44,337 in 1?60) that serves as the economic ani traie center of Alaska. 
Approxhately 40 percent of the state income cmne from the Anchorage 
are@ at the time of the earthquake. 
€or transportetion, comrnunlcat€ons, an1 logistic support €or the 
military an1 is the hea3wartzrs for oil m i  ges exploration. 
earthquake pffecte-f most of AZeska, but this study Eocuses on the 
city of Anchorege. 

The city is primarily a center 

The 

New Orleans 

New Crleans is a city of more than 600,000 in a metropolitan area 
of one million. The city Ls one of the largest in area in the Unitei 
States, covering 363.5 square miles, of which 199.4 are lani area; 
the metropolitan area is ?,677.5 square miles. The city €e locate3 
on the iffssissippi River 110 miles upstream from the Gulf of i.,:exico, 
servfnp as the major gateway from the nl3continent United States to 
the Latin Amerfcan countries an4 the worlj. It is a lea3ing in3us- 
trial, petroleum, financisl, wholesaling, an3 retailing center with 
P mayor-council form of governiient. 

ti i s s t s s i p p I /E i l ox i 

The state of 'fississippi La chiefly en agricultural state. Its 
population is 2,178,141 (19GO) within an area of 47,716 square miles. 
The three counties that have lam3 elon? the coast are Hancock, 
Harrison, an3 Jackson. The area concentratel on in this atu3y is 
Barrlson County, which fnclules Pass Christian (3,$0O), Long Beach 
(4,700), Gulfport (30,000), an3 Biloxi (44,000). 
is put on Biloxi.. 

PartLculat emphasis 

The pre-storm economy of this area reliei heavily on tourism, 
fishing, pine lumber, and military installations. 
of the southern regions of the UnLte.1 jtates, the county level of 
government is significant compared to some other regions of the 
United States. 

As is so typical 
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